Automation in broadcasting

Data transmission via satellite
For your audio needs: a growing line of compact, easy-to-use FP amps and mixers.

Shure FP products are built specifically for ENG, EFP, film, and video work. They're not general audio products that "might" work on remotes. And no one offers as wide a selection with this kind of built-in ruggedness and reliability.

**For Stereo Remotes.** The FP32 Stereo Mixer is comparable in size and features to our famous FP31. Its stereo capability, light weight, easy-to-use controls and convenient shoulder harness make it the first choice of field crews. Our FP42 Stereo Mixer simplifies mic cueing, so important in situations like sports remotes. Plus it enables you to easily mix down stereo in your post production booth. It offers all the features of the popular M267 plus stereo capability and a stereo headphone amp.

**The Industry Standards.** The FP31 is Shure's original field production mixer. Thousands bet their audio on it worldwide. The FP16, a one-by-six distribution amp with transformer balancing and link jacks, outperforms all competition. It's also ideal as a portable press bridge.

**For Long Yardage Situations.** The FP11 Mic-to-Line Amp provides freedom from noise in long line situations, with up to 84 dB of gain in 15 6-dB steps. It converts any mic to line level and includes an invaluable limiter circuit. The FP12 Headphone Bridging Amp is a must for shotgun and boom operators. It keeps them on target without need for a return line. It's ideal for multiple headphone feeds, troubleshooting, and as an intercom.

For more information on the entire FP line, call or write Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202-3696. (312) 866-2553.
The Midwest Edge

Advanced SNG Systems from The Leader in Mobile Television Communications

From 4-wheel-drive ENG units to 45-foot mobile production vans — Midwest has built more broadcast vehicles than anyone. And as a leader in the RF industry, we’ve supplied hundreds of satellite systems across the country. Midwest is using this experience to produce the most efficient, versatile SNG systems available. All engineering and construction are done under one roof, allowing the fastest delivery in the industry.

And with 27 offices, Midwest has the most complete service network offered by any SNG supplier.

The S-25 is equipped to handle any SNG/ENG situation, with onboard power, editing and microwave communications capabilities. The 2.4M antenna’s deployment system is in full compliance with the latest FCC radiation regulations. And the unique antenna stowage system virtually eliminates snow and ice accumulation.

Contact Midwest for information on our complete line of SNG systems.
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More and more, broadcast managers are looking to automated technology as a way to reduce operating costs, to eliminate operator errors and to improve program quality. Engineers must be aware of the benefits that are possible and the problems that can develop through the use of automation in the broadcast station. We examine some of the factors stations need to consider as automation becomes another important element in today's station.
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When the Hitachi HF-230’s real-time diagnostic system spots a potential problem during operation, it tells you what happened, and exactly where it happened. And it tells you in plain English.

The HF-230’s computer-controlled self-diagnostics continually monitors 49 different operational, maintenance, and troubleshooting parameters during both playback and recording. And it gives you the whole story up front on a console display and on the monitor.

Plus, you don’t have to keep your eyes glued to the machine. Because the HR-230 stores it all in memory—along with the exact location—so you can go back and check later on.

But the HR-230 has a lot more going for it than just a great memory. Our retracting tape guides and tension arms—along with a non-contact air scanner system dramatically reduce head and tape wear. It’s compatible with all major editing systems. And such features as master/slave operation of up to 48 VTRs through its built-in editor, complete autosetup, pre-aligned replacement scanner, and a built-in TBC save you a lot of time and trouble.

And the HR-230 will save you money. Because nobody offers you so complete a machine for so modest a price.

For a demonstration in your studio, contact Hitachi Denshi America Ltd., Broadcast and Professional Division, 175 Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797. Or phone (516) 921-7200 or (800) 645-7510. In Canada, contact Hitachi Denshi Ltd. (Canada), 65 Melford Drive, Scarborough, Ontario M1B 2G6; (416) 299-5900.

THE FIRST 1-INCH VTR THAT TELLS YOU WHERE TO GO.
SMPrime imaging seminar

A 1-day tutorial seminar on Imaging Manipulation: Matching the New Technology to Video and Film Production, will be held on Saturday, May 10, in Los Angeles. The seminar is co-sponsored by the Hollywood section of SMPTE and the continuing education division of the School of Cinema-TV at the University of Southern California. Hours for the seminar, to be held on campus, will be from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

The event will focus on a broad range of film and video manipulation techniques, including image compositing with multiple levels of matting for traveling mattes and motion control photography; optical and digital video effects; electronic palettes; and titling/character generation. Pre-taped and live video demonstrations will illustrate current image manipulation practices in the post-production environment. The sessions will conclude with a panel discussion open to audience questions.

Seminar attendance is open to industry professionals, students and other interested individuals. The registration fee is $35 for students, $45 for SMPTE members and $55 for non-members.

Lunch is included.

Early registration can be arranged by contacting the continuing education division, USC School of Cinema-TV: telephone 213-743-7469, extension 9.

AES focus on TV audio

The fourth international convention of the Audio Engineering Society will convene in the Westin Hotel at Chicago's O'Hare Airport, on May 15. The central theme of the 4-day conference will be Stereo audio technology for TV and video. The prime goal of this event is to acquaint audio and video professionals with emerging technologies. Through a better understanding of technical and economic factors, industry growth will result.

A broad base of information will be presented to attendees in 23 technical papers. Presenters include network and station engineers, consultants and representatives from film, video and audio equipment manufacturers. In addition to the papers program, special demonstrations have been arranged. These include satellite up/downlink audio, TV transmitter/receiver links, live stereo remotes and post-production audio editing using analog and digital techniques. Consumer stereo audio/video and a home media room will provide the present and a futuristic home environment for the systems shown. There is no formal equipment exhibit.

Advance registration fees are $345 for members ($395 for non-members) if payment is received by April 30. An additional $75 is required for on-site registration. For registration information, contact AES, 60 E. 42nd St., New York NY 10165; telephone 212-661-8528; telex 620298 UW.

128th SMPTE conference scheduled

The Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMpte) has confirmed that the 128th SMPTE audio conference and equipment exhibit will be held in the new Jacob Javits Convention Center in New York. The dates for the conference are Oct. 24 to 29. This will be the first SMPTE conference to be held over a weekend.

SMpte officials hope that the new conference format will allow attendance and more exhibitors than the
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The nature of ENG and EFP business demands that you have one and only one chance to capture an event the moment it happens.

And when you're talking one and only, you're thinking Sony.

The Sony Betacam system is the one to record with, and Sony's Betacam BCT series cassette is the only one to record on. Our exclusive VIVAX™ magnetic particles, special binder system, new surface treatment and anti-static shell are all specifically designed to ensure the highest level of durability and reliability. And most of all, the best audio and video signal performance possible.

Your Sony Professional Tape Dealer will be glad to give you all the impressive facts and figures on Betacam BCT series cassettes. But the most important fact is: No Sony recorder should have to tape on anything less than Sony tape.
Dedicated broadcast engineers have always tried to deliver the best possible audio product to their audience with the available technology. And broadcasting has steadily improved. The transistorized equipment of the 1960s was (generally) better than the tube hardware of the 1950s. The amplifiers and processors of the 1970s, based on integrated circuit technology, performed better than their 1960s counterparts. Today, digital audio recording and transmission has taken us beyond the equipment standards of the 1970s. Will audio fidelity of the 1990s be even better? Could there be a limit to improving quality? Is this a curve that goes to infinity?

The curve doesn’t go to infinity. We have already gone beyond human perception to pursue quality for its own sake, irrespective of the need. This pursuit comes from the incorrect application of engineering philosophy, the notion of a linear world: If a little is good, more is better and a lot is fantastic. We tend to think of physical and perceptual variables as a straight line—if you go far enough you get to infinity. In reality, curves invariably go flat; at some point, there is no perceptible difference.

In 1971, the first digital audio equipment was produced using 10-bit analog-to-digital converters and filters with 1dB or 2dB response irregularities. You could hear the limitations, but it took a little while for the honeymoon to end. The first equipment we used was, in fact, considered fantastic. However, professional audio perfectionists responded to the defects by crucifying the equipment and within two years it was out of production.

Digital designs had to be better than their analog equivalents, so users demanded that more bits be added to the converters. Instead of 10 bits with 60dB of S/N, we saw 12, 14 and 16 bits. The industry has now paused at 16 bits, but 18 is on the way. This means 72, 84, 96 or 108dB of S/N.

Why stop at 18? If 18 bits is better than 16, then 20 is probably better than 18. Twenty may be close to the technical limits today, but we should clearly aim for 22. After all, the more the better. Right?

We are now talking about numbers that boggle the mind. For harmonic distortion, we count the number of zeros after the decimal point, not the digit. It used to be that reducing harmonic distortion from 1% to 0.5% was a significant improvement. Now, equipment distortion levels drop from 0.1% to 0.001%. This improvement is interesting. However, psychoacoustic research shows that you can’t hear distortion with normal music below about 0.5%.

Bandwidth (frequency response) also has widened considerably. In 1930, 3kHz was enough to understand speech and even appreciate music. 10kHz was considered professional quality by the 1940s; 15kHz was used in the 1960s. In the 1970s, the standard became 20Hz to 20kHz, more than most people can hear. But some people, particularly under the age of five, can actually hear above 20kHz and certain instruments do produce sounds above 20kHz, so 25kHz bandwidth ought to be safe. If 25kHz is safe today, by extrapolation, we should really be aiming at 30kHz and 40kHz in the 1990s. Besides, the dog is a full member of the family, so maybe we really ought to reach for 50kHz bandwidth.

In the world of professional audio, a Golden Ear is someone who is able to hear something that most people cannot. There are two categories of Golden Ears, indistinguishable by the lay public or by most broadcasters. The first type is the hallucinator. You often find this type writing for audio enthusiast magazines. Then there are people who, through training or birth, can hear things nobody else can.

In any given aspect of sound, there might be 50 people in the world who have Golden Ears. One of them is more golden than the others—Golden Squared Ears. Should Golden Squared Ears (or this person’s child—Golden Cubed Ears) represent the human species in deciding what our equipment specifications should be? Shall we all set our standards according to this one person for as long as that person is alive?

Broadcasters, of course, need to be concerned about providing the best possible quality to their audiences. We should strive for the best possible performance from the best available equipment. However, we need to keep a reasonable amount of horse sense about us.

There is always an uncontrolled element through which our signals must pass on their way to our audience—the atmosphere. Broadcasters cannot, and never will be able to, control that element. As long as the limitation of the total end-to-end quality is dependent on uncontrollable elements, it does little good to pour a station’s resources into technology that cannot be received or appreciated by the audience.

The quality of a station’s on-air signal is of paramount importance. But reason must accompany efforts to maintain your station at the state of the art. Improvements in the performance of audio equipment, like everything else, eventually reaches a point of diminishing returns. It does not go from here to infinity.
WHAT'S NEW IN ARRAKIS SYSTEMS

5000 SERIES MODULAR CONSOLE
$9,999 Complete
- 16 CHANNEL MAINFRAME
- PROGRAM, AUDITION & MONO
- TELEPHONE MIX-MINUS
- CONTROL ROOM MODULES
- PROCESSING/EQ MODULES
- CLOCK AND TIMER STANDARD

Advanced engineering brings the radio industry its first no-compromise under $10,000 audio console.

600SC DELUXE AUDIO CONSOLE
$4,399 Complete
- PENNY AND GILES ROTARY FADERS
- VCA ELECTRONICS
- 8 CHANNELS - 28 INPUTS
- PROGRAM AND AUDITION
- TELEPHONE MIX-MINUS
- REMOTE START
- ESE CLOCK & TIMER STANDARD

A timeless combination of classic reliability and modern, high-tech, distortion free sound.

MODULUX STUDIO FURNITURE
- MODULAR, KNOCK DOWN FURNITURE
- UPS SHIPPABLE FOR LOW FREIGHT COSTS
- IN STOCK FOR FAST SHIPMENT
- MODULARITY MEANS FLEXIBILITY
- EASY TO ASSEMBLE
- EXPANDABLE

A major new step in the evolution of studio furniture for radio. From $1000.
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arrakis SYSTEMS, INC.
(303) 224-2248
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Operator must be on duty at all times

By Harry C. Martin

According to section 73.1860, the FCC requires every broadcast station to have an operator on duty at all times. The duty operator may be stationed at the transmitter, a remote control point or at an off-premises ATS monitor/alarm point.

In an off-premises ATS operation, the rules require that the ATS control system incorporate circuits that will automatically terminate station operations if any of the following conditions are not corrected within three minutes:
- antennae input power exceeding authorized power;
- excessive modulation levels;
- failure of the circuit to the ATS monitoring and alarm point;
- failure of any of the required alarm system functions; and
- any loss of required ATS sampling functions.

Although off-premises operation with a conforming ATS system is permissible, the following types of situations violate the rules and could result in a stiff fine:
- Location of the remote control/ATS point at the duty operator's home during hours when he would be sleeping.
- The use of a telephone-controlled system that lacks a failsafe mechanism that can detect the failure of the telephone line to the transmitter necessary to terminate operations.
- The failure of the licensee to equip the remote control point with an EBS receiver and instructions for the duty operator in case of an EBS alert signal.

Daytimer preference affirmed

The FCC has reaffirmed that licensees of AM daytimer stations, who meet certain prerequisites, can be awarded enhanced broadcast experience credit in FM comparative proceedings. This enhanced credit will be equal to the credit awarded for either local residence or minority ownership. However, the commission has announced several revisions and clarifications of the daytimer preference eligibility criteria:
- A daytimer preference still will be available to a former daytimer licensee who has been granted authority to commence nighttime operations on a foreign clear channel. However, in order to retain the preference, the former daytimer must accept less than 250W of nighttime power.
- The daytimer preference will be available only to a licensee applying for an AM channel in the same community of license as its AM facility.
- A daytimer licensee who seeks the enhanced credit must pledge to divest its AM facility within three years after putting the FM station on the air.
- To be awarded a daytimer preference, an applicant must have operated the daytime-only station continuously for three years prior to filing the FM application. (Previously, the requirement was that the FM applicant operate the daytimer for three years before designation of the application for hearing.)
- In order to be awarded the preference, the daytimer licensee must apply for the FM channel. (In other words, if XYZ Corporation is the licensee of the daytimer, XYZ Corporation must be the applicant for the FM station in order for the daytime preference to be awarded.)
- With respect to the prerequisite that the licensee's owners must have participated substantially in the management of the daytime-only facility, full-time participation will not be required. An FM applicant will be viewed as having participated substantially in management of the daytime-only station if persons holding cognizable ownership interests spent more than 20 hours per week (individually or in the aggregate) in the management of the station.

ITFS rules reconsidered

The FCC has granted partial reconsideration of its May 31, 1985, decision modifying eligibility and operating rules for the instructional television fixed service (ITFS).

In May the commission adopted comparative criteria for selecting among ITFS applicants, cutoff procedures, standards for non-ITFS use of ITFS facilities and revised technical standards for the service. The commission also made non-local entities ineligible to file ITFS applications for foreign ITFS facilities (until July 27, 1986). The new rules were designed to accommodate the increase in demand for ITFS facilities experienced after the commission agreed to permit ITFS stations to lease their excess capacity.

In its reconsideration order, the FCC affirmed its May decision to limit eligibility to local applicants for one year. It decided that local entities, that probably had not applied for facilities previously because of a lack of funds, should be given the first opportunity to take advantage of the rules permitting sharing of facilities with commercial services. Non-local entities with applications already on file have 90 days to amend their proposals to incorporate a controlling local entity in their structures.

The commission altered its comparative criteria for selection among applicants to include an extra preference for applicants proposing new, as opposed to modified, facilities. In May the FCC adopted a point accumulation system for awarding licenses, with a random selection tie-breaker mechanism. The criteria for determining an applicant’s comparative point total included whether it was local, whether it was an accredited school or governing agency, whether it would remain within the ITFS 4-channel limitation, the amount and kind of ITFS service proposed (with maximization of for-credit course material being preferred), and whether the applicant was a grandfathered E or F channel licensee seeking to relocate. The preference for applicants proposing new facilities was added to promote diversity in cases involving unresolvable conflicts among new applicants and existing licensees’ proposals for modified facilities.

The FCC again refused to classify ITFS as a broadcast service. Nor did the commission substantially revise its definition of the essential use of ITFS channels, which require at least some part of the station’s programming to include for-credit course material. However, the definition was expanded to include nationally accredited programming, as well as programming offered by hospitals for students to earn medical and allied health degrees and certificates.
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STRENGTH YOU CAN RELY ON
By the book

By Carl Bentz, TV technical editor

With the change in broadcast operator licensing and tight economic conditions, it is common for the duty operator at a TV station to have other assignments. Depending upon the configuration of the station, those duties might include master control operation of the videotape center and/or maintenance. It is essential that additional duties do not interfere with operation and monitoring of the transmission system.

On duty at master

If the operator will be assigned master control switching, various routine procedures should be understood. A legal station identification must be made at the beginning and end of each span of operation, that is, at the beginning and end of each program. During extended program material, the ID occurs on an hourly basis or as close to the hour as possible during a natural program break.

If the program source does not provide specific times for the station ID, the identifying announcement may be made visually (keyed or supered),aurally supered or by a combination of both. In any form, an official ID contains the station’s call letters, immediately followed by the city of license. Only the station’s frequency or channel number may be inserted between the two items. Stations serving more than one community may include the other communities in the ID announcement. However, the city of license must be first in such a list.

A second program log event of interest to engineers is the weekly EBS test transmission. Emergency Broadcast System announcements must be transmitted once a week on random days and at random times between 8:30 a.m. and local sunset. The EBS test must not be transmitted when severe local weather conditions exist so the signal will not be mistaken for a storm indication.

The traffic department should be instructed to include the test each week. If traffic fails to schedule an EBS transmission, the operator should remind them of the legal requirements. (See FCC rule 73.961[c].) A transmitter operator charged with on-air switching duty is, in effect, the quality control manager and should make every possible effort to keep the station within rule compliance.

Along with EBS transmissions, the operator must note when a test is received from another station. The dates and times of the tests must be kept in the official station operations log.

All stations participating in the EBS program must monitor an assigned broadcast facility and must receive a test from that source weekly. Failure to receive a weekly test should be communicated to the chief operator.

If the station being monitored did not transmit a test, you cannot be held responsible. You are held responsible, however, if the failure to receive a test is the result of faulty equipment at your station.

Make it a habit to initiate an EBS equipment check each day. All EBS tone generators include checking circuitry. The dual tone from the generator is fed directly to the decoder circuit, bypassing the tuner. If the decoder fails to sense the presence of the tones within 10 to 15 seconds, report the problem to maintenance.

The real EBS message

The primary purpose of the EBS signal is to alert viewers in the event of a national emergency. The plan also allows use of the network by the National Weather Service, civil defense and local and state governments.

In the event of a national alert, an emergency action notice (EAN) will be released by the White House to all major radio and TV networks. They will relay the EAN message to their affiliate and member stations through established internal communication systems.

If an EAN message is received, the operator must continue to operate the network for further information. Before further action is taken, however, the validity of the message must be checked through the authenticator words. Such words are verified by opening the red envelope that is provided to the station at 6-month intervals. The red envelope must be available at the operating position at all times.

Inside the envelope are lists of code words for activation and termination of a national alert condition. A different pair of two words are used for each day. If an alert had occurred on July 4, 1985, the EAN activation would have been authenticated with the words Hotel Yankee. Termination of the alert would have used Juliett Lima. These words are from the military communications phonetic alphabet. You should become familiar with the entire list, if you do not already know it.

The white envelope that accompanies the red envelope contains voice authenticator words that are to be used in the event that the normal EBS procedures cannot function. Both envelopes are to remain sealed unless an alert occurs.

For normal operation, the standard EBS weekly test message card should be kept at the operating point or at the location where all spot announcements are played. A second cart, containing a message for an actual alert, must also be kept available to the operator. However, steps must be taken to assure the alert message is not played accidently. The public and the FCC would not view the accident kindly.

Four priority levels of programming for EBS exist and must be aired accordingly. These levels by priority are:

- presidential messages;
- operational (local) area information;
- state programming;
- national programming and news.

Presidential messages must take precedence over any other information that is being broadcast and must be carried live. National programming can be recorded for broadcast at the earliest opportunity consistent with local area requirements.

The check list

All of the procedures involving EBS activities are explained in the EBS checklist booklet. The station must have a copy of the checklist. Failure to have the checklist available at the operating point can result in a citation.

Why the big deal about a program that is voluntary? The EBS system is the best program that has been devised to disseminate information in a national emergency. Stations must request authority to participate. Once authorized, you must participate.

The crux of the matter is simple. In the event of an emergency, listeners depend for information from the broadcast stations for instructions. The correct information could spell the difference between life and death.·
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It takes a unique graphics look to stand out from today's look-alike news productions. So we've built some unique graphics tools into our new ESS-3 Still Store that you won't find anywhere else.

The ESS-3 lets you compose an unlimited number of elements, all with the fidelity of first generation video. You can cut and paste, key and drop shadow irregular shapes, and program your own dissolves, cuts and wipes. And with its variable compression you can insert over-the-shoulder stills—without a digital video effects unit.

If you're bored with your titles simply scan in your own typefaces, then resize, compress, color and dropshadow to achieve your own new look.

And, to make your news preparation fast and effortless, the ESS-3 displays 12 stills at one time for you to browse through and edit. Compare that to any description-only index system.

So if you want to jazz up your news, and get the signal quality that comes only from Ampex, get the complete story on the new ESS-3.

Atlanta (404) 491-7112 Chicago (312) 593-6000
Dallas (214) 960-1102 Los Angeles (818) 240-5000
New York/New Jersey (201) 825-9600
San Francisco (415) 367-3296
Washington, D.C. (301) 530-8800
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Our new Still Store helps take the snooze out of your news.
The FMX System

By Emil Torick

The potential for FM sound broadcasting as a high-fidelity medium has been recognized since the earliest commercial FM radio broadcasts in the 1940s. Because of its relative immunity to electromagnetic interference and the capability to provide full audio bandwidth with low noise, frequency modulation also was selected as the transmission method for TV sound.

Although FM radio was hardly a universal success in the commercial sense when stereophonic broadcasts were first authorized in 1961, it was not long before the attraction of 2-channel high-fidelity sound helped elevate FM to the status it enjoys today. But although stereophony adds a new acoustical dimension to radio reception, it does so at the expense of a serious degradation of another high-fidelity parameter, the signal-to-noise ratio.

This noise penalty in stereophonic broadcasting is well known. However, less obvious is the restrictive influence that this phenomenon has on station coverage. It is not unusual for the stereophonic reception limits to be one-fourth or one-fifth the area of monophonic broadcasts.

The noise penalty

Several factors contribute to the higher noise levels and coverage losses resulting from stereophonic transmissions. When a station converts to stereophonic service, monophonic coverage is reduced because signal power must be divided among the various components of the more complex baseband signal. The stereophonic S/N is less than the monophonic S/N because of the wide bandwidth of the composite signal.

As illustrated in Figure 1, the so-called triangular noise spectrum increases 6dB/octave with increasing frequency of the composite signal. Audio de-emphasis counteracts this somewhat (as shown) but the noise problem is still severe. After demodulation, the noise components of the difference channel subcarrier are added, statistically independent, to the noise already present in the monophonic signal during audio dematrixing.

A calculation of the S/N degradation in stereophonic broadcasting was published by Parker and Ruby in 1962. In the report, Parker and Ruby assumed the transmission of the peak monophonic power available, that is, no modulation of the subcarrier (L-R=0). Although their conclusion of 23dB degradation has received widespread acceptance, this figure is not completely representative of typical programming.

Under EIA auspices, the National Quadraphonic Radio Committee (NQRC) studied the subject in greater detail. In its final report, the NQRC reaffirmed the 23dB penalty for a monophonic test signal. By using a wide variety of audio test signals, it also demonstrated that 26dB is more representative of stereophonic programming with wide audio separation. For monophonic receivers, the NQRC data predict noise degradation of 1dB to 7dB, depending on the particular type of test signal used.

Such losses of S/N also cause a reduction in the effective area of coverage for an FM broadcast station. Figure 2, based on NQRC data, illustrates this effect for a representative set of transmission and reception conditions. For reception with a 50dB S/N, the limit of station coverage would extend to a radius of 128 miles when only monophonic transmission is employed. However, with stereophonic transmission, monophonic reception is reduced to 100 miles, and 2-channel reception extends only to a 60-mile radius. It should be pointed out that under typical operating conditions a station's service area is often limited by co-channel and adjacent-channel interference rather than by noise.

Next month we will look at the FMX transmission system and show how it helps overcome the loss in stereophonic coverage.

Figure 1. In FM, the noise spectrum increases 6dB per octave with the increasing frequency of the FM composite signal.

Figure 2. As the S/N ratio decreases, so too does the effective range of the FM signal.

Editor's note: This material was adapted from an Audio Engineering Society paper presented by the author at the 70th AES convention, Oct. 12-16, 1985. Torick presented an update on the latest field tests of FMX at the 1986 NAB convention. A copy of his paper appears in the 1986 edition of the proceedings, which is available from NAB.
CRL offers much more than just another limiter for your AM or FM station.

We provide you with any combination of multiband AGC’s, four channel processors, and pre-emphasizing limiter/clippers for your stereo or mono needs.

Because of this, it's no wonder we have been stacked up against the best known audio processors in the industry... and won!

All of our AGC's use multiband, patented circuitry, which avoid noise pull-up during pauses, and automatically correct errors in levels and tonal balance.

Using 6db/octave filters for precision shaping and altering of program material, our 4 channel processors will give you a powerful increase in loudness and still retain musical quality.

Our multiband limiter/clippers use patented low pass clipping filters to provide the final absolute peak and band width control. Our adjustable pre-emphasis circuits allow you to achieve the maximum in fidelity on typical receivers.

Hear for yourself why CRL has become a leader in audio processing. Call us now, toll free, at 800-535-7648, and we'll arrange for your CRL dealer to give you a free trial so you can see for yourself how we stack up.
Transmitting data

By Elmer Smalling III

Last month we investigated FDMA (frequency domain multiple access) systems used in connection with satellite communications, as well as various error-correction schemes. This month, we will consider the most efficient multiple access system, the TDMA (time domain multiple access) and discuss spread-spectrum technology.

The FDMA method of transponder sharing assigns a different frequency over the width of a transponder to each user. These preassigned frequencies are separated by guard bands (areas of unused frequencies) to prevent cross-modulation and other types of interference between neighboring signals. Because of the guard bands and separate frequencies for each user (regardless of the data rate), FDMA requires a good deal of terminal hardware in addition to a great deal of transponder bandwidth, which is becoming more precious as the geostationary satellite belt fills.

TDMA is an efficient multiple access scheme that requires much less bandwidth than FDMA. Because all users of a given transponder use the same frequency, but at different times, the need for guard bands between each user's signal is eliminated. Within any given second, it is theoretically possible for hundreds of users to access a transponder, depending upon the speed of their data. For example, 10 users, at 20Mb/s each, require the same bandwidth as 100 users at 2Mb/s each.

Because all users share the frequency of a particular transponder, the only differentiation of data during transmission is by exact control and monitoring of time. Accurate computer clocks are required at both ends of the transmission path.

TDMA transponder time is broken into millions of seconds. Each user gets a piece of each second every second until the transmission is complete. A receiving station identifies its own data by checking and identifying the precise time within each second that its data is scheduled to be transmitted. Data to be sent over the satellite often is configured into short bursts of data or packets.

Because many users are sharing a single frequency, each user is given a turn each second at a fixed time, based on the data load or the number of users. With fewer users, any one user may send more data in a given period.

**TDMA pros and cons**

TDMA transmission has certain advantages:

- There is no intermodulation between each user's data, because only one user's data carrier is present at any given time;
- A TDMA system may easily be software-reconfigured with respect to data rates and the number of users; and
- Uplink power is not critical for TDMA transmissions.

TDMA also has disadvantages:

- Both transmitting and receiving stations must have equipment capable of accurate timing;
- More computer hardware and software is required for both transmission and reception.

**CDMA/SSMA**

Code division multiple access (CDMA) or spread-spectrum multiple access (SSMA) transmission separates user data carriers by assigning a specific address to each. When more than one station transmits on a transponder using CDMA or SSMA, they share the same frequency and transmit on top of one another. Signals are separated at the receiving location with equipment that selects a carrier by detecting its address.

CDMA signals are called spread spectrum because their addressing waveforms spread signals out into wide bandwidths. Interference, such as crosstalk, occurs only when proper address separation does not happen. Two types of CDMA transmission are DS (direct sequence) CDMA, in which data addresses are modulated directly on the carrier, and FH (frequency hopped) CDMA, in which the address continually changes the frequency of the carrier. The latter application often is used for military communications because of its inherent anti-jam characteristics.

*Editor's note: If you have satellite information that you would like to share in this column or wish to have some particular aspect of satellite TV explained, write to BE in care of "Satellite Technology," Box 12901, Overland Park, KS 66212.*
MULTI-TRACK PRODUCTION
FOR MERE MORTALS

Otari's Mark III-8 and Mark III-4 audio machines are helping today's radio broadcasters meet the challenge from music video and stereo TV by allowing a Producer's creativity to soar to new realms. And, they keep costs down to earth.

The Mark III-8 eight channel, and Mark III-4 four channel recorders give you exciting and affordable aids to creativity that can quickly be mastered, even if you, until now, followed the two-track path. With eight channels, you can lay down stereo music tracks, cross fade from one stereo program to another, layer effects, or multiply voice overs—on one tape, on one machine. Spots are created more efficiently, and are more effective.

So don't wait for divine intervention to determine the fate of radio. Make it happen today with the stereo production machines, from Otari: The Technology You Can Trust.

Contact your nearest Otari Dealer for a demonstration, or call Otari Corporation, 2 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002 (415) 592-8311 Telex: 9103764890
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Power amplifier neutralization

By Jerry Whitaker, editor

An RF power amplifier must be properly neutralized to provide acceptable performance in broadcast applications. The means to accomplish this end can vary considerably from one transmitter design to another.

An RF amplifier is neutralized when two conditions are met. First, the interelectrode capacitance between the input and output circuits must be canceled out. Second, the inductance of the screen grid and cathode assemblies and leads must be completely canceled. The cancellation of these common forms of coupling between the input and output circuits of IPA and PA tubes prevents self-oscillation of the system.

There are a variety of methods that may be used to neutralize a stage. Generally speaking, a grounded-grid, cathode-driven triode can be operated into the VHF frequencies without external neutralization components. The grounded-grid element is sufficient to prevent spurious oscillations. Tetrode amplifiers generally will operate through the AM band without neutralization. However, as the gain of the stage increases, the need to cancel feedback voltages caused by the tube interelectrode capacitances and external connection inductances becomes more important. At FM and TV frequencies, it is generally necessary to provide some form of stage neutralization.

Circuit designs

For operation at frequencies below the VHF region, neutralization typically employs a capacitance bridge circuit to balance out the RF feedback caused by residual plate-to-grid capacitance. This method assumes that the screen is well bypassed to ground, providing the expected screening action inside the tube.

Neutralization of low-power push-pull tetrode or pentode tube stages can be accomplished with cross-neutralization of the tubes. The neutralization capacitors are small. In some cases, neutralization can be accomplished with a simple wire connected to each side of the grid circuit and brought through the chassis deck. Each wire is positioned to look at the plate of the tube on the opposite half of the circuit. Typically, the wire (or a short rod) is spaced 1 inch to 1/2 inch from the plate of each tube. Fine adjustment is accomplished by moving the wire in or out from its respective tube.

In the case of a single-ended amplifier, neutralization can be accomplished using either a push-pull output or push-pull input circuit. Figure 1 shows a basic push-pull grid neutralization design that provides the out-of-phase voltage necessary for proper neutralization. It is usually simpler to create a push-pull network in the grid circuit rather than the plate because of the lower voltages present. The neutralizing capacitor, \( C_n \), is small and may consist of a simple feed-through wire (described previously). Padding capacitor \( C_p \) is generally added to maintain the balance of the input circuit while tuning. \( C_n \) is generally equal in size to the input capacitance of the tube.

![Figure 1. Push-pull grid neutralization in a single-ended RF tetrode stage.](image1)

Single-ended tetrode and pentode stages also can be neutralized using the method shown in Figure 2. The input resonant circuit is placed above ground by a small amount because of the addition of capacitor \( C_{in} \). The circuit designer specifies that \( C_{in} \) is the input circuit bypass capacitor, is somewhat smaller than normal. The voltage to ground that develops across \( C_{in} \) upon the application of RF drive will be out of phase with the grid voltage, and is fed back to the plate through \( C_n \) to provide neutralization. In such a design, \( C_n \) is considerably larger than the grid-to-plate interelectrode capacitance.

The single-ended grid neutralization circuit is redrawn in Figure 3 to show the capacitance bridge that makes the design work. Balance is obtained when the following condition is met:

\[
\frac{C_{in}}{C_n} = \frac{C_{gp}}{C_{gl}}
\]

Where:
- \( C_n \) = the neutralization capacitance
- \( C_{in} \) = input circuit bypass capacitor
- \( C_{gp} \) = grid-to-plate interelectrode capacitance
- \( C_{gl} \) = total input capacitance, including tube and stray capacitance

A single-ended amplifier also can be neutralized by taking the plate circuit a small amount above ground and using the tube capacitances as part of the neutralizing bridge. This circuit differs from the usual RF amplifier design in that the plate bypass capacitor is returned to the screen side of the screen bypass capacitor.

![Figure 2. Tetrode grid neutralization.](image2)

![Figure 3. The Figure 2 circuit redrawn to show the elements involved in neutralization.](image3)

It should be observed that in each example given here, it is assumed that the frequency of operation is low enough so that inductances in the connecting leads of the tube assemblies can be ignored. This is basically true in AM radio applications, but not in the VHF bands and above, especially in single-ended tetrode and pentode stages. At VHF frequencies, small RF voltages developed in the residual inductance of the screen circuit can be enough to provide neutralization.

---

Editor's note: This column is based on information contained in the publication, "The Care and Feeding of Power Grid Tubes," prepared by the laboratory staff of Varian Eimac, San Carlos, CA.
Sound is terrific—unit is easy to install and set up.

Randy Orbaker, WNYR, Rochester, NY

Loud and solid but very smooth—doing a great job!

Gary Smith, KWEB, Rochester, MN

As a suburban station, OPTIMOD-AM has given us the punch to reach into the metro area. We are impressed with what OPTIMOD has done.

Tom Snyder, WKSH, Pewaukee, WI

Sounds great; superior support services.

Lee McCormick, KGW, Portland, OR

Orban is the most sensible choice for a demanding classical format. I’ve used the 9100A OPTIMOD-AM since WQXR-AM went AM Stereo—listeners and engineers alike prove this to be one of the best choices a station can make. Some listeners even say they would rather listen to the AM Stereo than to the FM.

Zaven “Doc” Masoomian, WQXR, New York, NY

Much smoother performance—more loudness and better dynamics than your earlier 9000A.

Marvin Fiedler, KCOR, San Antonio, TX

Love it! Solid construction, great documentation.

Jim Phillips, KLOK, San Jose, CA

Even the News Director noticed the improvement!

Ron Simpson, WTTM, Trenton, NJ

The best AM processing I’ve ever heard.

Ed Anglin, WGCR, Brevard, NC

OPTIMOD-AM: REVIEWS FROM SOME TOUGH CRITICS.

Any machine’s toughest critics are the people who use it every day. The 9100A OPTIMOD-AM’s sound, performance, reliability, and documentation have garnered rave reviews—and converted a lot of skeptics!

In the past few months, we’ve made the 9100A more affordable, and made it easy for your Orban Dealer to provide a demo. So before you buy any processor, try OPTIMOD-AM. Its smooth, dynamic, easy-to-listen-to sound, and its source-to-source consistency, are just right for today’s adult AM audience.

Stereo or mono, OPTIMOD-AM’s loud, ratings-building sound satisfies its toughest critics: you and your listeners.

To arrange a demo, contact your authorized Orban Dealer. Or call us direct.

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94107
(800) 227-4498 or (415) 957-1067 Telex 17-1480
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Using power tubes

By Jerry Whitaker, editor

The power tubes used in a broadcast transmitter are perhaps the most important, and least understood, components in the system. With this column, we begin a series of articles that examine how power tubes should be operated for peak efficiency and long life.

The best way to gain an understanding of the capabilities of the power tubes used in your transmitter is to secure copies of the tube manufacturer's data sheet for each type of device. These are available either from the tube or transmitter manufacturer. The primary value of the data sheet is the listing of maximum permissible values. These give the transmitter engineer a clear rundown of the maximum voltages and currents that the tube can withstand under normal operation. Note these values and avoid them.

An examination of the data sheet will show that a number of operating conditions are possible, depending upon the class of service required by the application. As long as the maximum ratings of the tube are not exceeded, a wide choice of operating parameters, including plate voltage and current, screen voltage and RF grid drive, are possible.

When studying the characteristic curves of each tube, remember that they represent the performance of a typical device. All electronic products have some tolerance among devices of a single type, and so operation in your particular transmitter may be different than that specified on the data sheet. This effect is particularly noted at higher operating frequencies.

Tube dissipation

Proper cooling of the tube envelope and seals is a critical parameter for long tube life. Deteriorating effects that result in shortened tube life and reduced performance increase with increasing temperature. Excessive dissipation is perhaps the single greatest cause of catastrophic failure in a power tube.

 Tubes that operate in the VHF and UHF frequency bands are inherently subject to greater heating action than devices operated at lower frequencies (such as AM service). This situation is caused by larger RF charging currents into the tube capacitances, dielectric losses, and the tendency of electrons to bombard parts of the tube structure other than the grid and plate in high-frequency applications. Greater cooling is required at higher frequencies.

The technical data sheet for the tube should specify cooling data. The end-user is not normally concerned with this information. It is the domain of the transmitter manufacturer. The end-user, however, is responsible for proper maintenance of the cooling system.

Power tubes used in radio and TV applications can be cooled using one of three methods: forced-air cooling, liquid cooling and vapor-phase cooling. In radio and VHF-TV transmitters, forced-air cooling is by far the most common method used. Forced-air systems are simple to construct and easy to maintain. Maintenance for the station engineer usually involves ensuring that the transmitter intake and output ports are adequate to meet the cooling requirements of the system, and that the air-handling system is free of dirt and other particles that might restrict air flow or impede the proper operation of blowers and fans.

Establish a regular maintenance schedule for the transmitter cooling system. Check the air intake filters and replace them when necessary. Carefully check the airflow paths through the PA and IPA (if used) chassis. Cooling air for most power tubes flows through the socket base. Clean the socket as needed to keep the insulators and airflow directors free of contaminants. This work is important for proper cooling of the tube and to prevent arcing between high-voltage contact points on the tube socket.

Perform any cleaning work around the socket with extreme care. A vacuum and clean paint brush are generally all you will need. Do not use compressed air to clean out a power-tube socket. Blowing compressed air into the PA or IPA stage of a transmitter will merely move the dirt from places where you can see it to places where you can't see it. Use a vacuum instead. When you are cleaning the socket assembly, be extremely careful not to disturb any components in the circuit. Visually check the tube anode to see if dirt is clogging any of the heat-radiating fins.

In your effort to keep the power tube and its socket clean, do not go overboard. If the system is working well and the compartment is clean, leave it alone. You can cause more problems than you solve by needlessly disturbing a PA stage that is working fine.

Stack temperature

An effective method of evaluating transmitter performance as a system is to monitor the PA exhaust stack temperature. This can be easily accomplished and provides valuable data on the cooling system and stage tuning.

Purchase an accurately calibrated thermometer that will measure up to 100°C and locate it directly above the PA stack exhaust within the airflow from the tube. This is a simple procedure. However, it must be done with great care.

The thermometer can be a standard laboratory unit or a solid-state temperature-sensing module. A temperature-sensing device offers the advantage of being able to tie into your remote-control system and provide feedback on the PA stack temperature from the studio control point. Care should be taken in selection of a solid-state device for such applications, however, because of the effect that high levels of RF energy may have on the accuracy of the device.
The ProCam "Video Camera with Plumbicon® tubes at Saticon® price.

JVC's experience—and success—in designing the highest quality and reliability into compact video production cameras is unmatched. Now, continuing this tradition of high performance at an affordable price, JVC has brought a "high-end" teleproduction camera within the financial reach of production people often victimized by modest budgets. This time, it's ProCam 320.

What a package

SENSITIVITY. ProCam 320 features three, 2/3" Plumbicon pick-up tubes for incomparable picture quality. A refined 9/5/.4 prism optics system provides horizontal resolution of better than 600 lines at center. A 2H vertical contour correct on circuit further assures image clarity. Minimum illumination measures only 38 lux (3.6 fc) at f/1.7, permitting shooting even in limited or artificial light.

A video S/N ratio of 57 dB. Color framing output signal (RS-170A). A split field CO or bar generator for consistent color reference. A genlock circuit for maintaining a stable picture while switching or mixing with other signals locked on the same source.

EASY OPERATION.
Several 8-bit data memory chips offer opera or conveniences for quick set-up and consistent performance. These include: Auto centering, auto-black balance and auto-white balance, auto black level stabilization and auto barn control circuits. Matrix masking for true color reproduction and automatic protection for the pick-up tubes are a few of the many features standard on this new camera.

VERSATILITY.
Easy portability. Outstanding performance in low-level lighting. High degree of automation. An extensive selection of optics and accessories combine to make the ProCam 320 suitable for both studio production, ENG, or EFP; or indeed, to any application, anywhere, that calls for top quality video production while staying within a tight budget.

PROCAM TECHNICAL SUPPORT. Your ProCam sales representative will be happy to explain the availability and calibre of the ProCam technical support program.

For a demonstration of the ProCam 320 Video Camera, a 320 Spec Sheet, or JVC's complete catalog, call, toll-free:

1-800-JVC-5825

JVC Company of America Professional Video Division
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, N.J. 07407
JVC CANADA, Scarborough, Ont
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Get ahead by learning to delegate

By Brad Dick, radio technical editor

Remember the rabbit in the film "Alice in Wonderland"? He was always running wildly around looking at his watch and saying, "I'm late, I'm late for a very important date." No matter how hard he tried, no matter how fast he ran, he was always late. He could never seem to get caught up. Is that similar to how you feel in your job? Are you always running as fast as you can, only to find that you are still behind? Do you never seem to accomplish as much as you need to?

Need help?
We all would like to have some help in our tasks. Unfortunately, additional personnel are not added to our staffs just because we feel busy. However, through an examination of what you currently do, your work load can be lightened.

Have you ever thought of delegating some of your work to others? The delegation of tasks may seem inappropriate to your particular situation. But even if you are the only engineer on the station staff, delegation may be possible.

Delegation is the act of granting, conferring or the giving of authority and accountability to a person. Delegation is usually done with respect to a particular project, but it can apply to much broader areas. Delegation is more than just permitting someone to help complete the work. Delegation also requires that sufficient authority be provided to see the work completed. One of the most common mistakes in delegating is holding someone accountable for poor results who was never given sufficient authority in the first place.

Almost all of us can delegate some of our work. Don't confuse delegation with dumping extra work on another. The work delegated must be appropriate to the other person's skills. You also must not be perceived as trying to get out of work. If this happens, the results will seldom be positive.

I can't delegate
When discussing delegation, someone usually says that it won't work "because" and continues with a long list of reasons. These reasons usually center on a couple of areas.

We engineers tend to be overly protective with respect to our knowledge. We pride ourselves on our ability to work magic with electronics. Unfortunately, some engineers don't want to share that knowledge. One typical excuse for not delegating is that it takes longer to train someone to do the work than it does to "do it myself." Although that may be true, what happens if you have to complete that task several times a week or a month? In this case, the time spent training someone to do the work could pay large dividends in time saved.

Another typical excuse is that the other person can't do as good a job. This kind of attitude inhibits professional growth for the less experienced staff and can result in high turnover rates.

The excuses for not delegating can often be traced to insecurity on the part of the manager or supervisor. These people may sometimes fear that giving others a chance might result in their own skills being challenged. Have you ever run into an engineer who was so insecure that he wouldn't share any of his secrets with you? These engineers deserve all of the headaches they create for themselves.

Advantages of delegation
Just think of the important (or fun) things you could do if you didn't have to...(complete the phrase yourself). If you have other people working for you, are any of them properly trained to fill in during your absence? Some companies avoid promoting people who have not trained their replacements. Instead of being threatened by another knowledgeable person, the wise engineer trains the staff to perform a variety of tasks. This practice tells your supervisor that you have prepared the way for your own advancement.

Another, and perhaps more important, element in delegation is that your staff develops new skills. People usually like to learn new tasks and develop new skills. Instead of feeling dumped on, many people will welcome the opportunity to try their hands at expanded opportunities.

Delegate to responsible people. You probably already know who they are. Delegate to those who have time. It may surprise you how busy people can find time for a challenge. Delegate to those who like more work. Some people don't like sitting idly by waiting for a break in the afternoon soaps. Identify them and let them help you with your work. They will probably appreciate having something creative to do, if nothing else, to help pass the time.

If you are the only engineer, look to the secretary for help. Are there record-keeping tasks that could be performed by someone other than an engineer? Granted, it may take a while to teach a non-technical person the ropes, but it's usually worth the effort.

When to delegate
Knowing when to delegate is easy. Do so at every possible opportunity. When you find yourself doing a repetitive task, or something that another, less skilled person could do, delegate the work. When a new person is hired, try adding new duties to the job from the start. Just because a task has always been done in a certain way, doesn't mean the practice has to continue.

If a crisis arrives, delegate. This can be one of the best times to enlist the help of others. If the staff realizes that a crisis is at hand, they are likely to be motivated to help seek an answer. Let the staff become a part of the solution by delegating some of the tasks you would normally handle. First-line personnel can often identify creative solutions to problems because they are more familiar with the day-to-day environment. Managers and supervisors, on the other hand, are seldom as familiar with the capabilities of the crew and equipment.

Delegation can relieve you from performing repetitive duties and free you for important tasks such as facility planning and budgeting. Letting others grow through delegation ensures that the station will not be handicapped by the loss (or promotion) of key personnel. Properly used, delegation can stimulate professional growth for you and your staff.
THERE'S AN IDEAL MIX FOR YOUR STATION.

For many top rated radio broadcasters, Pacific Recorders & Engineering consoles are essential to their operations. Our family of consoles was designed from the same set of functional and operational specifications, with each ascending model adding capabilities without giving up features or performance in the process.

Since their introduction, more than 750 of our BMX on-air consoles have been installed. There's now two models in the BMX family: the legendary Series II, and the new Series III, which offers many more features with the same reliability and performance as the original BMX-II.

A workhorse for production, our flexible, AMX console offers a powerful combination of sophisticated stereo production and advanced on-air features.

Because high quality multitrack capability has become a top priority for more competitive production, we designed the ABX-a serious multichannel, multi-featured production console which retains the control features of the BMX and AMX.

And, because it was high-time to improve a dismal equipment situation in news/edit rooms, we've built the compact and versatile Newsmixer. Five consoles. Five different systems designed to help solve your station's unique operational problems-including the problem of operational ease since all our consoles have similar ergonomic designs.

You'll need more technical information of course, and we'll be happy to rush it to you. Just pick-up the phone.

Hands Down, The #1 Choice.

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive
Carlsbad, California 92008
(219) 438-3911 Telex: 181777
Implementing station automation

By Carl Bentz, TV technical editor

The successful application of automation in broadcasting requires examination of hardware interfacing and system integration.

What is necessary for automation? Foremost, any automation system must have a computer with appropriate software. All devices that are to be operated by the system must be capable of remote control. And finally, the basic system must include the necessary interfaces between the computer and the controlled units.

Smart machines
The capability of a controlled device to respond intelligently to a system control command is what makes total automation possible. The local intelligence allows responses to changing conditions at the local level. For example, consider a VTR that has been sitting idle for some time without a tape loaded. The operator places a reel of tape on the hubs and threads it through the video scanner. When the operator indicates loading is complete by pressing the remote control delegation switch, the VTR could be instructed to proceed in play mode, find a tape identification signal and cue to the next video.

When the VTR indicates to the automation system that it is ready to run, the controller asks for the tape ID. If the ID currently in the VTR system memory does not match the ID in the controller memory, additional action is required and could be initiated automatically.

The EBU/SMPTE (ES) bus
Distributed intelligence is the basis for a standardized remote control plan devised by the SMPTE and EBU organizations. If all manufacturers design equipment control facilities in accordance with the standard, system integration of products from different manufacturers will be greatly simplified.

About a dozen manufacturers are using at least parts of this standard system in a variety of video and audio products. Let us first look at the terminology of the standard to gain a better understanding of the concept.

Any unit controlled by the system is a device. Each device must have an integral or external intelligent interface called a tributary. A number of controlled devices, through their tributaries, connect to a local control or interface bus to form a local network. (See Figure 1.) The local network is managed by the bus controller, which supervises communications among the devices connected to the network. The interface bus is the communication channel between each tributary and the bus controller.

Several local networks can be linked together by an interconnection bus communication channel, permitting interac-
tion among tributaries (and devices) of several local networks. Each local network includes a gateway to translate local network protocol to the interconnection bus coupler protocol.

Communications theory
Any communication system may be viewed as a group of layers that combine to form the whole service. (See Figure 2.) Each higher layer adds value to the service provided by lower layers. The added value is established by an entity residing within the layer. Two entities operating in the same layer, but in different parts of the network are peer entities.

In designing a system, the aim is to permit communications between peer entities. Ideally, the communication path between the peer entities is virtual, that is a transparent connection that leaves the peer entities unaware of any lower system layers, as illustrated in Figure 2. In reality, however, the communication path passes through the lower layers and through a common physical wired medium.

As shown in Figure 3, a theoretical control system consists of seven layers. Layer seven, the application layer, applies to specific controlled and controlling equipment. This layer is not considered by the ES bus control system, as it may vary considerably among manufacturers. The proposed standard restructures the remaining six layers into four levels.

The virtual machine level or presentation layer is the entity that responds to defined data in a defined manner, regardless of characteristics of the specific machine. Distinct dialects of the control message language may exist for each type of virtual machine.

The system service level converts logical addresses to physical addresses. The dialect of each machine is identified. Messages are assembled (if the machine is a controlling device) or segmented for use (if the machine is a controlled device). Errors in the datastream trigger a request for the message to be repeated.

In the supervisory level, data synchronization and transfer services are provided. Again, detected errors initiate retransmission requests. An access point allows the network to be used by its tributaries and devices. Access by a tributary is allowed, if, after polling or interrogation by the bus controller, the network is free of other activities.

Finally, the physical level is the electrical medium of the communication channel or the bus.

Control messages
The goal of a standard remote control system is to interconnect equipment from different manufacturers as simply as possible. To reach the goal, basic electrical and mechanical characteristics must be standardized. At the same time all known control functions must use a set of control messages acceptable to all manufacturers.

Two major groups of messages are defined. Virtual machine messages are used to pass commands and responses between virtual machines. This group is further subdivided into common messages (applicable to all types of equipment), type-specific messages (applicable to particular categories of equipment) and user-defined messages (manufacturer-specific instructions not included in the type-specific subgroup). User-defined messages must fall within syntax rules of the control message architecture.

For any machine, the combination of the three subgroups of messages form the machine's dialect. Different dialects exist for VTRs, film chains, still-stores, switchers and transmitters. They do not all have a need to respond to the same set of commands.

The second major group of messages are system services messages. This group provides network housekeeping. Such messages are handled by the local network bus controllers.

Message structures
In a digital remote control system, all control messages are byte-oriented. Each consists of a number of bits represented by 1 or 0 signal levels, with the structure following a fixed format, such as:

message = keyword + argument.

A 1-byte keyword specifies the function to be performed. The argument includes one or more bytes of qualifying information and may not be required for all message functions. The VTR stop command, for example, needs only the keyword.

The VTR command for fast forward needs a keyword (shuttle), a parameter name (shuttle speed), and a parameter value (fast). In the case of shuttle, the parameter name is implied by the keyword, and the argument may be shortened to the parameter value. For example:

message = shuttle + fast.

Control messages to other types of equipment—switchers, mixers, digital-effects generators and still stores—will differ in the parameter names and qualifying information in order to differentiate between devices on the control bus.

Feedback
The totally automated system requires an ongoing conversation between the controlled devices and the master computer. Program verification depends
Figure 2. An entity or function of one device appears to talk to an equal entity of another device through a virtual path. In reality, communications must pass through all lower layers and through the physical bus.

automating ZDF

Can the ES bus concept work? A complex network of more than 37 computers involved in operating the ZDF production and transmission center in Mainz, West Germany, demonstrates that it can. The task of interlinking the system of computers and controlled equipment has been simplified by using the ES bus remote control concept.

The design goal for the ZDF center was to create the most flexible facility possible in terms of building layout, equipment, circuitry control and system operation. On Dec. 6, 1984, the 20-year project was inaugurated bringing all production, engineering and administrative departments of the Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZDF, Second German TV Network) under a single roof.

Three main studios, a news studio and a presentation studio are all equipped for stereo or 2-channel sound. All equipment not requiring direct operator intervention (switching, amplifiers, equalizers and sync generators) is located in a centralized area and operated remotely.

Figure 3. Communications theory breaks the remote-control process into seven layers. The ES bus concept redesigns layers into four levels. Because the specific machine is a manufacturer concern that is resolved at the virtual machine level, no specification is made for the seventh layer.
TRUTH: A lot of monitors "color" their sound. They don't deliver truly flat response. Their technology is full of compromises. Their components are from a variety of sources, and not designed to precisely integrate with each other.

CONSEQUENCES: Bad mixes. Re-mixes. Having to "trash" an entire session. Or worst of all, no mixes because clients simply don't come back.

TRUTH: JBL eliminates these consequences by achieving a new "truth" in sound: JBL's remarkable new 4400 Series. The design, size, and materials have been specifically tailored to each monitor's function. For example, the 2-way 4406 6" Monitor is ideally designed for console or close-in listening. While the 2-way 8" 4408 is ideal for broadcast applications. The 3-way 10" 4410 Monitor captures maximum spatial detail at greater listening distances. And the 3-way 12" 4412 Monitor is mounted with a tight-cluster arrangement for close-in monitoring.

CONSEQUENCES: "Universal" monitors, those not specifically designed for a precise application or environment, invariably compromise technology, with inferior sound the result.

TRUTH: JBL's 4400 Series Studio Monitors achieve a new "truth" in sound with an extended high frequency response that remains effortlessly smooth through the critical 3,000 to 20,000 Hz range. And even extends beyond audibility to 27 kHz, reducing phase shift within the audible band for a more open and natural sound. The 4400 Series' incomparable high end clarity is the result of JBL's use of pure titanium for its unique ribbed-dome tweeter and diamond surround, capable of withstanding forces surpassing a phenomenal 1000 G's.

CONSEQUENCES: When pushed hard, most tweeters simply fail. Transient detail blurs, and the material itself deforms and breaks down. Other materials can't take the stress, and crack under pressure.

TRUTH: The Frequency Dividing Network in each 4400 Series monitor allows optimum transitions between drivers in both amplitude and phase. The precisely calibrated reference controls let you adjust for personal preferences, room variations, and specific equalization.

CONSEQUENCES: When the interaction between drivers is not carefully orchestrated, the results can be edgy, indistinctive, or simply "false" sound.

TRUTH: All 4400 Studio Monitors feature JBL's exclusive Symmetrical Field Geometry magnetic structure, which dramatically reduces second harmonic distortion, and is key in producing the 4400's deep, powerful, clean bass.

CONSEQUENCES: Conventional magnetic structures utilize non-symmetrical magnetic fields, which add significantly to distortion due to a nonlinear pull on the voice coil.

TRUTH: 4400 Series monitors also feature special low diffraction grill frame designs, which reduce time delay distortion. Extra-large voice coils and ultra-rigid cast frames result in both mechanical and thermal stability under heavy professional use.

CONSEQUENCES: For reasons of economics, monitors will often use stamped rather than cast frames, resulting in both mechanical distortion and power compression.

TRUTH: The JBL 4400 Studio Monitor Series captures the full dynamic range, extended high frequency, and precise character of your sound as no other monitors in the business. Experience the 4400 Series Studio Monitors at your JBL dealer's today.

CONSEQUENCES: You'll never know the "truth" until you do.
Play Only Is Hard Work

Radio automation can be tough on a tape transport. That's why you should equip your system with the hard-working Revox PR99 Playback Only.

The PR99 is Swiss-engineered and German-built to perform smoothly and reliably. Hour after hour. Day after day. Year in and year out.

Revox reliability is no accident. It is based on a solid die-cast chassis, heavy-duty reel motors, a servo capstan motor, and contactless switching. In the Studer Revox tradition, every part is assembled and checked with meticulous precision.

The PR99 Playback Only also offers front panel controls for repro level, EOM stop delay time, and treble EQ for low and high speeds. A front panel light indicates presence of EOM signal. Audio, status, and remote signals are carried through a single multipin connector, so you can replace playback units in a matter of minutes. The PR99 Playback Only is available in 3.75/7.5 or 7.5/15 ips tape speed combinations.

One more thing: this rugged machine also goes to work for less money. It has a suggested list price lower than the primary competition.

If you're looking for a playback unit that thrives on hard work, look closely at the Revox PR99 Playback Only. Call or write today for more information and the location of your nearest Revox Professional Products Dealer.

Studer Revox America
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville, TN 37210
(615) 254-5651

The current event of the program log is often marked through blinking cursors, underscore or reversed video.

The master audio routing system involves 450 sources and 480 destinations. Computer assistance in operating the center was, therefore, considered a necessity. Video control needs are equally complex. Staff interaction with the computers is conducted through data terminal menus and monitors.

The areas with computer assistance are production facilities reservations and operation (facilities and test); planning, development and execution of program schedules (schedule); preparation and presentation of newscasts (newsroom); and video and audio editing (edits).

Facilities and test

All production activities, immediate or future, involve the facilities system. Production equipment and facility use must be reserved prior to use. By reserving equipment, conflicts in production and programming requirements are avoided.

The reservation process begins with a 3-page video order menu on the facilities work station terminals. Menu responses determine the equipment request, which includes film and tape equipment; remote-control connections for audio, video and cue; and signal correction equipment such as TBCs, synchronizers, color correctors and equalizers. Scheduling data are stored on magnetic tape for future use. An inventory of equipment, taken daily, constantly indicates status of

Current control settings and status of an audio mixer circuit routing can be shown through video graphics.

Feature article continues on page 32
When you're making the transition to stereo TV, make the move to ADM. In addition to stereo, you can have the traditional ease of operation, reliability and quality available only with ADM consoles.

ADM's top of the line BCS has proven to be a best seller at major networks, affiliates and independents. The console features input pre-selection and bussing, dual cue, group mute and Slidex® VCA control of all main program paths provide superior stereo tracking...making ADM your logical choice.

For any broadcaster who needs ADM quality at a price that will be gentle on your equipment budget, the S/TV fills the bill.

With the ADM five year warranty on parts and labor you can buy it and forget it. It will handle your stereo needs now and in the future. Call us, we like to make life easier for our friends.
Making automation work

By Douglas A. Hurrell

Broadcasters in increasing numbers are automating their facilities to reduce overhead and cut down on the number of daily commercial make-goods.

There are many levels of automation. From a simple switch closure, a preroll button on the switcher starts the tape machine. After a set time delay, audio and video crosspoints are switched to place the signal on air. For system automation, however, much more versatility is necessary.

What 2-inch quad cart machines first brought to broadcasting now has evolved into flexible 1/2-inch and 1/4-inch cartridge and cassette systems. Self-contained or configured as individual machines with a controller, these systems allow prolonged programming periods without constant operator supervision.

The systems approach

True automation, however, requires more than a new cart machine. What about a link that interconnects the cartridge tape equipment, other VTRs, the telecine, audio playback decks, still stores, character generators and the master control switcher? This concept of system integration is the eventual goal of a number of manufacturers and equipment users.

System integration requires a standard control format. Ideally, the format provides a set of standardized machine commands to address all types of equipment.

In response to standards efforts, a number of manufacturers have begun to design equipment control systems that conform to the SMPTE/EBU format. Others are developing interfaces that translate the format of a particular piece of equipment to SMPTE/EBU.

IDs and cues

Another requisite for automatic operation is a method to identify, verify and/or cue the program material that is loaded on each machine in the system. Various methods can be used to identify or cue taped material, but not all apply to total automation.

The simplest approach to automatic cueing uses a tone recorded on an audio track. For example, when the standard cue or stop tone (1kHz) is sensed on an audio cart deck, the machine logic stops the tape aligned at the beginning of the message. Secondary 150Hz end-of-message and tertiary 8kHz cue tones can be used to initiate other events, but they contain no descriptive information about the tape content.

DTMF (dual-tone-multifrequency) tones may be used to identify individual tapes. For each spot, a series of DTMF tones are recorded to indicate cut numbers. This method is limited by the number of available DTMF characters. Touch pads are usually designed for 12 dual tones, although some contain 16 combinations. Multiple digit numbers may be used to expand the available library.

An FSK (frequency shift keying) sequence on an audio channel encodes characters as patterns of mark and space tones. The complete alphanumeric ASCII character set can be FSK-encoded for identifying data. Proper decoding of the tones limits tape movement to near-normal play speed.

SMPTE longitudinal time-code user bits may identify up to eight hexadecimal characters stored in the time-code signal per TV frame. For more than eight characters, however, LTC user bits may become cumbersome. A cross-reference between user bits and an external database is workable as a means to derive tape information. Unfortunately, SMPTE readers make such a system more expensive than a tone-based system.

Identification and cueing can be achieved by combining bar codes and time signals. With bar codes, tape ID can be determined prior to loading. Once loaded, the time code serves as a guide to specific locations on the tape.

Audio track ID/cue signals present a new set of problems now that stereo has become a consideration in TV broadcasting. Pertinent data, such as duration, reel number and cut numbers, can be recorded prior to the start of video, leaving both audio channels available for program material. Machines with a third audio channel or a separate time-code track can also solve the dilemma.

An alternative to audio-track identification is vertical interval time code (VITC) and user bits. Although more costly, VITC allows tape verification from still-frame to any speed at which a viewable picture may be recovered on VTRs with scan-tracking video heads.

Segment recording

Another consideration in the recording of program material is whether it is necessary to record more than one segment on a tape. If this is a requirement, then a system capable of random access will be necessary. Such an operation often means more expensive equipment and greater wear and tear on the transports. On the other hand, fewer transports are necessary and the system can run with less operator intervention.

Hurrell is president of Alamar Electronics (USA), Campbell, CA.
EXCITE YOUR SENSES

NEVE 51 SERIES: THE AFFORDABLE STANDARD

In the past, Neve audio consoles were considered too good for teleproduction. Then came music videos and stereo television and the standards of audio for video demanded the exceptional quality of Neve.

Neve is the most important name in teleproduction. From WPRI in Rhode Island to Metromedia in Hollywood, hundreds of stations and post-production facilities know NEVE's reputation for consistently great performance.

NEVE's 51-Series meets the specific needs, expectations and budgets of the teleproduction industry. With features that include: 16 to 60 inputs 24 band NEVE Formant Spectrum Equalisation stereo or mono modules a choice of 4 standard consoles limiter/compressor on every channel up to 8 auxiliary outputs multitrack recording capability custom configurations

NEVE Rupert Neve Incorporated A Siemens Company

Call one of our regional offices and let us excite your senses!
If a single spot per tape is in use, an operator must be present to load the tapes. Additional space is required to store the increased number of individual tapes.

An alternate approach is that of repackaging commercial breaks prior to on-air playback. This system assembles a single commercial reel by pulling segments from other sources. Only one VTR is needed for playback of all commercials, but there is little flexibility provided for last-minute changes.

Events and Triggers

Many automation systems use a terminal or memory-mapped video display for data entry. A series of menu pages prompt the operator for the required information. Different display pages request engineering to set system parameters. Interface address, label and preroll times are all critical to system operation. Once the information has been entered, it may be off-loaded to a peripheral memory device to prevent data loss, if power to the controller should fail.

Each event entry typically requests a source ID, duration time and other data pertaining to the program. If the scheduled item is a live feed, the event data indicates the appropriate switcher crosspoints to be activated at the event time. For tape playback, the control system cues the tape transport with a preroll, starts the VTR at the correct time and switches the VTR to the outgoing signal.

Automation systems can initiate an event or sequence in various ways. An event initiated manually from a local or remote keypad is a triggered event. An event initiated automatically by the controller from a preprogrammed time command is a timed event. Software must take into account preroll times that may be required for use in timed event sequences. For example, timing of a spot scheduled to air exactly at 22:59:55:00 must take the VTR preroll time into consideration.

To initiate an event sequence, end-tones on one tape may be used to start the next tape rolling. Such chained or sequential events depend upon the duration times of previous events and are similar in function to timed events. An external trigger can also initiate an event. The trigger could be a simple switch closure or a more complex series of DTMF tones, commonly used by CATV and LPTV programmers to signal commercial insertion.

An automation system should allow for changes in event scheduling. If an event is to be inserted or deleted, the change should be automatically reflected in the following sequence of times.

With the increased use of computer control, additional automated machine control features have emerged. Net delay programming, automatic late-night recording and multiple-output channels have become a part of some automation systems.

Traffic System Interface

Some approaches to integrated systems allow for automatic downloading of schedule information from a traffic computer. The additional step of re-entering data into the automation system is avoided. A problem of interfacing occasionally occurs, due to differing data formats in the traffic and automation computers. Data from the traffic system may be in the form of a disk file, a parallel or serial printer log transfer or a modem interconnect. A software transfer program can be used to convert the information from one format to another. With the conversion completed, the automation system runs the events and sequences.

The purpose of automation is to provide an extension of the operator, improving efficiency and accuracy while simplifying human requirements. In order to accomplish these ends, easy exchange of information must be provided between the operator and the system controller and between the controller and the controlled equipment. Without this interchange of information, true automation cannot exist.

With Sentinel 16 Remote Control, There’s No Cause For Alarms!

As an intelligent remote control system, the Sentinel 16 can be programmed to react to changes in the operating environment. It will attempt to solve problems before they require operator intervention. When critical parameters go outside your pre-determined limits, Sentinel 16 doesn’t just sound an alarm. It automatically makes the required adjustments! What’s more, the Sentinel 16 packs more features in nine inches of rack space than its competitors.

- Easy to use, easy to set up
- Can be expanded into a complete ATS system
- Compatible with Harris and other transmitter manufacturers

Like to relax a little? Contact Harris Corporation, Studio Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305. 217/222-8200.
Now get more performance for the money in two new additions to Tek's 1700 Series family: the 1720 Vectorscope and 1730 Waveform Monitor. For years television facilities have looked to the Tek 528A and 1420 for reliable, consistent signal monitoring. Our two new monitors do the job faster, better—and at a substantial reduction in cost.

Even easier to use. Now four front panel setups can be stored—from the front panel—and recalled at the touch of a button. You get complete line select capabilities including field selection, 15-line display and CRT readout of field and line number. You can display Channel A and Channel B inputs simultaneously. The information you need is there at a glance.

Each monitor includes its own advanced feature set. There's an X Y input for stereo audio monitoring in the 1720. Dual filter operation in the 1730. Plus proven 1703 Series family advantages. Excellent viewability. Low power consumption. All in a compact package suited for stand alone use or rack-mounting and available in NTSC and PAL versions.

The new 1730 Vectorscope can also be combined with a 1710B Waveform Monitor—for even greater side-by-side economy!

Get the full story from your Tektronix representative. Ask for a demonstration and see what makes the 1720 and 1730 the leading price-performance values on the market today!

Behind the Scenes in Quality Television.
the user enters the source, destination, switching matrices, and inspection localization of monitors switching, the test corrected. Video references, resulting by connections paths. Selected be audio connections, recording plan. The computer develops an interconnection and required correction equipment performance. For transmission or news, or the equipment available, initialization of remote control interconnections between control points and equipment at the time of use also is done by the computer. Propagation time differences, resulting from switching of video between various destinations and the video mixer unit, are automatically corrected.

While the facilities system books switching, the test computer controls and monitors switching operations and performance. The monitoring functions include checking of quality parameters of the switched A/V circuits, inspection of connections in the switching matrices, localization of connection failures, inspection of wiring bundles to and from switching matrices, and inspection of sync adjustments.

The facilities and test computers are configured as simplex systems, each with two hard disks. Data written to the first disk are constantly duplicated onto the second. If failures in facilities occur, emergency capabilities are provided.

The data terminals, with monitors and printers, connect to the main computers through data concentrators. This plan relieves the main computers of menus and menu response duties. There are certain control function stations that link directly to the computer for reduced access times.

Facilities is an administration system with no immediate access to the equipment control level. Test accesses the main computer through an exchange connection, because of the large number of interfaces needed to communicate with controlled devices.

Throughout the production complex, computer-to-computer communication occurs through mailboxes. All other inter-work station communications occur through interlinked buffers, a user-addressable memory area through which all can communicate.

Schedule
The schedule computer assists the editorial and technical aspects of schedule development and execution. The genesis of a schedule begins with program format screens and menus to guide the step-by-step creation of weekly and daily program schedules. Program items from extensive databases are selected and inserted into the schedule through menu responses. Constant tests catch input errors during data entry. A time calculation is made by the system to warn the operator of time overlaps or gaps.

From prompted facility definitions, the schedule system deduces equipment and switching orders to execute the program schedule. The facilities and test systems actually arrange for video and audio control. Constant tests avoid errors in equipment scheduling.

The schedule system handles program transmission from the schedule, including preparations, starting, supervision and ending of the programs (subject to program type). Execution may be automatic or under manual control. Program types are distinguished as:

- complete programs from videotape or film;
- programs requiring titling or audio tags;
- announcements, magazine, news, live performances;
- program trailers for shorter programs; and
- segmented programs of several rolls.

Program preparation involves establishment of remote connections, checkout of circuit switching, cueing and verification of runtime durations, setting
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Nice curves.

One look at the curves of the Orban 622B Parametric Equalizer will show you its power (see graph). Few equalizers on the market today can offer this unique combination of corrective narrowband notching (-40dB) and gentle, musical broadband shaping. That’s because Orban’s “constant-Q” design emphasizes non-interaction between EQ parameters and gives you the power to get your sound just right—without compromise.

But EQ curves don’t tell you everything. Talk to any of the thousands of users who rely on the legendary 622B to solve problems every day. They’ll tell you that it’s also the best-sounding, most flexible equalizer you can own.

Use it in the production room for sweetening or notch filtering of distracting fixed frequency sounds which pop up unexpectedly. Regardless of the application, once you’ve used a 622B, you’ll never want to be without it.

Orban Associates Inc.
645 Bryant St. San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 957-1067 Telex: 17-1480
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EIMAC Tubes Provide Superior Reliability at radio station KWAV — over 112,000 hours of service!

Ken Warren, Chief Engineer at KWAV reports that their 10 kW FM transmitter went on the air in November, 1972, equipped with EIMAC power tubes. The original tubes are still in operation after over 13 years of continuous duty!

Ken says, "In spite of terrible power line regulation, we've had no problems with EIMAC tubes. In fact, in the last two years, our standby transmitter has operated less than two hours!"

Transmitter downtime means less revenue. EIMAC tube reliability gives you more of what you need and less of what you don't want. More operating time and less downtime!

EIMAC backs their proven tube reliability with the longest and best warranty program in the business. Up to 10,000 hours for selected types.

Send for our free Extended Warranty Brochure which covers this program in detail.

Write to:

Varian EIMAC
301 Industrial Way
San Carlos, CA 94070
Telephone: (415) 592-1221

Quality is a top priority at EIMAC, where our 50-year charter is to produce long-life products.
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www.americanradiohistory.com
"Diet Be
First we took out the tubes and put in CCDs. Then we trimmed the excess circuitry associated with tubes. The result is the new Sony BVW-105 CCD camcorder.

Compare it to its tube-type cousins and you'll find that it's 14% lighter, 22% smaller and eats less than half the power. 510 CCD elements per chip generate amazingly sharp resolution. Registration error holds rock-steady at a miniscule .05% throughout. Add the virtues of F5.6 sensitivity, instant startup, and high resistance to burn-in and physical shock— and you have the ultimate lean machine for ENG.

Of course, the BVW-105 has other features you would expect from CCDs, such as no lag, no microphony and no-nonsense reliability. Plus one feature you wouldn't expect from such a sophisticated camcorder—a low price.

For more information, contact your Sony Broadcast representative. Or call Sony Broadcast at (201) 833-5231.
A component for every camera.  A tube for every transmitter.

Our purpose is clear: to provide the ultimate source for all broadcast related tubes and components.  We’ve geared our entire distribution system to ship virtually every order the same day.

Our highly personalized service and technical knowledge is legendary in the industry.

Richardson Electronics, Ltd.
800-323-1770

LaFox, IL • Belmont, CA • Woodland Hills, CA • Dallas, TX •
Norwell, MA • Brooklyn, NY • Rockville Centre, NY • East
Rutherford, NJ • Brampton, ONT, Canada • Lincoln, England •
Gennevilliers, France
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of prerolls, calls for still images and titling, identification of programs from prepared carriers (program and reel numbers) and control of special video and sound needs.

The program start function brings the program to air. The schedule computer, meanwhile, cues talent, starts VTRs, telecines, audio transports and audio cassette decks, executes switching to the proper audio mode (mono, stereo, 2-channel), controls video/audio levels and actuates video/audio crosspoints in the transmission control switching matrix.

During the program, transmission supervision activities include:
• control of audio transports, with associated routing and mixing;
• execution of keys and fades, calls for titles, and control of character generators; and
• receipt of program end-cues from VTR and film transports.

The program end function controls necessary video/audio adjustments, stops transports, breaks remote control connections and concludes orders to the facilities and test computers.

A constant transmission time calculation routine informs the operator of the actual program time frame. Variations in program times within specified limits can initiate automatic time correction. Excessive compensations and time gaps are reported to operators on CRTs and printouts.

During transmissions, the actual time, operator interventions, interruptions and transmitted programs are automatically reported. At the conclusion of a transmission, schedule sends the compiled data to the facilities computer archive and prints a hard copy.

A manual function keyboard allows operator intervention for:
• start of a scheduled program;
• delay of an automatic program change;
• change of program order;
• program cancellation;
• replacement of program material;
• alteration of audio/video mixing orders and times;
• manual operation of audio decks; and
• handling of interruptions.

A test mode from the manual keyboard checks for possible malfunctions of peripherals (routing switcher and mixers) before actual transmission.

The schedule system is configured in duplex with a central electronic changeover switch that forms a parallel system at the hardware level. Peripherals and subsystems also are paralleled to both control systems. Switching from online to standby, if necessary, occurs without operator intervention.

Newsroom
Planning, preparation and presentation of news is assisted by the newsroom
The solution to your old cart machine is not a new cart machine!

IT IS THE PEGASUS 5100 COMMERCIAL COMPILATION SYSTEM!

The Pegasus 5100 automatically compiles one or more daily reels of commercial and promotional breaks using existing VTRs and VCRs:

- Eliminates mechanical failures
- Reduces costly library space
- Improves Q.C. of commercial product
- Provides better utilization of equipment and manpower
- Reduces operational error
- Allows for last-minute changes
- Interfaces to traffic systems
- Improves the overall on-air look

The Pegasus 5100 is a user-friendly, multi-user, real-time system utilizing the 68000 microprocessor. The 20 MB disk, multi-function keyboard and color status terminal makes the Pegasus 5100 the most reliable and economical system available for broadcast, cable and satellite TV operations.

Management, Engineering, Operations and Sales will love what the Pegasus 5100 does best—improve the Bottom Line!

Call Marc Bressack at (201) 767-1000 to arrange a demonstration of this exciting new product.

A.F. ASSOCIATES INC.
ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND PRODUCTS FOR THE VIDEO INDUSTRY
100 STONEHURST COURT  NORTHVALE NJ 07647 (201) 767-1000
EUROPEAN SALES: PEGASUS SYSTEMS LTD.
BRACKNELL, ENGLAND (0344) 489048
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computer. News information coming into the center is sorted into four lists. These include:
- material without associated pictures, to be read by the talent in the studio;
- material with pictures from domestic and international representatives of ZDF;
- material available from international news agencies; and
- material exchanged several times daily by affiliates of the Eurovision network.

Newsroom is divided into editorial, organizational and technical sections. The editorial portion supervises the selection of news material from lists and coordinates pictures and titles. Function keys exchange, displaces and cancels news material. As newscasts are developed, the information is stored in memory and automatic time calculations give the approximate running time of the compiled presentation. The computer archives all news with the required program data.

The organizational section plans the technical details for the newscast in conjunction with facilities and test. The technical section executes the news delivery with the schedule computer.

The news schedule is manually executed. However, newsroom assists engineers in remote control matters, signal switching and level control, cueing of film and tape, calling of titles and stills, and managing of time, including control of the backtiming clock.

Newsroom is the largest system in terms of the number of associated work stations. The system includes D- (data) and A- (execution) levels, both in a duplex configuration.

Edits

Three editing suites provide video and audio signal control with an optional announce booth. Three editing computers execute all the editing functions. Facility requests are made through the facilities network. Appropriate control of video/audio connections are established by test, as are video mixing requirements and signal monitoring. The edits computer is viewed as production equipment.

Special audio or video control needs are developed by menu forms on the edits work station. Entries for the edit list are made through function buttons, while commentary text is entered through the standard terminal keyboard.

Edit list decisions allow separate control of video and audio, which are arranged through the editing control panel by the facilities system. Manual video and audio adjustments are possible while the computer handles machine control functions according to time-code signals.

The edits computer aids audio processing through coupled control of video and audio transports and storing of level changes previously set for sound mixing. Any level changes are learned by the system for later reproduction.

The communication links through which all ZDF automation works were specified to be within the bounds of the EBU/SMPTE control concept. Not all aspects of the standard remote control format were fixed at the time of the ZDF implementation. The design allowed for minor changes to bring the system into conformation with the standard.

Here and now

System automation has come of age. Several small demonstrations of the ES bus have been shown at SMPTE conferences and a major demonstration was scheduled at NAB.

Now the requirement is to expand on the existing basics. More equipment designed to meet the control protocol or interfaces to intermediate at the tributary level are necessary. Increased signal qualities produced by today's products can only be enhanced by the flexibility that total system control can provide. These factors, combined with the yet undiscovered resources that computers and digital processing suggest, point to an exciting future for automation.

Acknowledgment: Technical assistance was provided by Alamar Electronics, Dynair Electronics, Grass Valley Group, SMPTE, Solid State Logic and ZDF.

Editor's note: This is only an overview of the ES bus standard remote control system. For additional information regarding this evolving standard, contact SMPTE, 595 West Hartsdale Avenue, White Plains, NY 10607.
Up until now if you needed a signal generator, vectorscope and waveform monitor, you had to buy three different instruments, or at the very least, two.

Not any more. With the Magni 1520/25 you get all three in one easy to use package, with the same quality and performance you'd expect from the best in the industry. All for only $6250.*

And that's not all. Since we set out to put as much functionality as possible into one small package, we've also included a character generator overlay and differential phase and differential gain measurement, at no additional cost.

We also offer the Magni 1527/25 which includes all of the above, plus the first SCH phase measurement that can look at DEMOD out of a video tape recorder.

At Magni Systems we think it's time your test and measurement equipment was designed and packaged to do the job. So if you're tired of buying a piece here and a piece there, call us. We've put it all together.

**MAGNI**

**Video Measurement**

Magni Systems, Inc.
9500 SW Gemini Drive Beaverton, OR 97005 503/626-8400
Telex: 650-2769743 MCI
Managing automation

By Dennis Ciapura

The broadcast industry has embraced automation as a way to lower operating expenses. Is automation in your station's future?

In most industries, automation represents an opportunity to make a better product at a lower cost. It's simple. The capital cost of implementing automation is weighed against the projected production cost savings and the marketing value of whatever product improvement is expected. A decision on equipment acquisition is then made, based upon these criteria. It's just plain old-fashioned good business.

Unfortunately, first-generation broadcast automation projects often marched to the beat of a somewhat different drum. Unlike most business people, broadcasters sell a product that has virtually no cost in the classic accounting cost of goods sold sense. Electricity from the power company is modulated and radiated at a cost of perhaps $10,000 per month for a major facility with sales of $1 million per month, for a gross margin on sales of 99%. Most products yield a 50% to 75% gross margin.

Controlled expenses

In broadcasting, as in most service industries, after revenue, the major determinant of net profit margin is the station's operating expense. Nearly all expense is personnel-related. This is why broadcast station managers would rather walk on hot coals than hire an extra person. The revenue end of the equation is usually a function of the ratings, which can be considerably skewed by competitive factors and sampling conditions. Regardless of how confident the broadcaster is in the station's programming, the ratings, sales and revenue can be—and often are—affected by outside factors.

On the other hand, operating expenses are highly controllable. If you want less expense, employ fewer people. And so it was that the broadcaster's first application of automation was born with the goal of achieving total walk-away, minimizing the number of required operators and announcers. Most industries employed automation to improve productivity, so that the labor time required to produce a given volume of product was reduced.

The broadcaster's goal was total elimination of certain classes of personnel. After all, it was hardly possible to speed up time to finish airing 24 hours of broadcasting in eight and cancel the second and third shifts. It's a real-time business, so minimizing personnel meant eliminating functions entirely.

The radio station manager's dream was a totally automated system with the chief engineer loading it up with syndicated music while the traffic person fed it some spots. TV managers were equally ambitious, but faced more complexity and usually settled for just automating commercial spots.

After a while, radio broadcasters ad-
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Ciapura, BE's consultant on radio technology, is president of Teknimax, a San Diego-based telecommunications consulting company.
In the world of magnetic technology, one name has attracted world acclaim. Producing more formats and providing more service than anyone else.

One name has won world recognition. With an Emmy in 1983 for pioneering the first videotape—and a Scientific and Engineering Award from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences in 1985 for developing Cinetrak™ Magnetic Film.

That one name is Scotch™ Magnetic Technology — number one in the world of the pro.
mitted that there was, indeed, such a thing as automation sound, and TV broadcasters discovered how expensive it was to miss a spot. Then came live assist. Announcers were back in business and a few more operators were tolerated as broadcasters sought to avoid appearing automated, while trying to be as automated as possible.

At about the same time, the introduction of low-cost data processing technology made it practical to integrate the station's business systems with program automation. Many kinds of businesses found it economically attractive to automate their accounting systems. Broadcasting was no exception.

For a while it seemed as if a whole new industry was springing up to help broadcasters automate the books. It was a relatively natural and simple course to take the process a step further by letting the business automation system talk to program automation, so that automated traffic management could become a reality. And that's about where the state of the art is today, although relatively few broadcasters have installed a completely integrated system.

**Clues to the future**

It's important to retrace how we got to where we are today with broadcast automation, if we are to gain a better understanding of where automation is going in the immediate future. History has taught us that the trends that survived were those that sprang from down-to-earth requirements.

Although we don't normally think of it as automation, remote-controlled transmitter facilities were the beginning of the trend. In those days, many of us wondered why comprehensive remote control couldn't take the place of the transmitter operator altogether. More often than not, the operator was really an announcer or some other staff member who resented keeping the log, was inept at handling emergencies and knew very little about what the remote indications meant. Eventually, automation came about because there were powerful and practical reasons for it. Are there other practical considerations that we can detect today as harbingers of automation trends for the next decade?

No one can know in detail exactly what technical improvements will be required in the years ahead, but some estimates can be made. Automation can be a major capital item, so it is important to be able to forecast what will be needed. Engineering managers should try to gain a clear understanding of their company's operating profile, including its accounting and traffic systems. To do so requires an internal study. Armed with the results of this internal study, the engineering manager will be in a good position to evaluate the station's needs in light of industry trends.

The engineering manager can then develop an impressive capital forecast relative to the station's automation requirements. Senior management and parent companies in any business like nothing better than well-researched future facility requirements.

**The trends**

Most broadcasters now favor some form of live-assist automation. Those stations that now use live assist are likely to continue to do so. The stations that are not yet using live assist will likely move in that direction. Live-assist automation provides many of the advantages of automated operation with fewer of the disadvantages. There is less of the automated sound that developed from the early automation systems. For television, live assist usually means using cart machines or videotape decks tied to a computer for spot playback. Modern tape equipment can be easily tied to a computer and spot playback is relatively easy to implement.

Future automation systems will likely be more versatile than today's equipment. As the source equipment becomes more sophisticated, computers will be able to randomly select spots or even complete programs from a variety of sources. Radio stations will be able to purchase automation systems capable of running almost any format. If the station
The purity of images attained from the absence of distortion or imperfections. Purity from using only premium magnetic materials and the most advanced production techniques. Purity resulting in a video tape of magnificent clarity. Ampex 196.
changes formats, a change in software is all that will be required. The hardware will be flexible enough for all formats.

Source technology

Digital technology will continue to invade the broadcast arena. Two factors weigh in favor of more digital equipment in the broadcast station. First, material stored in a digital format retains its original quality. No longer will the listener or viewer have to endure background hiss or poor quality resulting from multigeneration copies. Second, digital technology allows the source material to be randomly accessed. It will no longer be necessary for an analog tape recorder to play cuts from a tape in a particular sequence. The computer will be able to direct the storage medium to find any particular song, program or commercial and play it back in any sequence. Access time to this material will be measured in milliseconds, not seconds.

Digital source equipment will find its way first into the major markets. As vendor competition and storage device improvements drive the price down, digital equipment will find even broader application. Hard-disk-based random-access audio storage devices already on the market do a super job of handling short segments such as spots, PSAs and jingles. The industry also needs inexpensive multiple-deck CD players. The simpler syndicated formats can be distributed and aired on current professional CD equipment, but multiple decks in the cost range of current tape equipment are required to execute more complex formats.

Interactive automation and slaved-satellite affiliates are exciting concepts that await proving in the field. If such interactive systems allow enough local input to preserve local identity, they may offer smaller stations the most effective cost control device ever. However, the key to their success will be simplicity. Many small market operators were burned by early attempts at automation, which often turned out to be more trouble than it was worth.

The big picture

Overall, it seems that we can draw some pretty definite conclusions about the directions that the industry will take in its maturing quest for realistic automation. First of all, it is apparent that larger market stations will continue to use automation more and more as a tool to provide improved programming at less cost than would otherwise be possible. This modus operandi is distinctly different than the original approach, which was to maintain a given level of programming sophistication with reduced numbers of personnel.

Radio and television in medium and large markets have become incredibly competitive. With this pressure has come an increased incentive to maximize the quality of the air product in order to protect revenue, as opposed to simply minimizing operating expense. The primary emphasis will be directed toward achieving the best possible air product. This is a natural evolutionary shift because major market advertising revenues have grown and the number of well-financed outlets in every market has increased.

Smaller market stations striving to make the best of limited revenues also will be driven to increased automation, but for more traditional reasons. These stations will find that the latest versions of total walk-away systems deliver the reliability and ease of operation that the small facility must have for automation to be practical. For these stations, the financial analysis is more straightforward, and is based on personnel and programming cost savings vs. capital equipment costs.

The latest generation of broadcast automation equipment offers tremendous flexibility and consistency, and costs less per unit of capability than the older systems, primarily because of improvements in computer technology. This capability has put complex formats into the hands of many more stations. Cost justification is now based on com-
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**COMBAT TRAINING**

The Otari MTR-90, the MTR-10/12 and the MX-70, taught inside and out by an Otari audio service engineer!

A 3-day course on each machine, covering schematics to the component level, electronic and mechanical alignment, and assembly/disassembly, will be presented at several locations beginning June 23, 1986.

Call Mark Calice or Ann Lieberman at (415) 592-8311 to schedule space in these valuable (and space-limited) classes.

Otari Corporation 2 Davis Drive Belmont, California 94002
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If your plans include an individual component, a turnkey system, or something in between, we can develop your ideas into a complete television facility.
petitive prowess, and your long-range planning should take that factor into account. You must assume that your competition will be using agile program automation as a competitive weapon.

An automation plan

Good management includes conducting an internal automation requirement survey. Submit the survey results to your station management, even if no one is even thinking about automation. The process may lead them to decisions on important topics they otherwise might not have considered.

- Senior management will appreciate the effort and foresight that engineering management shows by conducting such research. Station management may also recognize the critical role that engineering can play in the station's overall business plan.

If you're gearing up for greater capability, used equipment from Ampex can save you money. You'll save time searching, too, because we have a wide selection from virtually every manufacturer—for post-production, broadcast or in-house operations.

Give your nearest Ampex sales engineer a call. His list of used equipment ranges from "as is, where is" to reconditioned—so there's bound to be something that fits your needs and your budget.

Atlanta (404) 491-7112 Chicago (312) 593-6000
Dallas (214) 960-1162 Los Angeles (213) 240-5000
New Jersey (201) 825-9600
(In New York (212) 947-8633)
San Francisco (415) 947-2296
Washington, D.C. (301) 530-8800
Canada (416) 821-8840

Follow the steps

Interview the program manager. Discuss what future formats the station might be required to implement. How much and what kinds of flexibility would be required by the hardware? What is the expected source material?

The next step might be to interview the traffic manager. What does that person see in terms of business volume? Will a format change impact upon this area? What are the limitations of the current system?

The business or financial manager should be able to give you a good idea of the station's current operational status. Ask how much revenue is lost because of operational errors. The same questions on format changes should be raised. Again, ask if there are any limitations with the current accounting system.

The review process needs to be completed with an open mind. Don't approach the survey with any preconceived conclusions. Examine each department's responses to similar questions. Is there any common ground? Are there similar complaints or needs? If anyone suggested interfacing current or new equipment, can that be accomplished? Is there an opportunity to improve the air product by adding some automation equipment? Could the addition of automation reduce errors? It may be that automation could reduce errors in the business area (billing), as well as in the on-air operation. Finally, is there an opportunity to reduce operating costs through automation?

After you have answers to these questions, you are ready to develop an automation system plan that meets the requirements suggested by the survey. It may be that implementation of the total system can be carried out over several years. If so, what will be the effect of partial implementation?

After the specific equipment needs have been determined, contact the various equipment vendors to obtain cost estimates. If the entire system will not be installed at one time, what are the projected cost increases?

The report

Your report to senior management should be complete in detail. Begin by explaining the purpose of the survey and state that it includes a forecast of possible capital requirements—not a budget request. Provide a brief summary of the interviews you conducted. These interviews form the basis for your conclusions so it's important that they be included. Describe the review and survey process.

It also is important to bring in some outside expertise in the form of supplementary data. Reports on industry trends are excellent materials to include. If others outside your station are coming to the same conclusions as you, your opinion will be more respected. Project
Experience a tape transport ready for the balance of this millennium.

After spending a few minutes with the A820 you'll know you're in touch with tomorrow. Here is everything you've ever dreamed of in a production/mastering ATR. And then some.

For openers, note these features: four tape speeds. Reel sizes up to 1/4", Real time counter accurate to tenths of a second. Advanced phase compensation in all audio circuits. And, of course, the massive chassis, rugged construction and precision Swiss manufacturing you'd naturally expect from Studer.

And now for the unexpected. Inside the A820 you'll find the most comprehensive microprocessor control systems ever put in an ATR – by anybody. Multiple microprocessors govern all tape motion parameters, switching functions, and audio alignment settings. These innovations not only provide unprecedented operating flexibility, but also explain the A820's uncannily smooth tape shuttling and remarkable editing efficiency. When the production pressure is on, the A820 becomes a joy and a lifesaver.

The A820 also ushers in a new era of user programmability. In a matter of minutes, by selecting from a menu of more than a dozen operating features, you can tailor an A820 to meet any application. All primary and secondary top panel buttons can be assigned to any desired function. You can practically "redesign" your machine on a day-to-day basis!

The A820 line has been augmented by the addition of 1/2" two-track and center-track time code versions. Also, interfaces for control by external computers or video editing systems are now available.

Call or write today for more information on the new Studer A820. It can transport your facility into the future.


STUDER REVOX
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the improvements that will have to be made to the current facility. This should be broad enough to include the specific needs, but not so specific that you have painted yourself into a corner.

It is dangerous to predict exactly what piece of computer-related equipment a station should purchase three or five years before the purchase. Finally, develop a cost forecast for implementing the plan. Provide a minimum and maximum range of costs. Rely on your vendors for help in this area.

The steps described here are similar to what would be completed by an outside management consultant looking at any company’s growth and modernization requirements. Such a report should be well received by senior management.

Your company may elect to immediately modify its budget forecast to include your projections. Or, a departmental meeting might be called to discuss the forecast before deciding to modify the budget. Even if the report is filed with no immediate action taken, the engineering department will have performed a useful planning service for the company. At the very least, you will have improved the engineering department’s image by showing your concern for the station’s long-range business needs.

Acknowledgment: Assistance was provided by Dave Evers, Broadcast Electronics; Tom Ransom, Harris Broadcast; and Dave Collins, Microprobe Electronics.

Prepared for automation
By Bryan Boyle

It’s no secret that there are many advantages to automating a radio or TV station. Increased profit results from lower and more effective labor costs. The reduction in required make-goods improves sales. No longer saddled with the drudgery of old routines, your operators have more time to spend on preventive maintenance, repair or other worthwhile projects.

You find you are comfortable with the decision to automate the station, but what is the best approach to take? How can you arrive at your final goal most effectively? Taking a cue from operations research, implementing an automation system is a 4-step process. You must plan the design, coordinate the installation, train the operators and consider eventual maintenance.

Design
Once you have determined where you stand and what you need, it’s time to talk with the vendors. You want to identify those systems that can be integrated into your system without restructuring the entire station. If you

Continued on page 52

Boyle is an automation systems consultant in Overland Park, KS.
FROM HAIRPIN TURNS TO STRAIGHTAWAYS, THE SPEED OF SOUND HAS NEVER BEEN SO SMOOTH.

For years, sloppy tape transportation and handling have made the audio engineer's day much harder than it had to be.

This tormenting state has come to an end with the introduction of Sony's APR-5000 2-track analog recorder, available in a center-track time code version.

The APR-5000's precise handling and numerous advanced features make the audio engineer's day run much smoother. For example, the APR-5000's 16-bit microprocessor manages audio alignment with a precision that's humanly impossible. And the additional 8-bit microprocessor opens the way for extremely sophisticated serial communications. In tandem, they reach a truly unique level of intelligence.

Not only does the APR-5000 do its job well; it does it consistently. The die-cast deck plate and Sony's long-standing commitment to quality control maintain that the APR-5000 will hardly need time off.

All of which results in a consistent sonic performance that'll stand even the most critical audio professionals on their ears.

For a demonstration of the recorder that transports analog audio to a new fidelity high, contact your nearest Sony office:
Eastern Region (201) 368-5185;
Southern Region (615) 883-8140;
Central Region (312) 773-6000;
Western Region (213) 639-5370;
Headquarters (201) 930-6145.

SONY
Professional Audio
© 1985 Sony Corp. of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony Corp.
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Create a room
with a view.

We'd like to open your eyes to the incredible REV-1 digital reverb. Because it gives you unheard-of control over virtually all reverb parameters. And something that has never been seen in any type of reverb: the capability to "look" at the sound as well as hear it.

The remote unit that controls the nineteen-inch rack-mountable unit has a lighted high-resolution LCD display that graphically depicts the results of the adjustments you make.

So getting just the right reverb sound is no longer a question of trial and error.

The logical grouping of the parameter controls on the remote also makes it easy to create any effect you like. Then store it in any of 60 memories for instant recall.

The remote also contains 9 additional RAMs so you can store programs and carry them with you to use anywhere there's an REV-1.

And there are 30 additional ROMs with factory preset sounds. Many of which can be completely edited (as can the user-programmed sounds) by using the LEDs to tell you the set value or indicate in which direction to move the control so you can easily and precisely match the value of the originally programmed sound.

And the sound itself is far superior to any other digital reverb. The REV-1 uses specially developed Yamaha LSIs to create up to 40 early reflections and up to 99.9 seconds of subsequent reverberation. So the effect can be as natural (or unnatural) as you want it to be.

We could go on about the REV-1. Tell you about its 44.1 kHz sampling rate that provides a full 18 kHz bandwidth to prevent the natural frequency content of the input signal from being degraded.

How it has a dynamic range of more than 90 dB for the delay circuitry and more than 85 dB for the reverb circuitry.

But why not take a closer look at the REV-1 at your authorized Yamaha Professional Audio Products dealer. Or for a complete brochure, write: Yamaha International Corporation, Professional Products Division, P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, CA 90622. In Canada, Yamaha Canada Music Ltd., 135 Milner Ave., Scarborough, Ont, M1S 3R1.
Continued from page 48

are looking for a simple tape playback sequencer, it is not necessary to include a traffic computer, sales computer or transmitter controllers in your plans. If your analysis indicates the need for an automated switching system for multiple studios, net feeds and commercial playback, then traffic, logging and transmitter control should be considered in the overall design phase. You also will want maximum possible verification of actual on-air events as your eventual goal. Most major vendors of automation packages can provide a full range of services. Carefully consider what the sales representative promises. Also talk to the vendor design team to find out what its particular hardware and software package will do for you. Look for the advantages to be gained in a particular implementation.

Installation

Once the design has been set and the purchase orders have been signed, the job of installation can begin. You must start by preparing the physical plant for the new equipment.

Something that is sometimes overlooked in the development of an automation system is the area in which the equipment will be installed. It makes no sense to buy thousands of dollars worth of automation hardware and then look for a place to put it. Usually space is available in an unused studio, the back room or even master control. Complete elevation prints for the systems under consideration will help to determine where to provide power, how to route cables and how to configure HVAC equipment. As with any project, initial planning will pay dividends in later phases of the project.

Training

Another critical part of implementing station automation is the training of operations personnel. No matter what has been said about the acceptance of automation, most people view the coming of computer control with some trepidation. Non-technical discussions with the staff by both station management and the chief engineer will smooth the transition to this new way of approaching daily operation. These discussions will help staff members understand why the decision was made to automate and help them to better understand their jobs in relation to the new operating environment.

After the equipment arrives, installation should proceed quickly, consistent with good engineering practices. Physical location is the first step, power next, then incremental tests of each subsystem of the overall system. This method allows small problems to be isolated during the installation phase when the solutions may be easily determined and relatively painless to implement.

Once the individual subsystems have been tested and verified, final tests can be conducted. These tests should encompass total system verification using live data, and run in parallel to the operation on-line. Insist on proper system operation.

Maintenance

From a hardware standpoint, maintenance of the system should consist of ensuring the availability of a constant supply of clean ac power, changing air filters (on CPUs and drives), clearing tape heads and stocking spare parts or assemblies for the most used or most critical items in the system. In general, today's automation systems, with their heavy use of CMOS logic and other IC circuits, have reduced the need for a large inventory of small parts. Usually the engineering manager need only maintain a stock of replacement boards, swapping out modules as required.

Most systems operate reliably over long periods of time with little more than normal preventive maintenance. A regular maintenance plan is important, because it will decrease the amount of missed commercial playbacks, decrease programming miscues and provide a consistent air product for listeners and advertisers.

Will Your Station Be Next?

One violent strike and you’re fried—downtime and lost revenue. Only our unique surge protection truly handles the big hits without exposing your equipment. Competitive systems can’t. Before you get hit...call us.

L.E.A. Dynatech

12516 Lakeland Road, Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 • TWX 910-586-1381 (in CA) (213) 944-0916 • (outside CA) (800) 654-8087
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LA-KART®
IDENTIFICATION ON TAPE . . .

"Error Free"

LA-KART is the proven broadcast system in operation at TV stations throughout the country for over 3 years. Now delivering Betacam format systems, as well as, "M" and the leading "3/4" U-Matic System featuring component processing for the best cost effective system in use today.

Since its inception, LA-KART is the first broadcast system of its kind controlling 1" VTR's.

Ask LAKE to customize a system to fit your stations needs.

Ask about our
Prime Rate Lease Packages

LAKE
The Systems Company
55 Chapel Street
Newton, MA 02160, U.S.A.
(617) 244-6881

Don't Get Caught In The Wrong Elevator

Ask about our Prime Rate Lease Packages

© Lake Systems Corp. 1986
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Automating monitor setup

By Brad Dick, technical editor

Automating the alignment process of the video monitor can greatly improve the quality from any TV studio.

Today's technology is placing additional demands on the TV studio monitor. The advent of satellite-delivered programming probably did more than any other factor to make stations aware of the need for quality monitoring equipment. With satellite-delivered programming, TV stations were able to see the high-quality video available from the networks.

Other technical advances also are placing more demands on the TV station to maintain high production standards. Consumers are no longer content to settle for green faces on the 10 p.m. news. Many viewers now have sophisticated home video equipment including Super Beta and HQ-VHS videotape recorders. Coupled with direct-to-home satellite programming and greatly improved video monitors, viewers now expect similar high levels of performance from the local station.

Broadcast technology

In order to meet some of these new quality demands, TV stations have come to rely on automated systems in a number of different forms. Many pieces of broadcast equipment from videotape recorders to studio cameras use computer technology to obtain the best possible images.

Some of this new equipment depends on computer-controlled automation techniques. Without the capabilities of microprocessors and digital-controlled circuits, little of the automation we see today would be possible. It has become common to see microprocessors and computer logic built into broadcast equipment.

One area that has recently received much attention in terms of computer-assisted enhancement is the video monitor. For a number of reasons, video monitors have continued to rely on analog circuitry and manual control systems. As we will see, computer-controlled automation is soon going to bring exciting new features to the broadcast video monitor.

One of the first broadcast tools to take advantage of computer automation was the studio camera. Today many cameras rely on microprocessors for special performance features in addition to labor-reducing functions. These cameras provide automatic level settings, balance and registration and other features. It is no longer necessary to chart a camera prior to its use in a production setting. Simply press a few buttons on the CCU and the camera practically aligns itself.

The video monitor, on the other hand, requires manual adjustments. In a TV production setting, the monitor is a key element both in terms of the objective and subjective evaluation process. Directors use the monitor to subjectively determine if the camera angles are correct and to set the scene lighting and shot composition.

Engineers, on the other hand, rely on monitors to evaluate practically everything else in the broadcast plant. If it looks good on the monitor, then it is assumed to be operating properly.

To carry out these functions, the monitors in any given installation must be carefully aligned. Just as important, the monitors must be carefully matched. If the scene on one monitor appears to have more light (be whiter) than another monitor using the same camera source, it becomes difficult for the director to make subjective evaluations. Matching monitors can often turn out to be a difficult alignment problem in the station.

Early monitors

Early TV color monitors were plagued with a number of problems. Most monitors in the early 1960s suffered from poor dc restoration. There was no back-porch clamp or method of promulgating the dc pedestal from the camera to the monitor. As the scene lighting changed, so did the black level.

Early monitors also exhibited poor phosphor uniformity. The separate red, green and blue phosphors were often contaminated with other colors, producing impure combinations on the CRT. The problem was compounded as multiple cameras were used in a production and viewed on several different monitors. Because the monitors were difficult to match, it was sometimes hard to determine what monitor was properly representing the desired scene.

Color stability was also a problem for the early color monitors. As the units aged, the balance and color intensity changed. The monitors also often changed colors in response to vibration or temperature variations.

Perhaps the most critical problem for early monitors was the lack of white uniformity. Because the white balance is so critical to faithful video reproduction on any CRT, monitors were usually adjusted to some fixed white value. Unfortunately because of the many problems listed previously, setting the monitors in a single facility to a uniform white level was difficult at best.

Modern solutions

Today's monitors solve, at least to a great degree, most of these problems. The old problem of dc restoration is seldom encountered today with modern cameras. As the scenes and lighting levels change, the monitors properly track the different levels. The black level does not shift as it did with the old monitors.

Improved manufacturing techniques allow the production of carefully matched color phosphors. Consumer grade monitors may have an aim point tolerance as high as ±0.20 CIE units. A professional studio monitor, however,
TELEVISION FACILITY DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Innovative concepts, attention to detail and competitive pricing has identified Centro as an attractive alternative for facilities planning, architectural delineation, systems integration and project implementation.

With a decade of nationwide service and dedication to quality, Centro is a design and engineering firm employing the disciplines necessary to implement successful television facilities and mobile systems.

Call us today and compare our services and prices.

CENTRO CORPORATION
9516 CHESAPEAKE DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92123
(619) 560-1578
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requires tolerances of ±.005 CIE units (D6500 standard). This standard requires much tighter phosphor tolerances than those encountered in consumer equipment. As the phosphors are more closely controlled, the monitors are more easily matched and it becomes easier to consistently meet industry standards.

As late as 1979, the majority of monitors relied on delta gun technology. Today’s monitors, however, often rely on precision-in-line (PIL) CRTs. Among the advantages of this design is the elimination of active-convergence circuitry. This design allows the use of a less complex yoke assembly, thereby simplifying convergence and increasing monitor stability.

Other improvements in monitors include beam current feedback (BCF). BCF prevents the decreasing cathode output that normally occurs as the electrons are boiled away over a period of time. BCF is now a commonly used technique to improve the long-term stability of monitors.

Modern mask design helps address the problem of poor white uniformity. Typical errors in white uniformity show up as mottling or shading, usually in the corners of the CRT. If the corners of the CRT lack white uniformity, then we see a color temperature change across the different areas of the CRT face. Today’s precision CRT manufacturing process can usually eliminate this problem.

### Need for a reference

In the typical production studio, there are several color monitors. These monitors must be as closely matched to a uniform standard and to each other as possible. The subjective evaluations for all of the facility’s productions depend on these monitors. The maintenance department uses the monitors to make objective evaluations of other equipment. To meet these needs, the monitors need to be adjusted to a uniform standard. Coupled with this requirement is the desire to be able to transfer any desired standard from monitor to monitor.

Typically, a station might have a number of color monitors. Several different engineers might be involved in their alignment. With the combination of several monitors, several engineers, no measurable reference and human perception errors, accurate alignment from monitor to monitor (i.e., matching performance) is difficult, if not impossible.

### Golden eyeballs

A few stations may be lucky enough to have an engineer on staff with golden eyeballs. This somewhat less-than-precise definition pertains to a person with the ability to properly evaluate color, especially CRT-displayed color, and make the necessary adjustments.

Even if a person has this unique ability, there are many factors that can affect how the CRT color is finally perceived by the eye-brain combination. This perception can be dependent upon such things as room color, medication and other seemingly unrelated factors.

Even with the golden eyeball approach, it is difficult to guarantee accurate, constant and uniform monitor alignment. The solution lies in using some form of mechanical or electrical assistance.

### Alignment aids

There are at least two mechanical aids to aligning monitors. One aid is the optical comparator. This external reference device consists of a viewfinder and eyepiece. When placed against the CRT, it measures the light emitted from the CRT face. Filters inside the unit alter the brightness from the CRT face as it is projected onto one-half of a split-screen in the eyepiece. The other half of the eyepiece is illuminated by a reference, carefully regulated, internal light source. The engineer looks through the eyepiece and adjusts the monitor until the two halves of the eyepiece match as closely as possible. Although this technique is a significant step toward eliminating the human error factor, it still suffers from the fact that human interpretation is required. The process also requires that the engineer manually make the necessary adjustments on the monitor.

---

Valley DSP's Sibilance Processor leaves your program material intact. But when you de-essed a sibilance problem in your program material, the process left you with a hole. Instead of pulling your hair out, why not plug in your Valley DSP and remove the whistles.

Previously, the solution was worse than the problem. When you de-essed a sibilance problem, the process left you with a hole in the program material. Now the Valley DSP's Sibilance Processor uses new technology to process the sibilance and remove objectionable whistles, while leaving the program material intact.

With the Valley DSP's Sibilance Processor, you have two alternatives to de-essing and one proven solution to whistling. Call your Valley DSP dealer for a demonstration.
CONTROL

That A Ballerina Would Appreciate.....

Is by way of introducing a new era in video switching control. Like the ballerina whose quality of dance expression demands absolute control, broadcasters can now achieve new levels of control over their video switching matrix.

To become a "video choreographer", start with just 21 buttons. Add our Series I Control Computer. Select from a library of firmware. Put it all in a 1¾" package and call it the PCA-904A. Now you've got a switcher control tailored for today's job . . . reprogrammable for tomorrow's.

Choice of functions is limitless, and most features are available for EVERY Series 10, Series 25 and System 21 matrix EVER BUILT!

- Simple Operation - downloadable input assignments, one per button
- More Inputs - reprogrammable as 100 input, downloadable alphanumeric controller
- Compact - a multi-bus controller in a 1¾" package
- Rearrange Matrix - stores up to 20 salvos, one per button
- Sequential Control - individual dwell adjustment with random order sequencing
- Restricted Access - downloaded from system controller

Try THAT in any other 1¾" rack-mounted panel!

And that's only a sample of what the powerful Series I Control Computer can do in just one configuration. Multi-level control, alpha displays and VDT interfaces are offered in other packages. The Series I can also give YOUR custom control panel all these features plus others you program yourself.

Isn't it time you assumed absolute control!

DYNAIR

5275 Market Street, San Diego, California 92114 • (619) 263-7711
Another method for aligning monitors depends on an analog or digital meter (color analyzer) to measure various CRT parameters. The color analyzer goes a long way toward reducing the influence of the human interaction on the alignment process. However, sometimes the inconvenience of using the device hampers its use.

For example, if the monitor is located 15 feet up in the air over a studio, the engineer may not be as concerned about getting the correct settings as if the monitor were located on a test bench. There is also the possibility of human misinterpretation of the information provided by the color analyzer.

These methods of measuring a monitor’s performance suffer from one common and major drawback. They rely on human interpretation of the results. With this limitation, it is difficult to transfer any reference (or standard) from monitor to monitor. In other words, the station still has not been able to guarantee uniform performance from monitor to monitor.

Even if you assume that some techniques of properly measuring the performance of the monitor are available, what happens next? The engineer may still have to perform several manual adjustments to bring the CRT in proper alignment. If the CRT needs several adjustments, such as RGB low light, RGB high light, contrast and CRT bias, then there are several more areas for potential adjustment errors. Because it is seldom possible to accurately align a monitor in less than three passes, a significant amount of time also can be consumed in the adjustment process.

**Required features**

What is the solution? First, some accurate, portable standard measuring instrument must be available. Second, some means to automatically align the monitor is needed. With an automated alignment process such as this, the human element (and potential for error) is practically eliminated.

The monitor's performance can be more uniform. It can be set up more quickly, thereby saving time. And a single performance standard can be applied to each monitor, which ensures repeatability.

Some industry research indicates that monitor users are less concerned about the absolute precision of the monitor than they are about consistency among monitors. This again reflects the need for a transportable standard.

Any automated alignment technique must have certain characteristics. It must be fast. The human interaction and interpretation must be reduced or eliminated. The system must be able to align monitors to not only the American D6500 standard, but also to any other reference that may come about. The automation system should allow this new reference, once captured or stored, to be promulgated throughout the broadcast plant. The end result is monitors all aligned to a common standard and providing consistent performance from monitor to monitor.

Any automated monitor should be able to automatically adjust to RGB, NTSC or PAL signals. This feature allows a single monitor to quickly adapt to different production situations. Automatic alignment should eliminate as many points for human interaction as possible, with
The Breakthrough!
IKEGAMI'S HK-323 1” FIELD/STUDIO BROADCAST CAMERA BEGINS A NEW ERA

Ikegami's newest field/studio broadcast camera achievement has arrived—engineered and designed to provide the user with features beyond expectations.

The HK-323 1” features self-contained operation, numerous auto set-ups in any mode, a built-in encoder and sync generator, high performance prism optics, self-diagnostic functions, a control panel that connects directly to the camera head, a S/N ratio of 59dB and more—all in a camera weighing only 55 lbs.

In addition, the HK-323 1” is equipped with a 7” viewfinder featuring pan and tilt, and special functions that include Chroma Aperture for sharpest picture quality regardless of color or lighting; Highlight Compression Circuitry for broadcast contrast range; Soft Detail to eliminate harsh or overwhelming presence; Auto Beam Control, and more.

A companion hand-held camera is also available and is operational off the same base station.

Optional remote control is available in: triax, multicore and fiber optics.

Compare the HK-323 1” to any camera in its class and find out why the lightest field/studio camera is also the biggest value.

For a complete demonstration of the HK-323 1” and other Ikegami cameras and monitors, contact us or visit your local Ikegami dealer.

Ikegami Electronics (USA), Inc. 37 Brook Avenue Maywood, NJ 07607
East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (213) 534-0050 Southeast: (813) 884-2046
Southwest: (214) 233-6844 Midwest: (312) 834-9774
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One recently developed automated monitor setup system uses a photometer as the feedback element in the adjustment loop, instead of relying on the human eye to capture CRT performance. (See Figure 1.) The photometer is an easily transportable unit that reads the output from the CRT. Comparing the CRT output with the standard stored inside the monitor, the photometer communicates the results back to the monitor for further action. (See Figure 2.)

The photometer contains a microprocessor for housekeeping purposes. It measures the CRT's performance with photocells, formats the resulting data, and responds to commands from the monitor for further measurements. The photometer may even store information from another monitor if desired. This feature allows the creation of a new standard. In other words, the photometer can look at another monitor that has been aligned to some standard, store the results and then communicate this performance criteria to another automated monitor. The two different monitors now appear the same.

### Talk...

Talk...

If listener involvement is a part of your format you need a multi-line telephone interface specifically designed for broadcast. The Symetrix Model 104 Four-line Interface and Model 108 Eight-line Interface (108 remote console shown here) connect your on-air or production consoles directly to incoming phone lines. Sophisticated 104/108 firmware makes system operation simple and fool-proof. Consider these important advantages: **FCC certified** for direct connection to incoming phone lines via standard RJ-11 (modular) connectors. **Loop current detectors** assure no dial-tone on air; if a caller abandons he is automatically released. **Stand alone operation** — the 104 and 108 are complete electronic phone systems and require no additional telco equipment to operate. **Caller conferencing** — up to six callers on air at once with the 108, four callers with the 104. **Call director option** — the 108 system supports the addition of a second remote console specifically programmed for off-air call handling. **Plus**, additional system features too numerous to list. Please call or write for our complete 104/108 system brochure.

---

**Figure 1.** Block diagram of an auto-setup monitor.

The selected standards stored within the system and all adjustments performed by the automation system, not the operator.

---

**Symetrix**

109 Bell Street
Seattle, Washington, 98121, USA
Telephone (206) 624-5012
Telex 703282 SYMETRIX UD
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FINISH UP ON TIME WITHOUT SACRIFICING QUALITY.

You want it quick and you want it good. In today's competitive post-production audio/visual scene, the rewards go to those who can produce results that are quick and good. That's why TASCAM designed the MS-16 1" 16-track recorder—to bring together top-notch audio quality plus premium features that streamline production and move you ahead of schedule.

Quality reproduction starts with the heads, and TASCAM has three decades of design experience behind the MS-16's new micro-radius heads. They bring "head bumps" under control and ensure flat frequency response. And unlike most tape machines, the MS-16 record/sync and playback heads are identical in performance. Because sync response equals repro response on the MS-16, you can make critical EQ and processing decisions on overdubs or punch-ins without having to go back and listen a second time. You get what you want sooner and with fewer headaches.

The MS-16 cuts down on the time you spend looking up with other audio and video machines as well. A 38-pin standard SMPTE/EBU interface affords speedy, single-cable connection with most popular synchronizers and editing systems. It's the easy, efficient way to get the most out of today's sophisticated synchronization equipment. The MS-16's new Omega Drive transport is tough enough to stand up to long days of constant shuttling...while handling tapes with the kid-glove kindness they deserve.

Record/Function switches for each track allow effortless, one-button punch-ins. Input Enable allows instant talkback during rewinds, fast forwards and cue searches. These features speed you through sessions and let you concentrate on the project at hand...not on your tape machine.

Take a closer look at the MS-16. See your TASCAM dealer for a demo or write us for more information at 7733 Telegraph Road Montebello, CA 90640.

TASCAM  THE SCIENCE OF BRINGING ART TO LIFE.
Before monitor alignment can be accomplished, the photometer should be zero-calibrated to establish a reference point for the photodiode dark current. As the lens of the photometer is covered to keep outside light from upsetting the adjustments, an internal microprocessor automatically compensates the internal photodiodes for ambient temperature. If the zero-calibration point were preset with no adjustment provision, the monitor's alignment would be a function of temperature. If the zero point is reset prior to monitor calibration, ambient temperature will not affect the accuracy of the results.

The photometer is next placed against the CRT to measure performance of the monitor. The system shown in Figure 1 captures information from the guns simultaneously. After the data from the CRT has been sampled, it is fed to the photometer microprocessor for processing, formatting and transmission to the monitor.

The photometer has battery backup for the CMOS processor, thereby protecting any stored data. On-board PROM contains the necessary programming software. The monitor's on-board PROM can be modified to accommodate new industry standards, additional monitor capabilities and special features.

Intelligent circuits in the monitor use this data to make the appropriate adjustments in the monitor circuits to complete the actual alignment process. As adjustments are made by the automation circuits in the monitor, the results are detected by the photometer and fed back to the monitor microprocessor. This closed-loop action allows the monitor to be aligned in a matter of seconds.

**Monitor microprocessor**

A key element to automated monitor setup is microprocessor control over the functions of the system itself. The 8-bit microprocessor (MPU) shown in Figure 1 contains both on-board RAM and ROM in addition to the necessary I/O ports.

---

![Diagram of CRT alignment process](image-url)

**Figure 2.** The monitor and photometer form a closed control loop. The chart depicts the basic steps processed by the microprocessor units in the photometer and monitor to complete the alignment process.
American business tradition is characterized by unsurpassed excellence in service, reliability and quality. True to this tradition, Gray does it the old-fashioned American way—we do it right the first time!

Teamed with quality cameras from Ikegami, Gray offers the finest equipment and over a decade of video engineering expertise. Call your local Gray office for excellence in service, reliability and quality.

ALBANY, GA (912) 883-2121
ATLANTA, GA (404) 956-7725
BATON ROUGE, LA (504) 926-1171
BIRMINGHAM, AL (205) 342-2624
CINCINNATI, OH (513) 896-1011

FT. WALTON BEACH, FL (904) 651-6548
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL (305) 523-3637
GAINESVILLE, FL (352) 332-2436
HUNTSVILLE, AL (205) 881-5840
KNOXVILLE, TN (615) 586-7161

N. LITTLE ROCK, AR (501) 758-3234
MEMPHIS, TN (901) 525-1135
MIAMI, FL (305) 591-3637
MOBILE, AL (205) 476-2621
NASHVILLE, TN (615) 883-9175

NEW ORLEANS, LA (504) 733-7265
(504) 733-7290
ORLANDO, FL (305) 896-7414
ST. PETERSBURG, FL (813) 823-6840
TAMPA, FL (813) 883-1411
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The MPU is the supervisor of most of the monitor actions and features. The digital logic, D/A and A/D converters are only associated with the control aspects of the monitor. So far, there are no true digitally processed video displays. The MPU is strictly concerned with controlling functions of the monitor, not digitizing any of the video signals.

One of the advantages of microprocessor control lies in the resolution that can be obtained. An 8-bit processor can provide 256 discrete steps of control over such parameters as contrast, low and high light settings and other important adjustments. In order to allow the operator to manually set various parameters, yet do so in an efficient manner, a ramp function is coupled with digital control in the system shown in Figure 1.

For instance, if a control switch is pressed momentarily, one step-change will take place in the desired setting. If the switch is held closed for a period of time, the ramp function takes over and the steps begin to take place at a faster rate. This feature allows the operator to vary the control from one range setting to the other in a rapid manner, while still having absolute 1-step control if desired. The repeatability of this kind of control is not possible with potentiometer circuits. Vibration and dirt also do not affect any of the desired settings as can happen with analog circuits.

**Limitations**

Automated monitors are not without their limitations. The level of sophistication involved in the monitor is greater than what is typically encountered in conventional units. Maintenance on such a device may need to be carried out by engineers familiar with digital circuits. In some advanced-technology monitors, factory-supplied troubleshooting software may even be required.

The photometer also is not immune to problems. Ambient lighting may affect the results obtained by the photometer, especially when a low-light adjustment on the monitor is made. If the monitor and photometer are located in a well-lit room, some of the ambient light may reflect from the CRT mask back into the photometer. If so, the photometer is fooled into thinking the monitor is putting out more light than it really is. The problem is really a form of S/N measurement error. In this situation, reducing the ambient light eliminates the potential for error. Because most monitors are used in critical viewing environments (low-level lighting) this type of error is unlikely.

One of the most important elements in the construction of a high-performance CRT is the purity of the phosphors. If the CRT phosphors are not properly matched to the correct standard and as pure as possible, the monitor will never be able to produce the quality picture required for an automated monitor.

The CRT shadow mask can also limit the quality available from a monitor. If the shadow mask is stretched in the manufacturing process, then the color purity will change across the face. This change represents a shift in color temperature and cannot be corrected by electronic circuits.

Aging can affect the performance for a high-quality monitor. The constant bombardment of the lead shielding in the glass causes the lead shielding to oxidize, giving the glass a yellow tint. The slight yellow tint does not affect the red and green colors, but does affect the color blue. With modern CRTs this is less of a problem than it used to be.

As new technology continues to advance into broadcasting, we can expect to see more equipment controlled by automation. TV monitors are only one of the areas just now taking advantage of modern digital technology. As circuits become more sophisticated and broadcasters become more quality conscious, we can expect to see even more automated equipment. The results provided by this new equipment will mean a higher-quality product, a more consistent product and the requirement for maintenance engineers trained in digital technology.

---

**Tired of going through contortions, not to mention half the contents of your tool box, to assemble a simple audio connector? Then go for this: the Neutrik X series, XLR cable connector. Assembly is so simple, you won’t have to fumble with so much as a set-screw.**

X series connectors consist of just four parts. So you can count them and just about assemble them...with one hand. In fact, you can save up to 50% in assembly time.

Of course, that wouldn’t mean much if X series connectors didn’t also perform. Their compact bodies mate perfectly with standard XLR connectors. An improved self-retention locking system means even better connections. They handle larger O.D. cables. And you can select a satin nickel or black chrome finish and either gold or silver contacts.

All in addition to connipion-free assembly.

Now. Wondering what to do with your free hand? Use it to call or write for more information...naturally. Kulka-Smith, Inc., Sales Dept., 1913 Atlantic Ave., Manasquan, NJ 08736. (201) 223-9400. TLX: 244536.
WHEN IT'S TIME TO INVEST in routing switchers or distribution amplifiers, look no further than Videotek. Our terminal equipment line, diverse enough to satisfy your specific needs, offers the built-in Performance you demand, and the field-proven Reliability and Delivery-in-Days you expect from Videotek... all at a price that will make you relax.

Everything considered, your choice is easy.
Distributing data via satellite

Several broadcast networks are improving network-to-affiliate communications through innovative use of satellite technology.

For most TV and radio engineers, the era has passed when receiving a network video or audio feed simply meant keeping in regular contact with the local phone company's operating center to maintain a single video or 3.5kHz or 5kHz monaural audio channel. Stations relied on land-based network feeds, bicycled tapes and local origination for their programming.

Today, the situation is more complex. Most stations use at least one satellite dish to acquire programming. This programming originates not only from the established major networks, but also from many specialized networks. These networks offer a diversity of services and formats that allow stations to make program choices tailored to the needs of their local audiences.

Broadcasters are increasing their use of satellite facilities to receive numerous data services for later retransmission. The channel capacity available to radio and TV networks allows the transmission of data in addition to regular audio and video programming.

Satellite-acquired programming, however, is not without its problems. The station operations staff must contend with a whole range of new requirements generated by satellite-delivered programming. The local staff must become familiar with the various formats supplied by programmers and adapt to these new operational routines. Seldom will a program supplier change its ways to meet the needs of a local station. Local staffs have to be able to cope with time-zone corrections, commercial scheduling practices, changing local availabilities and even transponder and channel assignments. No longer is it possible to simply 'put up the net and know what is going to happen. Direct data communications from broadcast network headquarters to station affiliates also is becoming increasingly important as network schedules multiply. A number of networks have established their own message delivery or electronic mail services. These data delivery services are the key to successful implementation of any satellite-delivered program service.

Brief history

In 1970, the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) developed the dial access communication system (DACS) to send messages to PBS affiliates. The system employed a computer in the Washington, DC. PBS transmission center that stored messages about program schedules, operations traffic and other affiliate-related information. The computer was programmed to call each PBS station daily using dial-up phone lines and a low-speed modem to print messages on a station teletypewriter.

National Public Radio (NPR) used a similar system until 1979. By then, both non-commercial networks had completed the transition from terrestrial to satellite program distribution. Data communications with affiliates via satellite was established shortly thereafter.

Today, both PBS and NPR rely heavily on these systems. Each PBS station is now equipped with a microcomputer for receiving messages via satellite and for access via dial-up modems to the PBS station database in Washington.

Radio and TV networks have traditionally kept affiliates abreast of program and operating schedules with detailed mailings of upcoming programs and talk-ups during non-program time for last-minute scheduling updates. Now, however, many networks have chosen other methods of alerting stations to program changes and updates. TV networks can hide data in the horizontal lines of the vertical interval. Radio networks often use in-band multitone signaling or slow-speed subaudible FSK datastreams to alert affiliates that program advisories or EBS alerts are being transmitted.

In addition to transmitting messages and message alerts, some networks transmit audio tone combinations to control local station equipment. This hardware allows automatic network joining and the insertion of local commercials. The Mutual radio network transmits a low-level in-band multiple-frequency tone for this purpose. CBS uses a multiple-tone system, NetAlert. NPR inserts control signals in the data communications message stream. These control signals can be used by stations to tune receivers, operate tape recording equipment and perform a variety of audio switching functions.

Network electronic mail

Although the scope of data communications between networks and affiliates includes alerting, control and commercial information services, a key ingredient of network operation today is the distribution of hard-copy information from networks to affiliates via electronic mail systems.

NPR's electronic mail system, used to keep member stations informed about programs transmitted over the network's 12 satellite channels, is a typical case. Through the NPR computer facilities in Washington, messages from program producers, regional networks and affiliate stations can be received, stored and forwarded to individual stations and station groups. Operational schedules listing time and channel assignments for

Cassidy is vice president of The Chesapeake Group, a telecommunications satellite and computer company.
We wouldn't give you an inch until it was perfect.

Maxell perfects the 1" tape.
Introducing Maxell Broadcast Quality 1". Superior videotape technology to satisfy the perfectionist in you.

Perfect for editing.
Maxell Broadcast Quality 1" is made tough to resist stretching, scratching and head clogging... yet it's made gentle to minimize head wear. So you can keep it parked in STILL for well over 3 hours, without taking the typical toll on the tape, video output or your sensitive heads.

Perfect for broadcast.
Our superior 1" tape stays that way for up to 2,000 passes. So not only can you achieve perfection in production, but you get more of your money's worth when you take it on the air.

Find out for yourself. Just clip and mail the coupon below. But keep in mind: If we didn't think it was perfect, we wouldn't have called it Maxell.

Maxell Corporation of America
60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, NJ 07074
(201) 641-8600
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various programs, program offerings and descriptions, promotional copy and program segment contents and timing also are transmitted. Stations are equipped with a satellite receiver, decoder and printer. Each decoder has a specific address code so that stations can receive individually addressed messages, as well as all-station messages.

Public TV stations also have a versatile message delivery system. This high-tech version of the original DACS system features a microcomputer located at each PBS station and a mainframe computer at the PBS headquarters. Messages can be composed at each station and forwarded to PBS headquarters, where they are stored and then distributed to other stations via dial-in modems. Later, the messages are transmitted over the satellite message delivery system. Because the messages are received electronically over the PBS satellite DACS, they can be stored on the station's disk for later display, sorting, review and hard-copy printing.

Brookmont Communications, Nashville, TN, is currently installing a similar data communications system for its affiliates in Tennessee, Kentucky and South Carolina. Brookmont provides a variety of news, sports, agricultural and special regional programming to approximately 150 affiliates on three satellite program audio channels. Brookmont also intends to provide complementary information services to affiliates, plus a dedicated single-channel-per-carrier (SCPC) satellite data channel. The Brookmont system illustrates the capacity and flexibility of a system designed around standard microcomputer equipment and readily available microprocessors.

The origination system

The functions that must be performed by the origination system include: capturing and storing data for preparation of station messages; formatting messages with specific information regarding subject and destination; queuing messages according to established transmission priorities; addressing messages to all affiliates, groups of affiliates or individual stations; and assembling message data packets for transmission to affiliates.

The heart of the origination system is a desktop multitasking multi-user microcomputer configured to perform several tasks simultaneously. Brookmont wanted to provide its stations with weather information from the National Weather Service (NWS). In many cases, this service would eliminate the need for stations to order local loops and teleprinters to be used exclusively for receiving weather wire information.

Working with NWS, Brookmont developed a method to extract the various types of weather information from the incoming weather wire. Because NWS offers a wide variety of reports (national forecasts, state zone forecasts, local forecasts and flood and hurricane warnings), Brookmont wanted to give stations the option of choosing the specific weather messages they wanted to receive on a regular basis. Each affiliate received a questionnaire and was asked to select from the list of available weather services and reports.

All weather messages sent by the NWS weather wire begin with a header identifying the type of service and originating forecast center. A computer can easily scan this information and determine whether the incoming message has been requested by any or all of the Brookmont stations. If even one station has requested that service, the message is first stored and later forwarded to the appropriate station(s) over the Brookmont electronic mail system.

The list of all desired NWS reports and the stations wanting to receive them is stored in the files of the originating system computer. The files contain station call letters, station decoder address codes, station service request lists and weather service message headers. All of this information is reviewed for each message. Messages are transmitted only to the stations that have signed up for the particular service.

The origination system computer and a word-processing program are used to generate network messages at the

---

**Sherlock can't But CHRISTIE CAN!**

Christie Electric Corp CAN solve your battery problems.

... but Sherlock could never solve the "Case of the Fading Camera."

Christie CAN charge any battery AND charge it faster.

... but Sherlock could not crack the "Case of Inconvenient Battery Memory."

Christie CAN give you reliability and longer battery life.

Christie's CASP, Charger-Analyzer-Sequencer-Power Supply, solves many power problems.

CASP is the first truly universal battery charger and analyzer. Plus, CASP charges any manufacturer's batteries faster and more safely than other chargers on the market. CASP's analysis and discharge recharge capability creates reliable and memory-free operation.

Power any ENG and EFP cameras with the Christie "snap on" type Platinum Series Ni-Cad® Camera Batteries. Christie Batteries are the pinnacle of the camera power industry. Exceptional construction, quality, and superior design makes these batteries supremely dependable. Camera battery recycle time can be reduced to 20 minutes by charging Platinum Series Batteries with CASP.

Platinum is the most conductive of metals. Christie Platinum Series Ni-Cad Batteries are the most reliable of camera batteries.

---

Christie Electric Corp., Industrial Division
20665 Manhattan Pl., Torrance, CA 90501 U.S.A. • 213-320-0808 • 800-421-2955

**CHRISTIE ELECTRIC CORP.**
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When you're looking for a high-quality, comprehensive instrument to maintain desired modulation levels and quality standards, the TFT Model 844 is all you need. It's a 2-channel RF preselector, FM monitor, and Stereo monitor in one economical, compact package!

- Over 20 vital test functions available
- Measure off-air signal, transmitter Stereo generator, or STL performance
- Peak flashers and peaks-per-minute counter distinguish true modulation peaks from overshoot
- Get a handle on your true modulation . . . or theirs
- Three meters with quasi-peak ballistics
- Front-panel waveform monitor outputs
- Built-in calibrator

Suggested List Price of the Model 844 is $3,995. Companion SCA Monitor, Model 730A, is $2,265—when purchased with the 844—or Model 845. Delivery is within one month or better.

Contact a TFT Dealer today and arrange to get your complete—and economical—FM/Stereo Monitor.

...Where new things are happening!

3090 Oakmead Village Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: (408) 727-7272  TWX: 910-338-0584
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"In this business we're judged by the final product. We look for top results every time we go in the control room. When I direct, I expect the best from my crew. I need to communicate effectively and easily. So I demand an intercom system that meets the needs of every type of show—whether it be the news or a variety special. I depend on our TW Intercom System—it gives me the performance and versatility that I need."

RTS Systems has been supplying top performance intercom systems for over ten years. In the studio and in the field, the TW Intercom System can make every show your best show.

Call or write for details.

RTS SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
THE FIRST NAME IN INTERCOMMUNICATIONS
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Professional Intercommunications • Professional Audio Products • 1100 West Chestnut Street • Burbank, California 91506 • Telephone 818-843-7022 • Telex 194855 • TWX 910-498-4987
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Brookmont headquarters. With terminals located throughout the Brookmont offices, program schedules, news bulletins and special advisories are generated for transmission to the network stations. Through the use of a message header, the station or group of stations are sent only those messages that concern their operation. Affiliates are not burdened with printouts of messages that do not affect their operations. The text files containing lists of affiliates, station address codes and services offered by NWS can be readily changed as new stations and services are added to the system.

The Brookmont data transmission system relies on a low-power satellite channel for the communications link to local stations. There are a number of protocols, modulation methods, transmission speeds and transmission carriers that could be used. Other networks and communications companies have chosen one or more of these methods to meet their respective needs. Based on the projected traffic requirements of the Brookmont system, a 1,200-baud system was selected as optimum. Because Brookmont uses single-channel-per-carrier (SCPC) program

Continued on page 74

Film and Video Time Code Versatility With Digital Display

Post another advance in recording technology for Nagra! The new IV-S TC incorporates unique Time Code circuitry which permits Time Code record/playback (via switch selection) of the five film or video SMPTE/EBU standards. What's more, there's an eleven key, slide-out, mini key-board to enter or read data and check system operation, plus a seven segment, eight digit LCD readout. Of course, the recording quality, the functionality, are what you've come to expect from Nagra...just this side of perfect. Send for specifications and details, you'll flip.

NAGRA MAGNETIC RECORDERS, INC.
East Coast
19 West 44th St., Room 715
New York, NY 10036
(212) 840-0999

West Coast
1147 N. Vine St.
Hollywood, CA 90038
(213) 469-6391

"A PASSION FOR PERFECTION"
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ENGenius!
IKEGAMI HL-95 IS
THE CROWNING ACHIEVEMENT OF THE 80’s.

The engineers at Ikegami have just enhanced the finest ENG component camera in the industry, by making it the most versatile.

Now the Ikegami HL-95 camera head can be the crown jewel of your ¾” Beta ENG system, as well as three other configurations including ¾”, ¼” and MII formats.

Considered by many as the most impressive and important hand-held camera breakthrough of the 80’s, the HL-95 achieves total operational flexibility without compromising strict performance, sensitivity, resolution and registration.

Featuring registration stability without adjustment (proven over many weeks); better shoulder balance; better low light level sensitivity (1.5 ft. candles); better S/N for given low light levels (proven in exhaustive comparison tests); plus minimum maintenance, weight and power consumption. The Ikegami HL-95 far outdistances any camera in its class. It’s pure ENGenius.

For a demonstration of the HL-95 and other Ikegami cameras and monitors, contact us or visit your local Ikegami dealer.

©N. V. Philips
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Figure 2. Each National Weather Service transmission is preceded with a unique header. Contained within this header is the code used by the Brookmont computer to either select the message for transmission to affiliates, or bypass the entire message.

Continued from page 71

transmission, the throughput satellite carrier power, channel bandwidth and modulation scheme were optimized for a low-power data channel.

This design allowed low-cost SCPC receivers and 3.3m satellite terminals to be installed at each station. The communication link relies on a 10dBW 25kHz channel, frequency-modulated with a 1,200-baud FSK datastream.

Some networks use SCPC subcarriers with the data transmitted above or below the modulated audio or video. Sometimes unused horizontal lines within the vertical blanking interval on a video carrier are used. PBS inserts 9,600-baud datastreams in this manner. The major radio networks employing time domain multiplex (TDM) audio transmission reserve a 32kbps channel within the satellite carrier for data. This scheme provides up to three 9,600-baud data channels.

The station equipment

The functions that take place at the affiliate station include data reception from the satellite, demodulation and electronic storage or message printing. For the Brookmont system, each affiliate is equipped with a satellite receive terminal including a 3.3m parabolic dish, LNA, downconverter and SCPC program channel demodulator. An FM receiver is used to capture the data channel and deliver the demodulated 1,200-baud FSK datastream to its output. The data decoder consists of a modem, microprocessor and DIP switch assembly (which determines the station’s address). The decoder determines if the incoming message is intended for the particular station. If the station’s address code is contained within the message header, the data is routed to a printer. Station personnel can then monitor messages on a regular basis.

Weather information

In order to capture the weather information for affiliates in all three states, additional computers are being installed in Kentucky and South Carolina. These computers will receive the weather data from their respective NWS centers, select the desired products and transmit the information on a time-shared basis with the main origination system in Nashville. The "Nashville" computer will act as a monitor and control access to the satellite data channel.

How it works

The block diagram in Figure 1 shows some of the major components of Brookmont’s message origination system. The
Wait in line for their still-store... or get on line with ours!

Get hands-on with Harris IRIS II, the still-store that accommodates up to six simultaneous users

Nearly 100 Harris IRIS II systems — each supporting multiple users — are in service every working day. And the users have discovered that sharing doesn't mean waiting. News people, art people, promotion, weather, programming and sports people can all use the same system... at the same time.

Perform more tasks

Command keystroke access to more than 21,000 on-line stills. Capture any one instantly from a free-standing terminal. Search by I.D. number or by description. Specify production graphics/effects; high resolution titling; digital keying; digital noise reduction; picture compression/positioning.

Very special effects

Tap an abundance of dramatic production effects with the IRIS Composition System. Among them: compression, expansion, borders, variable aspect ratio, cut and paste, joystick positioning and cropping. Generate "multilayer" graphics digitally without generation loss.

Unlock artistic creativity

Your graphic artist can wield awesome expressive powers with the combined IRIS system and Videographics system... including electronic "painting" and animation!

Component coded system

All IRIS signal formats are component coded. The component format of the frame synchronizer is carried through — at full bandwidth — to the digital recording on disk.

A new quad output frame synchronizer with transition effects and a mini-controller provide added flexibility. IRIS systems are offered in component RGB input/output as well as standard NTSC and PAL configurations. And every IRIS has a built-in library system.

Write or call today. Harris Video Systems, P. O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305. (217) 222-8200.
The center computer acts as the master controller for the local area network (LAN) system. The terminal on the right can be used to prepare messages and other distributed tasks.

Heart of the system is a microcomputer equipped with a 63Mb hard disk, 10 serial ports, a parallel printer port and a multi-user, multitasking operating system.

Terminals are located in several departments for word processing, log preparation, operations and accounting. The computer is also configured to receive input from external sources such as the National Weather Service, other wire services, dial-in modems or other computer services. An RS-232 serial output port on the computer feeds a 1,200-baud Bell 202 compatible modem. The modem generates an asynchronous FSK signal feeding the input of a data-channel modulator. The modulator is incorporated into the satellite transmission system consisting of program channel modulators, upconverters, amplifier (HPA) and satellite transmitting antenna.

The major software components of the origination system include the operating system, a program for receiving and storing weather information, a program to transmit messages over the satellite in packet form, a program to send text files prepared with the word processor and the word-processing program.

The software handles the tasks of examining data, formatting messages, looking up codes and transmitting data packets. The process centers on the concept of byte-for-byte examination of the ASCII format digital bitstream and the writing of data packets according to program-specified rules.

Figure 2 is an example of a message from the NWS in Nashville. Each message is first scanned to find the header information. Then a decision is made about what happens next. In this case, MEMHRRTN is interpreted to mean that the message is a Tennessee zone hourly weather roundup originating from the Nashville forecast center. The program then examines a table to see if this header code is desired by any stations in the network. If so, the message is stored on disk in a text file for later transmission over the satellite.

The computer programs that receive the NWS messages, write word-processing text files and send messages to the satellite, communicate with each other by means of queues. Queues are analogous to an interoffice mail system with messages for workers in in-boxes and out-boxes.

Figure 3. The transmitted data packets are constructed from special blocks of information. Each data packet must contain the address code for proper reception at affiliates.

After the weather program writes weather information to a disk file, it sends a message to the output program via a queue indicating that a message is ready to be transmitted.

In addition, the output program can be instructed to transmit files prepared by the word processor to the stations specified by the operator. The operator can designate that a message be sent to a named group of stations as well. Stations that want sports scores could be listed in

With our Automatic Remote Control System your transmitter — and your personnel — will operate with increased efficiency

Have you ever wondered if your night operator will remember ... to switch patterns at sunrise? ... to periodically check critical levels? ... the correct transmitter restart sequence? You'll never have to worry if Potomac Instruments' RC16+ is on the job. Because it'll do all these tasks for you. Plus a lot more. Automatically.

With its microprocessor based control logic, the basic RC16+ provides 16 telemetry channels with automatic out-of-tolerance alarms and remote raise/lower controls; plus 16 status channels. The automatic functions — pattern shift, transmitter restart, power control — are preprogrammed in accordance with station license requirements and controlled with an accurate master clock.

The RC16+ is also expandable. In 16 channel increments, up to a total of 64 channels. With the remote video display option your chief engineer can get a detailed readout of all measured parameters. It's updated every 30 seconds and connects to any standard telephone. The optional plug-in automatic logger provides a permanent record of all transmitter activity. Log intervals, sequence, and alarm flags are user-selectable.

And, best of all, the RC16+ is cost effective. No other unit on the market offers these features and capabilities at this low price.

Basic System .................. $4,995.00
Additional 16 Channels ........... 1,865.00
Plug-In Automatic Logger .......... 2,499.00
Remote Video Display Unit ......... 650.00

POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS
932 PHILADELPHIA AVE, SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301) 589-2682
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Great idea! Now you can do just that with the TCS-2000. The Cart Machine automatically manages, records and plays-to-air all forms of spots and programs, giving you much more uninterrupted time away from programming concerns.

The Cart Machine holds up to 280 carts on-line. Tracks 65,000 carts in the database. With its 1,000 event look ahead feature, you receive a printed list of needed carts and your saturation spot carts never have to leave the machine.

The Cart Machine’s comprehensive software system interacts with your traffic system to download your logs and automatically preplans the spot play lists days in advance.

Now other station operations get your undivided attention—with The Cart Machine.

**Odetics**

*We put smarts in The Cart Machine.*

In today's competitive FM market, you have no reason to consider an antenna that's not the very best. That means a tried and proven CETEC antenna. Over one thousand JSCP Penetrators have built this reputation, and other CETEC models support higher or lower power requirements.

NOW, DON'T YOU WISH YOU HAD A CETEC? THE EDGE IN PERFORMANCE!

CALL THE FACTORY OR YOUR CETEC DEALER

CETEC Antennas
6939 Power Inn Rd.
Sacramento, CA 95828
Tel: (916) 383-1177
Telex: 377 321
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**Figure 4.** Each station is equipped with a satellite receiver system. The satellite decoder converts the FSK analog data into a digital datastream. The decoder then passes messages for that particular station on to the printer.

A group called SPORTS. A message named SCORES would be sent to those stations with the command SEND SCORES SPORTS.

The output program reads the file and determines what stations are to receive the file. It then prepares a header containing the unique station address codes for each station destined to receive the message. Blocks of data are finally transmitted, which include both header information and text. The generalized format of the message packet format is shown in Figure 3.

**Packet construction**

Each packet consists of several blocks of data, with each block up to 1,024 bytes long. Each block begins with two delete characters (DEL), a start of header character (SOH), followed by bytes of data representing the station addresses. The addressing information is followed by a start of text (STX) character, bytes of data, and end of block (ETB) or end of text (ETX) byte, followed by a block-check character (BCC).

Because the data are transmitted in a unidirectional manner, no error detection is possible. Therefore, an error-detection strategy is employed. The error-detection process involves performing a mathematical analysis on the data block according to certain rules. This analysis produces a unique number or numbers representing the previously transmitted data. These numbers are transmitted as the block-check characters.

In the station decoder microprocessor, a similar calculation is made on the incoming data. If the block check numbers do not match, a transmission error is assumed. A question mark then precedes each line of text on the station's printer. This question mark tells the operator that the data being printed contains an error. If the information is important, the operator can call headquarters and ask for retransmission.

A block diagram of the functions performed by the station reception and decoding equipment is shown in Figure 4. An SCPC data-channel receiver is connected to the output of the satellite reception equipment. This equipment includes an antenna, LNA and downconverter. The output of the receiver consists of an FSK 1,200-baud signal that is fed to the data decoder.

The data decoder includes a modem for converting the FSK signal into a serial 8-bit data stream. This data stream is coupled to a 6809 microprocessor through an asynchronous communications adapter.

The microprocessor program is stored in read-only memory (ROM). These instructions include rules for examining the data to see if the addressing information corresponds to the station address code. The station's address code is determined by the settings on the internal DIP switches of the decoder. If the heading address matches the station address, the data is buffered and transmitted through a parallel interface adapter to the parallel printer port on the decoder. The station printer connects to this port.

**Future services**

Networks may offer expanded electronic mail services to their affiliates in the near future. Public TV stations have come a long way in not only providing members stations a means of receiving large amounts of information from the network, but in helping them access, store, sort, edit and print the information. NPR stations receive timely information on public radio programs, schedules and issues. And some stations use personal computers to make the large amount of information sent over the NPR data communications system more useful for their local requirements. Stations are even planning to use personal computers to share information through bulletin boards and on-line databases.

Brookmont's data service demonstrates how today's readily available technology can assist affiliates in providing needed public services to their audiences. Offering stations important National Weather Service forecasts, bulletins and flood and tornado warnings is only a start, but a worthwhile one.
Canon Quality. Canon Value.
Now available in a full line of camera support products.

MC-200/MC-300 PEDESTALS

Featuring Canon's sophisticated Modular Cassette Counterbalance (MCC) system that makes them far lighter and more mobile, Canon pedestals also feature a very short mounting height, making them ideal for low-angle shooting.

MC-200
Maximum Mounting Weight: 286 lbs.
Elevation: 24-49 inches

MC-300
Maximum Mounting Weight: 242 lbs.
Elevation: 23-60 inches

TR-60/TR-90 TRIPODS

Featuring collapsible tubular leg construction, integral spreader, flip-tip legs with spikes and rubber padding.

TR-60
Maximum Mounting Weight: 132 lbs.
Elevation: 20-45 inches

TR-90
Maximum Mounting Weight: 198 lbs.
Elevation: 26-48 inches

SC-15 CAM HEAD

Designed for use with all pedestals and tripods, it features a convenient "V" wedge mounting system and center-of-gravity adjustment control. The modular panning rod may be used on both sides.

Maximum Mounting Weight: 330 lbs.
Tilting: ± 50° Panning: 360°

CD-10 DOLLY

Designed for use with both Canon tripods, it features a tricycle caster unicycle carriage that enables both two and single-direction movement.

Maximum Mounting Weight: 198 lbs.

For years, broadcasters have made Canon lenses a top choice for studio, field and news production because they know and trust Canon's proven commitment to quality and value.

Now Canon is proud to introduce a complete full-featured, high-quality camera support system, built to the same high standards and backed by the Canon service network.
In October 1984, NAB’s AM improvement subcommittee published a report listing eight recommendations to improve the technical quality of AM transmission and reception. During 1985, the subcommittee was occupied with implementing the report’s principal recommendations one by one. We witnessed the reactivation of the National Radio System Committee (NRSC). The joint committee, consisting of technical representatives of broadcasters and AM receiver manufacturers, is charged with developing pre-emphasis and de-emphasis standards. Last year also saw the decision to develop two new technology AM antenna designs. If either of the designs proves successful, groundwave coverage would be enhanced while skywave would be reduced in certain chosen directions. With the completion of the NAB technical reference center, broadcast engineers can easily obtain valuable information on improving the AM broadcast signal. Even the FCC recognized the need to improve the technical quality of the AM signal. Speaking before the IEEE, James C. McKinney, mass media bureau chief, noted the FCC’s wish to improve AM broadcasting. He further pledged to produce an AM improvement report together with companion rulemaking proceedings, if necessary, to implement the report’s conclusions. With so many of these projects on a fast track, and a lot of activity taking place behind the scenes, there simply has not been enough time to keep everyone informed. This article updates NAB’s effort to improve AM and, especially, explores the principal thinking behind two major AM improvement issues: pre-emphasis/de-emphasis standards and new technology AM antennas.

Figure 1. One of the new technology AM antennas, proposed by Ogden Prestholdt, uses a horizontal antenna mounted at the 145° point on the tower.
Coast to coast and around the world, hookups require hooking up with Switchcraft products and components. We're proud that audio engineers know the Switchcraft name. They know we make the finest jacks, plugs, connectors, audio adapters, patch cords, patch panels and other components they need. From sunrise here to sunrise around the world, the reliability built into our standard and miniaturized components keeps the talk coming, the music flowing and the news and entertainment top quality. We want to help put you on the air! Call or send for our latest product literature.

Send me information on your quality components:

- Please have a representative contact me.
- Please send me your Short Form Catalog covering the complete Switchcraft line.

My area(s) of interest is:

- [ ] Switches
- [ ] Connectors
- [ ] Power Cords
- [ ] EAC Receptacles
- [ ] Jacks/Plugs
- [ ] Molded Cable Assemblies
- [ ] Patch Panels

My application is:

- [ ] Current
- [ ] Future
- [ ] (date)

Name ____________________________
Company ____________________________ Title ________
Address ____________________________ State ________ Zip ________
Telephone (________) __________

Mail To: Marketing Communications Dept., Switchcraft, Inc. 5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago, IL 60630

Switchcraft
A Raytheon Company

Switchcraft, Inc.
5555 N. Elston Ave.
Chicago, IL 60630
(312) 792-2700
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to the voluntary pre-emphasis standard. It is this approach—a package standards proposal—that NRSC has taken.

It has turned out to be difficult to define with precision the nature, shape and subjective characteristics of a pre-emphasis/de-emphasis standards package that will withstand critical review. Because the standards package is strictly voluntary, each standard must be supported by rational, substantive technical analysis. Without such support, there would be little reason for stations to conform with the standard because it would appear as if the standard was issued by fiat rather than as a result of rational study.

Simply put, the greater the technical support for the standard, the less reason there is for stations to not follow it. This need for technical support requires the NRSC to ask some very tough questions, and then to search for answers.

**Interference levels**

The first question explores the real-world nature of AM service and interference. After the NRSC formed a subgroup to study these issues, the subcommittee prepared a memorandum that summarized the various classes of AM stations, power levels, FCC allocation criteria and applicable technical standards. During the day, an AM receiver sees desired signal levels as low as 0.5mV/m (for most stations) or 0.1mV/m (for Class I clear-channel stations). These signals receive 26dB protection from interfering signals on the same channel. At first adjacent frequencies, ±10kHz, overlap of the 0.5mV/m contour is prohibited (0dB protection). For stations spaced 20kHz apart, any overlap of the 2mV/m and 25mV/m contours is prohibited.

After careful consideration, the subgroup discovered that it is the second adjacent channel technical standard that really determines the required shape of a pre-emphasis/de-emphasis curve. The reason stems from the channel bandwidth of an AM station, 10kHz, compared to its occupied bandwidth, 20kHz to 30kHz. Stations spaced 20kHz apart are subject to the second adjacent channel technical standards and have sidebands that overlap in the first adjacent channel.

If either station is modulated with audio frequencies higher than 10kHz, interference might be caused to a wideband AM receiver tuned to one of the desired stations. The second adjacent signal can be considerably stronger than permitted by the 0dB first adjacent protection requirement. The bandwidth of the AM receiver determines the extent to which sideband overlap will cause in-
One simple fact governs the cost of your satellite communications antenna, whether it’s for television and radio broadcasting, cable television, or private communications.

The fact is this: The bigger the antenna, the bigger the price tag.

That’s why we make eight different antennas ranging from 1.2 to 7 meters. Plus a unique conical horn antenna designed for areas of high terrestrial microwave interference.

High surface accuracy, great strength

Just like you, we’re concerned about price. But since we’re in the business of providing broadcast-quality communications systems, we can’t afford to skimp—and neither can you. Our advanced construction methods provide precise surface tolerances that insure optimum performance even at Ku-band frequencies. And all of our dishes and mounts are engineered to withstand wind loadings in excess of 125 mph.

C- or Ku-band fixed or transportable

In addition to having the right size antenna for the job, we offer a host of options, including C- or Ku-band antennas for uplink and down link, motorized or hand- cranked mounts, a programmable position controller that stores the position and polarization of up to 16 satellites, a multiple satellite feed system, and transportable versions of our 3-, 3.66-, and 5-meter antennas.

Supervised installation and electronic alignment

When you buy a Microdyne antenna, we don’t leave you with a box of parts and a bag of bolts. Our optional delivery package includes supervised antenna installation and electronic alignment to the satellite of your choice. So when the truck that brings your antenna leaves, you’ll know the system works.

Call or write for more information

Let us show you how easy it is to save money by not buying what you don’t need. Call our Sales Department at (904) 687-4633, or write to us. We’ll send complete specs on our full line of fiberglass antennas for satellite communications.

Microdyne Corporation
P.O. Box 7213, Ocala, FL 32672 • (904) 687-4633
TWX: 310-858-O307
interference. A narrow receiver, like many in use today, ignores the overlap. A wideband receiver, with the NRSC de-emphasis standard, will receive interference if its response extends above 10kHz.

Accordingly, in attempting to discover the proper nature of a de-emphasis curve, the NRSC must consider the extent that sideband overlap actually occurs. If it frequently occurs, a sharper cut-off (narrower) de-emphasis standard would be appropriate. If it occurs less often, a wider de-emphasis standard is warranted.

For these reasons, the NRSC is scheduled to conduct a technical study to explore how often the second adjacent contour overlap actually occurs. The results will help determine the appropriate shape for a de-emphasis curve.

Signal strength

Another tough question is whether AM listeners really expect quality AM reception even at low signal strengths. Receiver manufacturers argue that a listener expects to receive the desired AM station almost anywhere the signal can be recovered. Consequently, the passband of receivers is kept narrow to aid interference-free reception in low signal-high interference environments.

Broadcasters, on the other hand, often do not expect to serve listeners in fringe areas, at least not in areas beyond their FCC-protected service contour. The stronger the signal level of desired service, within the FCC-protected contours, the wider the AM receiver’s bandwidth can be without receiving interference. Accordingly, a study detailing the relationship between AM listening and AM signal strength will help the NRSC determine whether accommodating fringe listeners is worth the bandwidth/quality tradeoffs. The study is currently under way and the results will be made available as soon as possible.

New technology AM antennas

One of the more exciting projects is the development of a new technology AM antenna. If successful, the new antenna will reduce skywave and increase groundwave signals. There is no guarantee of success. The antennas have never been built and the designs exist only on paper. However, because of the large potential benefit to AM broadcasting, a field test of these designs is worthwhile.

It appears that the technology of AM antennas—the applicable physics—has not been given a serious look since the 1920s and 1930s. With modern computers and an interest on the part of the engineers who have proposed these designs, we are now able to re-examine basic antenna theory with the specific objective of minimizing skywave and maximizing groundwave. The goal is to develop a usable antenna that is groundwave-intensive and has a minimal, or at least steerable, skywave signal.

Two antenna designs are being considered. One design has been submitted by Ogden Prestholdt, A.D. Ring and Associates, P.C., Washington, DC, and the other by Richard Biby, Communications Engineering Services, Rosslyn, VA.

The Prestholdt design uses a combination of vertical, horizontal and diagonal antenna elements to obtain significant separate control over the groundwave and skywave radiation. The Biby design is somewhat different. It uses a number of short vertical radiators (approximately 1/30 of a wavelength) and a circular...
How can you ... improve the versatility of the world's top selling camera family?

Meet the LDK 54A.
Already the fastest selling cameras in their class, the Philips LDK 6 family with unique total computer control now has a cable-compatible portable companion to ensure you get top quality performance in those low angle or real tight positions. The LDK 54A.

Lightweight, fully plug compatible, a portable companion to match the quality of the LDK 6 family of cameras. That's the LDK 54A.

Simplicity of use with no compromise in performance has been the keynote in designing the portable companion for the LDK 6A. All you have to do is to cross connect the triax camera cable and you can use the LDK 54A in place on any LDK 6A or LDK 26A in your camera configuration. All the appropriate controls of the LDK 54A become automatically available on the Master Control Panel and Common Control Panel. That includes auto programs such as daily check, auto-centering registration, auto white and auto black balance and auto iris. Six operational memories store and recall special production settings.

Amongst other outstanding features of the companion are: diascop in the camera head, wide band RGB and CVBS outputs, instantaneous ENG use with video recorder connection and superb matching colorimetry to the LDK 6A and LDK 26A.

Remember that total computer control technology is available from Philips in all tube formats ... the 7/8" (18mm) LDK 26A and the choice of 1" (25mm) or 1¼" (30mm) LDK 6A.

Prove the computer control difference of the LDK 6 family for yourself and see the benefits of the new portable LDK 54A. A demonstration will prove why they are years ahead in design, performance and cost effectiveness.

Call or write for a demonstration or request the descriptive LDK 54A, LDK 6A or LDK 26A technical brochures.

PHILIPS TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC.
900 Corporate Drive, Mahwah,
New Jersey 07430 Tel: (201) 529-1550

Canada: Electro & Optical Systems Ltd.,
31 Progress Court, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada
M1G 3V8 Tel: (416) 439-9333 Telex: 065-25431
electric screen located ¼-wavelength away from the antenna.

Both antenna designs are similar in that they employ additional loaded structures to achieve cancellation of skywave while increasing, or at least not affecting, groundwave. The technical details of these designs are beyond the scope of this article. However, any interested engineer may obtain them by calling NAB’s Science and Technology Department at 202-429-5346. Ask for the new technology AM antenna papers.

The prototype antennas will be built at a location near Washington, DC, with an expected operating frequency of 1,550kHz. Once constructed, a thorough proof-of-performance will be conducted. These tests will comprehensively document the groundwave and skywave radiation characteristics of the new antenna. The skywave tests will be announced in advance and any interested engineer is welcome to participate at that time.

Other issues

Although the hottest issues now are the NRSC’s activities and the antenna project, the NAB is also addressing other issues. Foremost of these is the difficult issue of electrical interference and RF lighting devices.

In October 1985, an AM improvement technical study on RF lighting devices was submitted to the FCC in support of an NAB petition for reconsideration of an earlier FCC decision. NAB asked the commission to adopt interim technical standards to prevent additional electrical interference from the widespread use of RF lighting devices.

Presently, the FCC is considering NAB’s request. Several additional FCC regulatory proceedings on electrical interference to AM reception should take place this year. Also, the FCC’s AM improvement report may address electrical interference as a subject for future rule-making proceedings.

In addition, the subcommittee is sponsoring a series of demonstrations of wideband AM stereo radios. NAB is not demonstrating AM stereo as much as demonstrating the reception quality obtained by wideband AM receivers. As many engineers are aware, listening to high-fidelity AM reception can be a remarkable experience—AM sounds great. The subcommittee has presented the demonstrations to assorted NAB committees, principally composed of managers and owners, in order to call attention to the quality potential of AM broadcasting. These demonstrations have generally been successful. The more people who hear quality AM, the more support we generate for AM technical improvements.

This is just a brief summary of the current conditions regarding AM improvement. In 1985, considerable progress was made toward the goals and objectives outlined in the original AM improvement report.

This year should result in more success toward implementing those objectives. The FCC may continue to advocate changes that will benefit the AM broadcast service. The NRSC should complete its work on the pre-emphasis/de-emphasis standards. And the new AM antennas should be close to the testing stage.

Combined, these efforts may revolutionize AM broadcasting as we now know it. The intent is to help make the service viable and successful—just as it once was.

FREEZE FRAME
BROADCASTING

Colorado Video offers three unique solutions to the effective, low cost delivery of visual information:

- **Subcarrier transmission** of "still-frame" color images in 8 seconds over a 10 kHz channel. Use FM radio, television or satellite.
- **Vertical interval multiplexing** in a conventional television signal.
- **Time division multiplexing** of single frames into a normal TV program (or mix four separate programs onto a single channel with slightly reduced motion reproduction).

Selective addressing may be used to allow special routing to individual locations. Computer image storage and retrieval provides exceptional programming convenience.

Call us for more information.

Colorado Video Inc.

Box 928 Boulder, Colorado 80306 USA
(303) 444-3972 TWX 910-940-3248 COLO VIDEO BDR
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Go For The Gold!

The competition is tough, but you'll be tougher with the all new Harris GOLD (Au) MEDALIST Audio Console! It is the only one in its price range with all of these features:

- 36 inputs with logic controlled switching
- Up to 72 sources into 12 input channels
- End-of-message controlled channel-off switching
- Transformerless input/output for best sound quality
- DC control from P&G faders drives VCAs
- Conductive plastic phone, cue and monitor controls
- Stereo tracking within 0.1 dB on all controls
- 0.05% distortion, +0.0/-0.25 dB response, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
- 77 dB S/N on MIC, 95 dB S/N on M-L inputs, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
- Operates in high RF environment (5V/m)
- Superior punch blocks for quick installation
- Comfortable padded arm rest, ch-on/off switches, more...

More features, better sound, exceptional price... proven by over 300 consoles of the Medalist family in operation. From start to finish, you'll be more competitive with the GOLD MEDALIST on your team! For more information, contact Harris Corporation, Studio Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305. Phone 217/222-8200.

For your information, our name is Harris.

For more information, contact Harris Corporation, Studio Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62305. Phone 217/222-8200.
Bosch TVS/TAS-2000 routing switcher

By Richard Lehtinen

When we designed KSL's broadcast house, we had a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to create a TV station from the ground up. We had a new building, would be expanding from two studios to three and would begin stereo transmission. The expansion required a lot of new hardware, including a new routing switcher. We selected the Bosch TVS-2000.

The unit was selected for two reasons. First, the switcher provided the features we wanted. Second, we had worked with Bosch before. This switcher would replace the TVS-1000 we had used in our old building, and we felt good about the new switcher's reliability.

There were several design strategies we wanted to incorporate into our station because we felt they would improve our position in the market as well as increase efficiency and profitability. The TVS-2000 helped us implement these strategies.

Inside the router

The TVS/TAS-2000 is built from standard rack frames, each 8¼ inches high. The number of frames required for the system is determined by the size of the matrix and the number of switching levels. Each frame has two detachable cooling fans, which can be serviced without interrupting power to the switcher. A pull-away front panel holds a removable air filter. Behind this panel are the switching cards. These cards mount to the motherboard with low insertion-force pin-and-socket connectors instead of the usual edge connectors. To the right of the cards are two identical power supplies. One supply can power the entire frame. Should the first supply fail, the changeover to the backup supply is automatic.

Connections to and from the router are made on the back panels. BNC connectors are used for video and push-in screw-lock connectors for audio (no spade lugs are required). The arrangement of the cards within the frames is determined by the size of the matrix. If signals must be passed up or down to other frames, high-reliability SMB connectors are used for video and ribbon connectors for audio. A large system may require a fair amount of daisy-chaining. In such cases, the company prefers to install the entire switcher into customer-specified equipment racks, and then test and ship the switcher as an assembled unit. Installation at the station is simple.

Switching cards

Like the power supplies, the cards in the TVS-2000 also are interchangeable within their species. DIP switches on the card determine where it fits within the system.

All matrix cards have 10 inputs and 10 outputs, providing 100 crosspoints. Audio crosspoints use CMOS analog switches; video crosspoints use an arrangement of diode gates and shunts specially configured to eliminate crosstalk. Matrix cards receive their con-

Figure 1. The design of the TVS-2000 allows modular expansion and versatile remote-control operation.

Lehtinen is studio engineer for KSL-TV, Salt Lake City.
Fujinon redefined the large-format field zoom to make it smaller, lighter and more maneuverable. The new 44X combines wide angle coverage you'd expect in a studio lens with the focal range to give you a tight shot in the largest arena... indoors or out. It also combines a built-in 2X extender with an optional pattern projector and heater in a rugged, weatherized housing.

All adjustments can be made from outside the shroud. You have easy access to the tally light switch, back focus adjustment/lock, circuit breakers, and pattern projector level and chart adjustments. Data such as focal length and aperture is reported through viewports in the lens shroud. You can see if the 2X extender is deployed or not. And you can double the range from a remote demand unit, shot box or manually from the lens itself.

The 44X maintains its maximum relative aperture out to a 26X zoom and ramping can be avoided completely! You can limit the zoom range to match lighting levels for every production. And zoom speed control is smooth and steady regardless of zoom rate or camera angle.

The 44X also gives you Fujinon’s traditionally better optical performance — higher MTF, better edge-to-edge resolution, freedom from flare, ghosting, distortion, absence of detectable longitudinal chromatic aberration, greater contrast and brightness.

All major components, such as the power supply and pattern projector, are modular. With motherboard construction and no wiring harnesses, trouble-shooting is simplified and field servicing is a practical reality.

Optically, electronically, electro-mechanically... in terms of performance, range, operation, setup and servicing, the new 44X offers advantages you can't get in any other field lens. Call your nearest Fujinon location for more information or a demonstration.

P44 X 18ESM
18–800mm (36–1600mm)
F2.4 (18–470mm); F4.1 (800mm)

R44 X 13.5ESM
13.5–600mm (27–1200mm)
F1.8 (13.5–350mm); F3.1 (600mm)
Minimum Object Distance: 2.5m
Weight 25kg
control signals from an RS-422 bus. The bus is balanced, which suppresses crosstalk from control voltages into signal paths. The crosspoint outputs connect to bus drivers, also located on the matrix cards. The outputs are then gated and buffered prior to being coupled to the output cards.

Output cards
The output cards are fed by output bus drivers on the matrix cards. Each output card has 10 separate outputs. The video output cards then drive two lines with trimming controls for video gain, frequency response and delay. Audio output cards provide a balanced feed capable of driving a 600Ω load at +24dBm. The outputs are short circuit protected against both line-to-line and line-to-ground shorts.

Control polling cards
The control or polling cards handle communications between the switcher mainframe and the control panels. The control cards constantly poll the various panels to see if any buttons have been pushed and monitor the replies. The datastream travels down a bidirectional coaxial cable network called the party line. The polling cards also periodically send updated crosspoint status information out to the panels, for user display.

Custom machine control panels
A major design problem centered on how to control 20 or so tape machines and two film chains from any control room in the plant. It was apparent that our old method of running multiconductor cable to remote control panels in each control room wouldn't work. The tape machines are not all the same; therefore, the controls are different. Delegating control to one of several control rooms was cumbersome. Besides, we didn't want to clutter up the control room consoles. We needed a tape machine control system that would follow the routing switcher, presenting control for the selected machine only at the place needed.

Luckily, the TCS-1 machine control system solved the problem. The control panels were customized to meet our space requirements. Our KSL panels are universal and resemble the operating surface of a videotape recorder. The LED legends above each push-button change to match whatever machine is selected. The dial that shuttles the VPRs becomes the ACR's bin selector.

Smart tally
We also needed a fairly elaborate tally system. KSL serves viewers in seven states, one of the largest geographical ADIs in the country. KSL also provides network delay for two other states. We,
Connoisseur of communications

Intercom systems. Headsets. Interfaces. Complete engineering support — from application to configuration.

Clear-Com • 1111 17th Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 • 415-861-6666 • TWX: 910-372-1087
Export Division: P.O. Box 302, Walnut Creek, CA 94596 • 415-522-8134 • Telex 175340 CLEAR-COM WNCK
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Therefore, needed a tally system that would flag a given tape machine as being on the air, even if that machine's output was routed through another control room on its way to the master. Fortunately, a tally system is available with the TVS/TAS-2000.

Ultimate bypass switcher

KSL also uses the TVS-2000 as a bypass switcher by making the input to the STL transmitter routing switcher-addressable. This allows any control room to be switched into the STL if the master control develops a problem. Because all the control rooms have access to the same sources as the master via the router, the switch is easy and glitch-free. This approach is rarely used, however, because there is an easier way. When we want to bypass the master control room, we just route the tape machine feeding the master directly to the STL. The routing command takes place with the press of a button.

Changes

As with any large system, there were a few initial problems that had to be ironed out. A few design changes were made between the time we ordered the switcher and specified the mnemonic PROMs and the time we actually went on the air. These changes came back to haunt us. Installing new PROMs corrected the errors that developed because we changed the original design.

Another problem centered on the type of wire needed for the machine control system. Each controller requires four wires, two twisted pairs. To allow for growth, we specified eight control points instead of the five we currently use. This required that we install 32-conductor cable. The cable seemed bulky and inconvenient at the time. However, in retrospect, it's clear that there was no simpler way to do it. Besides, nothing is as quiet and trouble-free as a straight piece of wire.

When we first connected our VPRs to the machine control system, the machine's reels took off like scared rabbits. The machines began to shuttle tape madly one way then the other and sometimes right off the reel. After a few tense moments, the problem was traced to a jumper inside the machines. Our VPRs had been jumpered to enter the shuttle mode when they detected movement of the shuttle pot. Unfortunately, the machines were just as obedient to the remote panels. If the knob on the remote control panel was anywhere except in detent when the panel acquired control, off they went. The jumper was changed so that an operator must press the shuttle button before the control became active. This solved the problem.

The switcher has experienced few problems. One or two crossovers failed, but they were quickly repaired by exchanging a card. We keep a spare card on hand, but rarely use it.

Most of our problems centered on new users becoming familiar with the new router. As the users and their routers became familiar, the complaints quickly tapered off.

All in all, the TVS/TAS-2000 has performed admirably during its first two years. Our sister station, KSL-AM, purchased an audio-only version at the same time we bought ours and they report similar positive results.

Editor's note: The field report is an exclusive BE feature for broadcasters. Each report is prepared by the staff of a broadcast station, production facility or consulting firm.

In essence, these reports are prepared by the industry and for the industry. Manufacturer's support is limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding the author if support is requested in some area.

It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish the results of any piece tested, whether positive or negative. No report should be considered an endorsement or disapproval by Broadcast Engineering magazine.

---

IT'S IN THERE SOMEWHERE... you just need time to find it.

Time code. As a video professional, you know the vital role it plays in the editing and tape management process.

DATUM's 5300 ITP

Our Intelligent Time Processor (ITP) can give you all the time code capability you'll ever want. It's available in four models, ranging from a basic SMPTE/EBU time code reader/generator to a comprehensive processor, complete with character generation and VITC code capability. And it's expandable. You can choose the basic unit now and upgrade later. Let us show you what our 5300 ITP can do for you.

Call or write for complete information.

DATUM INC  TIMING DIVISION
1363 S. State College Blvd. • Anaheim, CA 92806 • (714) 533-6333

---
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Shared equipment

At KSL, all videotape machines are located in one area and their outputs are fed to the various control room switchers via the routing switcher. Previously, each editing suite had its own dedicated VTRs. Unfortunately, if machine troubles developed, the suite had to be closed while repairs were made. With all the tape machines now located in one place, a control room or editing suite never has to be closed just because a tape machine is acting up. If a machine fails, the tape reels are moved to another unit and production continues. By placing the inputs and outputs to the digital-effects system, the graphics computer, and the still-store system on the routing switcher, we can now access all of them from any control room. Because all mix/effect busses are available through the router, a bus can be isolated for keying or special effects without tying up the remainder of a control room. Each of the studio cameras is also available through the router. Therefore, it's not necessary to tie up a whole switcher simply to get 1-camera product shots. With the router, we can isolate the camera directly to the tape machine. Because the router makes all sources available everywhere, we also gain the ability to shift control of a production from one booth to another.

Soft switcher advantages

The new generation of switchers is built on the concept that a switcher is essentially an expanded routing switcher control panel. This integration of router and switcher makes every source in the router matrix available.

We Interrupt This Program...

Now matured and ready to go . . . our dedicated "IFB" System. It insures immediate communication of fast-breaking stories to on-air talent, from any number of locations. This modular system provides multiple program audio feeds and allows directors to access up to 96 talents wearing belt-pack talent receivers. Expandable, cost-effective, no-fail® IFB. Its time has come.

Clear-Com.
Get it right the first time!

The custom control panels in the VTR room allow tape operator Tom Cook to select sources and control the VTRs from centralized locations. It is not necessary for him to run from machine to machine to make changes.
available to the switcher. We wanted switchers like this for our new facility. However, because these switchers were only available in master control configurations when we did our shopping, we selected the next option.

There is no rule that says inputs to a production switcher must be hard-wired to the device. The production switcher will work just fine if the inputs come from a router instead of a VTR, as long as the timing is correct. This marriage of router and switcher provides cost advantages and can increase production capabilities.

With this design, you can use a smaller switcher. Because the router makes all the sources available, there is no need for a large number of switcher inputs. Under this concept, the switcher's power becomes a function of the number of mix/effects buses and the versatility of the keys, not the length of the bus.

Combining a soft switcher with a pooled VTR room also results in cost savings. Instead of nailing down four or five tape machines in a given suite, the technical directors can select the machines they want from the central pool. This is cost-effective because if a given production needs only two tape machines, it uses only two tape machines. The other tape machines are available for other uses: making dub reels, on-air playback or net delay recording.

In addition to increasing machine productivity, the soft-switcher concept is an asset for maintenance people. All the machines that are working properly are available for use. Machines requiring maintenance are available for repair without having to interrupt editing sessions or distract clients. Keeping all the equipment in one place also helps keep the engineers and operators where the action is, instead of being spread out all over the plant.

**External keys**

Although we saw many advantages to this design approach, we couldn’t completely adopt it. In the first place, it was not possible to just wire a routing switcher output to each production switcher input. Different switchers have different ways of handling external key sources, and sometimes the keys have to reside at certain positions on the keyboard. We wanted the layout of all our switchers to be the same because it makes it easier for the technical directors to change from room to room. To keep everything as closely matched as possible, we compromised at five routing switcher inputs per control room.

Sources that are normally used only at a given switcher, such as network to master and ENG receiving lines to news, are hardwired. These dedicated sources still appear on the routing switcher in case we have to shift control rooms in an emergency. This compromise provides the advantages of the soft switcher concept, preserves the capability of external keys, and also protects us from unlikely, but potentially devastating, routing switcher failures.

**System timing**

During the design of our facility, there was much debate about whether or not zero timing would work. Chief engineer Talmage Ball decided that it would, and we implemented it. Our success did nothing to quell the debate. Even after the project was finished and on the air, Ball still received letters telling him it would not work. Nevertheless, with proper attention to cable length and the judicious use of frame synchronizers, some of it routing switcher-addressable, zero timing is possible. In some rare cases, a 1-line delay is generated. But the keys key, the faders fade and the transitions are smooth and roll-free, no matter what path a signal takes on its way through the plant.

---

**TODAY'S MULTI-FORMAT STUDIO DEMANDS PRODUCT FLEXIBILITY.**

**CIPHER DIGITAL HAS RESPONDED WITH THE MODEL 716A SMPTE/EBU TIME-CODE GENERATOR**

With more than 75 different modes of operation easily selected from the front panel, the 716A supports every video, film and audio application in use today. But the 716A is designed for more than current needs. Easy software upgrades insure the 716A will keep pace with tomorrow's production technology.

The 716A is available from stock @ $2650.00.

For detailed specifications or an on-site demonstration of the 716A or any of the Cipher Digital series 700 Time-Code products contact:

Cipher Digital
P.O. Box 170 • Fredrick, MD 21701
(301) 695-0200

Superior Time-Code Products
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What are the lowest-priced audio analyzers doing in a Hewlett-Packard ad?

True. But it's also a fact that HP programmable audio analyzers cost less than any others on the market. At $5800* they do more, too.
They carry out full frequency range testing. Fast. Tests that used to take hours now take you minutes. Just push a button, and the analyzer measures both distortion and frequency.
The HP 8903B packs a lot of instruments in one low-cost box. Besides the analyzer, there's a source, an ac/dc voltmeter, a frequency counter, signal-to-noise meter and a sweeper.
If you already have a signal source, use it with the HP 8903E. It costs just $3900*
Lower prices. Just one more reason Hewlett-Packard test instruments are right on the money.
So contact your HP sales office. Or call 1-800-556-1234, Ext. 515. In California, 1-800-441-2345, Ext. 515. Or write: Hewlett-Packard, Janine Holler, 1620 Signal Drive, Spokane, WA 99220.

*U.S. price.
The M-II format

By Philip Livingston

The success of small format analog component video recorders, Betacam and M, is well known. Both evolved from existing mass production consumer tape cassette and transport mechanisms coupled with known electronic technology to produce high-performance and cost-effective systems. M format, using the bandwidth-limited I and Q chroma components, was uniquely oriented to the NTSC system. This is partly because its development began in 1978, prior to the bulk of the EBU and SMPTE work in component technology standards.

The Sony Betacam format originated approximately the same time, using the equiband R-Y/B-Y approach and took an evolutionary step by introducing a time compression system in the chroma channel, rather than the traditional frequency multiplexing scheme. While the M format wrote I and Q onto the tape simultaneously, but separated in frequency, Betacam wrote R-Y and B-Y through a single channel, but sequentially. By 1979, it had become apparent that the international community, working toward a common standard, would rely heavily on R-Y/B-Y chroma components.

A current limitation of the two systems is program length. Because the linear tape speed was raised to provide writing space for the separate luminance and chrominance tracks and their guard bands, a conventional tape contains about 20 minutes of recorded material. A change in the tape medium to a thinner but sturdier material can increase the time to a more desirable 30 minutes.

Although both systems outperform ¼-inch U format, neither provides video performance that challenges the type C broadcast format, especially in the area of multigeneration degradation. Because the two systems were originally designed for ENG work, their portability, cost/performance ratios and improvements in applied technology are significant.

M-II is another step in the chain of analog component evolution, resulting from a joint effort of NHK (the Japan Broadcasting Corporation) and Matsushita (the Panasonic parent company). This small format video recording system uses a metal particle tape medium with a somewhat different analog component processing scheme to reach 90 minutes of recording time per cassette with a signal quality rivaling the type C format.

Format footprint

The M-II tape format, shown in Figure 1, is a 2-channel component arrangement in which the component tracks are of equal 38µm (micron) widths. Between them, a narrow 4.25µm guard band is augmented by ±15° opposing head azimuths for the two channels to increase track isolation. Two linear audio channels, a linear time-code track and the traditional control track complete the signal footprint on the ¼-inch tape medium.

The linear tape speed of 67.693mm/s (2.665 in/s) allows a 90-minute program length capacity with cassettes comparable in size to existing consumer products. The tape speed (approximately ½ of Beta and ½ of M) allows higher relative search and fast-wind speeds, but does not require excessively high absolute linear tape velocities that may place stress on the tape.

Modified multiplexing

In general, the chroma time compression multiplex (CTCM) system operates as shown in Figure 2. R-Y and B-Y color difference signals are compressed to one-half of their real time length through sampling.
MINOLTA INDUSTRIAL METERS

REMARKABLE VERSATILITY COMBINED WITH SUPERB ACCURACY—MINOLTA METERS CONFORM TO CIE SPECTRAL RESPONSE STANDARDS.

MINOLTA TV COLOR ANALYZER II

- Enables objective white-balance measurement and adjustment of color monitors.
- Clear, accurate digital and analog displays simplify adjustment of monitors on production lines.
- The analyzer has four memory channels for white standard plus four CRT memory channels. This enables measurement and adjustment of different models of CRT's.

LUMINANCE METERS

- The Luminance Meter ft-l", nt-1", or nt-1/2" is the perfect choice for readings of light source or surface brightness. The single-lens-reflex viewing system provides a bright, magnified circular view with a clearly marked 1° or 1/3° center spot to measure the light with no influence from surrounding areas.
- The meter instantly displays foot-lamberts (or cd/m²) on the viewer's LED digital display.
- The ability to read flickering sources makes the Luminance Meter ideal for measuring TV and movie screens, cathode-ray tubes, etc.

ILLUMINANCE METERS

- Accurate light measuring capabilities in a versatile, hand-held meter.
- A custom-designed liquid crystal display indicates illuminance in either foot-candles or lux.
- Measuring range of .001 fcd to 9,990 fcd enables measurements in virtually any situation.
- Stores a single reading for simplified comparison with other sources or monitoring of single source illumination.

CHROMA METER CL-100

- Ability to measure light source color and color difference between sources.
- Chromaticity and color difference are measured instantly and displayed as Yxy (CIE 1931), Yu'v' (CIE 1976), or Δ (Yxy), Δ (Yu'v'), or Δ u'v'.
- The user can calibrate the meter to their own standard. Once input into memory, the user calibration value remains until changed. Several meters can be unified to eliminate any variations in their spectral response.
- Built-in terminals for remote operation or attachment to Minolta Data Processor DP-100.

For more information, write Minolta Corporation, Industrial Meter Division, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446.
Or, call (201) 825-4000.
© 1985 Minolta Corporation.

ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA
Looking into

ROUTING SWITCHERS...?

Look into 1986 MODULA System advantages:

- NO video crosspoint adjustments
- NO DC restoration or offset adjustments
- TEN YEAR system memory
- FOUR independent system control levels
- TOTAL SHIELDING
- TWENTY new remote control models with complete PC compatibility
- FASTEST and most PREDICTABLE response time in the industry with BSM's CDS® collision detection network software

These and many other features are described in our current literature. Find out why MODULA System specifications are setting new industry standards.

BSM Broadcast Systems, Inc.
Box 19007
Spokane, WA 99219-9007
(509) 838-0110
Telex #510-601-3419

This is possible because the required bandwidth for acceptable chroma components has been recognized to be only 1.5MHz. As a result, the two compressed chroma signals occupy the same amount of time as the luminance signal.

The compression process requires a finite amount of time. Because R–Y and B–Y occur simultaneously in the camera output, the B–Y component is delayed an additional ½-line to allow a sequential arrangement in forming the CTCM chroma signal. The overall result is a delay or offset of the recorded chroma signal by one horizontal line from the luminance signal.

Given the uncertain variations of temperature, time and tension distortions of the tape medium and a differential jitter caused by the time offset and inter-change variances, the basic CTCM method may show some instability when a recovered signal is reconstructed or dubbed. In a record-then-play instance, the error may not be obvious. However, following several generations, the offsets consistently add in an adverse manner during each playback, image degradation will become obvious.

A method of reducing the offset effects is through the use of two time base reference signals in the CTCM system of the M-II format. The back porch of the Y signal and blanking period of the chroma signal are available for insertion of burst references. (See Figure 3.) A horizontally phase-locked 2.25MHz burst is added to the luminance signal Y, while a 1.125MHz burst is added to the R–Y and B–Y signals. Subsequently, when the chroma components are time-compressed, all burst frequencies become 2.25MHz.

Figure 3 shows the relationships between the signals, assuming a split field 75% color bar and 100% white window input. The use of the 2.25MHz burst follows the EBU and SMPTE work on multiplexed analog components, as it works well in either 525- or 625-line TV systems. For example, $144 \times f_{burst} = 2.25MHz$ and $143 \times f_{burst} = 2.25MHz$.

To further control system variations, a 2µs H-sync pulse is added to the compressed chroma component to form the chroma signal. During recording, the leading edge of H-sync of luminance is coincident with the edge of the H-sync added to the chroma components.

At playback, gross Y/C signal timing may be provided through traditional sync comparator methods. Also, because the bursts were injected or superimposed upon the three components identically, fine timing correction of the components during expansion is possible through existing zero crossing detection techniques.
If your video synchronizer lets you down on a noisy feed, you need the new Leitch DFS-3000N. This digital frame synchronizer incorporates input processing circuitry that uses the latest in digital auto-correlation techniques to prevent intermittent frame grabbing or switching to black. Only Leitch offers this capability.

Now you know one of the features of the Leitch DFS-3000N. But the advantages don’t stop there. Neither should you. Write or call (toll free) for further information.

In U.S.A. 1-800-231-9673
In Canada 1-800-387-0233

Leitch Video of America, Inc.
825k Greenbrier Circle
Chesapeake, VA 23320
(804) 424-7920

Leitch Video International Inc.
10 Dyas Road, Don Mills
Ontario, Canada M3B 1V5
(416) 445-9640

LEITCH
Progressive Concepts in Television Technology
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**Figure 3.** The relationship between luminance and CTCM components.

This approach to high-resolution error correction, especially for differential jitter error compensation, overcomes the occasionally troublesome drawback of time axis compression multiplexing methods.

While discussing signal parameters, it is worth noting that the FM carrier frequencies for M-II are slightly higher with wider deviations than in other half-inch systems. Nominal luminance and chrominance values are shown in Table 1. The signal handling technique results in video performance values comparable to C format, as indicated in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Luminance</th>
<th>Chrominance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sync Tip</td>
<td>4.9MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanking</td>
<td>5.5MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative peak</td>
<td>5.5MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive peaks</td>
<td>4.8MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak white</td>
<td>7.0MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. M-II FM carrier frequencies.

---

**THE LARGEST SWITCHER FROM THE LEADER IN COMPONENT VIDEO**

**EMPRESS C2000 Component Switcher**

- 12-Inputs, Transition Bus Type
- EMPRESS Multiple Event Memory
- DSK with Shadow/Border & Chromakeyer
- Interface to Convergence, EECO, ISC, Paltex, Horizon
- Optional DVE
- ORANGE Bus Compatible (RS-422)

**SHINTRON**

144 Rogers Street, Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 491-8700
A CARING COMPANY
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**Seeing is believing**

Trust your eyes and ears to tell the story about the new AN-1000. This is a tiny powered speaker, just 5 1/4 inches tall. But the real surprise is its full, powerful sound.

AN-1000 is so startling that it just may set the entire audio industry on its ear. A small, studio speaker featuring mosfet output, DC servo offset control, and active equalization in an acoustically tuned enclosure.

See the AN-1000 speaker and prove it to yourself.

Anchor Audio, Inc. • 913 W. 223rd St. • Torrance, California 90502 • 213-533-5984 • 1-800-ANCHOR

---
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IMAGINE WHAT YOU'LL FIND INSIDE

We've opened up the SP-3A to let you have a look inside this remarkable camera. Then maybe you'll understand why we can aim this camera directly at the sun... and still get the shot without burn or comet tail. It's because of what's inside: CCD chips instead of tubes. Sometimes, it's best not to leave too much to the imagination... so have a look for yourself. Then your choice should be a simple one — the SP-3A from NEC.

SP-3A SPECIFICATIONS:
- 3 exclusive interline frame transfer CCD's
- > 450 TVL Resolution
- Sensitivity 130 fc @f/4
- Lowlight @ 12dB < 5 fc @f/1.4
- S/N 58 dB
- Power, 13 w @ 12 VDC
- Weight, head only w/VF 6.7 lbs.
- Size, head only 3.5w x 6.1d x 7.0h
- Integral VTR formats: M, Beta, 1/4"
- Price: $17,900 head only w/VF

NEC
IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU

NEC AMERICA, INC., Broadcast Equipment Division • 130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 • Toll-Free 1-800-323-6656. • In Illinois 312/640-3752.
STANTRON VIDEO CENTER

STANTRON VIDEO CENTER
Designed for YOUR VIDEO EQUIPMENT has modular “add-on” features that allow maximum flexibility and versatility in designing console arrangements for professional, industrial, communication and educational VIDEO CENTERS.

Write or call for FREE VIDEO CENTER CATALOG #200

BANDWIDTH:
- LUMINANCE 30HZ-4.5MHZ +0.5/-3DB
- CHROMA 30HZ-1.5MHZ +0.5/-3DB
S/N RATIO:
- LUMINANCE 49DB
- CHROMA >50DB
DIFF GAIN/PHASE <2%/2°
K FACTOR <2%
Y/C DELAY <20NS

Table 2. M-II performance specifications.

AUDIO RESPONSE 50HZ-50KHZ +1.5/-3DB
S/N RATIO* >56DB
DYNAMIC RANGE >1.0%
DISTORTION <0.1%
CROSSTALK 50DB
WOW/FLUTTER (RMS) <0.1%

*REF. 3% DISTORTION, WITHOUT NOISE REDUCTION

Table 3. Audio channel specifications.

Magic medium
Without a higher-density recording medium, the developments that have been described would not have been possible. Working under the sponsorship of NHK with the M-II research team, Fuji Photo Film has perfected a metal particle magnetic tape that began with earlier research into smaller format, higher-density recording systems. The tape speed, the video signal performance and the benefits of the modified CTCM system all were attainable only when a metal tape replaced the conventional ferric oxide formulations.

The tape contains microscopic pure metal particles, which are approximately one-tenth the size of conventional oxide materials. Because many smaller particles have a greater total surface area for a given weight, the BET value of the medium is about four times that of conventional tape. The iron particles are deposited on the film base in a super smooth calendering process. The smoothness of the tape yields a 4dB improvement in rubbing noise and modulation noise, both of which eventually affect the carrier-to-noise (C/N) ratio.

Heretofore, the use of iron rather than iron oxide has been stymied by the problem of oxidation, which reduces magnetic performance and increases head wear dramatically. (Several forms of iron oxide exist. Those with desirable magnetic properties are more complex than moisture-induced iron oxide.)

To manufacture this tape, the particles
VID VIDEO
O-FRAME OFFSET ADDRESS
TRACK MODIFICATION
• Update all VO-5850, VO-5800, VO-5600, VP-5000, VO-5630P, VP-5030 with SMPTE time code
• Allows third channel time code capability
• Head switching to 2¼ H/V sync
• BVU-800 compatible
• VID VIDEO installed or installation kits available
• And now also for the VO-6800

SHUTTLE I
• A new remote controller
• Adds shuttle knob to VP-5000/VO-5600, VP-5030/VO-5630P
• Allows same control as VO-5800 or VO-5850
• Variable speed—0 to 5x in forward and reverse
• Great for logging time code numbers
• Control track readout/preroll

SHUTTLE II
• A new interface box
• Allows use of VP-5000 or VO-5600 with: RM-440, ECS-90, ECS-204
• Saves $2,000 per playback VTR
• Variable speed—0 to 5x in forward and reverse, and bump commands from edit controller

Contact: Russell W. Glenn
Service Manager/Owner
Former Sony Broadcast Instructor
3919A W. Magnolia Blvd., Burbank, CA 91505
(800) 826-2035
In California (818) 845-1515

In addition to signal performance, the tape and head development have other benefits. The combination of the smooth tape surface and alloy head produces a

are triple-coated prior to dispersion in the emulsion. The coating, in conjunction with other processes not common to standard tape manufacture, assures that no oxidation will occur even in the harshest environments.

The metal magnetic material provides a C/N ratio 10dB higher than achieved with typical cobalt ferric oxides. (See Figure 4.) The higher-energy particles have a coercivity about twice that of conventional tape and yield about 8dB more output. (See Figure 5.) A higher coercivity requires higher recording currents to write information onto the tape. These factors, in turn, called for a different alloy head material, because conventional ferrite heads will saturate before the tape material. The structure of the head uses both ferrite and metal alloy materials to minimize electromagnetic losses for maximum performance.

Figure 4. A comparison of C/N characteristics for metal particle and cobalt-enhanced ferric oxide tapes.

Figure 5. A comparison of magnetic characteristics for metal particle and cobalt-enhanced ferric oxide tapes.
system in which only minute amounts of head wear occur. Tests show that head wear of a few microns (nominally three to 10) occurs during the first 500 hours. Then, one to three microns may be expected for every 500 hours thereafter. Therefore, head life can be projected to be as long as or longer than with existing devices.

Secondly, the combination of binder, calendering process and minute particle size yields a tape of high durability and fewer dropouts. For example, the carrier level decreases typically by only 1dB after more than 500 playback passes.

**In the tape path**

Figure 6 illustrates the tape path and head plan. Note that a large head diameter yields a long video track and a high writing speed. At the same time the physical space within the head allows piezoelectric automatic tracking playback heads. The inclusion of a set of deflectable video heads under microprocessor control allows the playback of usable color video pictures in still and non-standard forward and reverse tape speeds, a feature found on many type C machines. The same set of heads may provide a video confidence function, if the playback heads follow the active record heads and actually reproduce the signal recorded a fraction of a second earlier.

**Final analysis**

How does this system fit into the scheme of TV production? A variety of configurations of the equipment is possible. In addition, a number of features have been added to the initial M-II designs for simplified integration into existing TV systems. These configurations and features are not, as such, part of the format, but rather are conveniences for format users.
Improve Your Image. Audibly.
DPS-185 Test Signal Generator

The DPS-185 meets the requirement of providing 32 selectable test signals on two independent channels at a reasonable price. Seven-segment digital displays permit easy recognition of the signals generated. The DPS-185 is a price/performance breakthrough in a single, space-saving rack unit. This rugged, compact test generator simplifies maintenance, alignment and service procedures.

Scientific Atlanta
Digital Video Systems Division

VIDEO DELAY WITH UNITY GAIN

AN ON-BOARD VIDEO AMPLIFIER WITH 10 dB ADJUSTABLE GAIN ALLOWS UNITY OUTPUT LEVEL AT ANY DELAY SETTING

ATS approved for AM DAs

The FCC has authorized the use of automatic transmission systems (ATS) for directional AM stations. ATS operation was previously available for non-directional AM and all-FM stations only. ATS operation allows the station to use automatic monitoring equipment that detects operating faults and takes corrective action to alleviate the fault. If the fault cannot be corrected within a preset length of time, the equipment must be capable of taking the station off the air.

The new rules do not allow stations to operate unattended, because of international treaty requirements. The operator on duty may leave the premises, however, if a means to close the station is provided. If the operator will be at a location other than the main studio or transmitter site, the FCC must be notified of that location within three days of its first use. If members of the station staff will be at the transmitter or studio, notification is not required.

The ATS installation must be certified as completed by the station chief engineer to the licensee in writing. The licensee then remains fully responsible for the proper operation of the station. If the ATS system does not prevent improper transmitter operation, the licensee is subject to disciplinary action and may not use the ATS system as an excuse.

NTA seminar planned

The National Translator Association (NTA) has scheduled a seminar to be held at the Capri Plaza from May 1 to 3 in Denver. The seminar will focus on the problems facing translator applicants and operators and information about translator equipment and operations.

NTA, a nonprofit organization, is also hoping that it can increase its membership numbers. Interested individuals may contact Darwin Hillberry, president, at the National Translator Association, PO Box 628, Riverton, WY 82501; telephone 307-856-3322. The annual dues are $100.

Anyone interested in attending the seminar should contact NTA and make reservations at the Capri Plaza; telephone 303-428-5041.

News

Continued from page 4

record-breaking show held in Los Angeles in 1985. Approximately 900,000 square feet of exhibition space, an additional 50,000 square feet of outdoor exhibit area and more than 100 meeting rooms are available to the conference.

For further information about the conference or other SMPTE-related matters, the society may be reached at: SMPTE, 595 West Hartsdale Avenue, White Plains, NY 10607; telephone 914-761-1100.
ASE-1/ASM-1

AM Stereo without compromise. The AM Stereo Exciter and Modulation Monitor provides a C-QUAM™ quadrature modulated stereo signal featuring low distortion and channel separation greater than 35 dB throughout the audio spectrum. The ASE-1 generates a signal to produce a phase modulated transmitter carrier. An L-R audio signal AM’s this carrier to produce the C-QUAM signal, the only signal completely compatible with all C-QUAM, multimode and envelope detector receivers.

RCS-1V

This Remote Control System calls you when it needs help! The RCS-1 combines microprocessor technology with easy operation. Features include direct interface boards for antenna monitors, patented remote modulation bargraphs, automatic logging, and synthesized speech telephone interface. Additional input and control boards to expand remote control capabilities can be added at any time.

DAM-1/AAM-1

The Digital and Analog Antenna Monitors measure the parameters of directional antenna systems. Readings are: relative current, and current ratio and current phase to a reference antenna. The DAM-1 accepts samples from 12 towers with a ± 1° phase and ± 2% current accuracies displayed on digital readouts. The AAM-1 can monitor up to 8 antennas with ratio and phase measurements displayed on front panel meters.

AMC-1/FMC-1

The only modulation control systems which provide a completely closed loop around the transmitter. The Amplitude and Digital Modulation Controllers sample actual modulation levels after the PA output network assures precise adjustment for optimum modulation levels. Both the AMC-1 and FMC-1 keep count of over-modulation bursts for signal control through a linear attenuator.

APC-1

Your insurance against over- and under-power operation. The Automatic Power Controller continuously monitors the transmitter output power, making automatic power adjustments via the transmitter loading control. The APC assures proper power levels at all times.

OIB-1/OIB-3/CPB-1

Full power impedance measuring. The Operating Impedance Bridges measure the impedance of radiation networks and the like while operating under normal power. The OIB-1 measures VSWR and impedance up to 400 ± 300 ohms. The OIB-3 extends the range to 1000 ± 500 ohms, and has an RF amplifier for improved nulling. The Common Point Impedance Bridge is permanently installed for continuous monitoring of the common point during network adjustment. An optional TCA ammeter can be installed in its front panel.

TCA/TCT

Simplifies antenna current and phase sampling. TCA Ammeter Systems provide accurate, modulation-free current readings on a variety of meter types. Toroidal Current Transformers provide current and phase samples, and are available with three output voltage ranges, as well as high voltage models.

DELTA ELECTRONICS

5730 General Washington Drive
P.O. Box 11268 • Alexandria, Virginia 22312
Telephone: (703) 354-3350 • Telex: 90-1963
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**Troubleshooting system**

*Huntron Instruments* has introduced the Tracker 2000 for troubleshooting analog, digital and hybrid devices using power-off testing to isolate component failures. It features an improved pulse generator and automation of some manual controls.

Circle (350) on Reply Card

**Power amplifier subsystem**

*Microwave Modules & Devices* has introduced a solid-state power amplifier subsystem designed for FM transmitters. The OEM subsystem has 88MHz to 108MHz range, modular construction and has nine 500W amplifier modules using silicon FET's in a one-driving-eight configuration.

The unit is electrically self-protected. The eight thermally, individually packaged transistors are binarily interconnected through three levels of combining, the final combiner using 90° combiners. The subsystem offers 1.5:1 VSWR input and output, improved forward power delivery into a mismatched load, improved back IMD and reduced third harmonic levels.

Circle (351) on Reply Card

**Audio connector series**

*Lemo USA* has introduced a connector series capable of 500Vdc and 350Vac at 3A per contact and measuring less than one inch with a 3/4-inch diameter. Maximum cable OD is 3mm.

Features include a connect-disconnect, self-latching system; screw-machined precision and gold-plated contacts, with vaxox insulators. Reliability can be tested for up to 5,000 mating cycles while withstanding working temperatures of -55°C to 140°C. It also is available in a 2-contact version.

Circle (352) on Reply Card

**Cart machine, distribution system**

*Broadcast Systems* has announced the DC-8/EP video cart machine and the BJ-800 stereo audio distribution system.

The DC-8/EP is microprocessor-controlled and has most of the same features as the DC-8 including 2-second preroll, anti-head clogging, auto eject, auto cue recording and balanced +4dBm audio input and outputs.

The BJ-800 stereo audio distribution system consists of eight stereo audio distribution amplifiers prewired through two audio jack panels. All inputs and outputs of distribution amplifiers are normalised through the jack panels. The system occupies 10.5 inches of rack space and is designed to allow conversion to stereo using existing patch bay rack space.

Circle (353) on Reply Card

**Time-code reader module**

*Convergence* has introduced the TCR-4 time-code reader module. The reader chip has been modified and attached to a redesigned parallel input-output (PIO-100) board in the 200 series of editing systems. A time-code frame adapter, with four RCA audio inputs, plugs into the back of the electronics control unit and onto the PIO-100 board. Time code may be fed from the output of the VTRs to the edit-controller. A PIO connector is attached to the frame adapter next to the time-code inputs.

Circle (354) on Reply Card

**Four-level controllers**

*Utah Scientific* has announced three reprogrammable 4-level control panels for its AVS-1 and AVS-1B routing switchers.

Model CSP-30/4 has 30 button-per-source keys plus breakaway keys and can be expanded to a maximum of 60 sources with the model CX-30 expansion panel.

Model CSP-40/4 allows selection of 40 sources on a button-per-source basis with 20 selection keys and a program select switch. Four-character alphanumeric readouts in addition to the button LEDs provide status indication while breakaway keys permit switching and statusing individual levels.

Model CSP-260/4 provides selection of up to 260 sources, 256 by means of a 16-button keypad plus four direct-take keys. Breakaway keys permit individual or multilevel switching and statusing. Single keystroke switching of sources within each group is provided.

The controllers are reprogrammable as to source names, matrix sizes, matrix levels addressed and output buses controlled. Access to reprogramming is through a dumb terminal connected to an external port on the AVS-1B switcher.

Circle (355) on Reply Card

**Machine control switcher**

*Quanta* has introduced the Machine Control, a switcher that works in conjunction with the QCG-300 character generator. Designed for cable TV automatic programming, the switcher accepts up to 10 video and 10 audio inputs. These inputs can then be output in a programmed sequence at any designated time or date. The control switcher handles up to eight VCRs and other video inputs up to 10, including the QCG-300 and routes their outputs to any of four independently controlled channels.
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**Digital sequencer**

*Polyphonic FX Systems* has introduced the Polyphonic FX digital sequencer for storage and retrieval of sound effects for audio-video post-production. The software-based system provides a solution for frame-accurate layback of sound effects to SMPTE time code.

The unit is a 16-channel system for simultaneous or sequential playback. The system digitally records any sound and stores it on a hard disc.

The system also can store a list of sound effects in order of occurrence, automatically loading each sound effect prior to the time-code location where it is to be displayed.
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**Frequency extender**

*Kahn Communications* has announced a dual-line 50Hz to 5,000Hz frequency extender that incorporates circuitry that eliminates the hollow sound present in some multline extenders. The gap-proof circuitry makes it possible for two conventional dial lines to provide sound quality with 5kHz telco program lines. The circuitry also eliminates frequency translation errors providing pitch sound transmission. It also has a line failure protection circuit that protects against program interruptions by horns and other crowd sounds that activate the telco hang-up signaling equipment.

Circle (358) on Reply Card

**Battery strap**

*Anton/Bauer* has announced the Powerstrap, a multipurpose battery strap designed for use with portable video recorders and low-voltage portable lighting equipment. The design enables the user to mount the strap directly to the existing VTR shoulder strap and can also be worn as a belt for lighting applications. Made of 1000 Denier Cordura, the 4-pound strap is supplied with a 14- to 16-hour charger.
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HEDCO'S HEDLINE™ VIDEO AMPLIFIER. SHOWING UP WHERE YOU'D LEAST EXPECT IT.

LET HEDCO HEDLINE DA'S BE YOUR ACE IN THE HOLE. HEDLINE DA'S go anywhere. When you need an equalizing DA in a hurry for that remote telecast, think HEDLINE DA equipment.

Now available in the HEDLINE SERIES: Audio & Video DA's, Switchers, Test Generators, Video Acoustical Switch.

HEDCO™, IT'S STILL IN WARRANTY.

Hughes Electronic Devices Corporation
A subsidiary of Linc Network
P.O. Box 1985 - Grass Valley, California 95945 - (916) 273-0241 - Telex: 439730
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Simply Better
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Distribution amplifier

*BGW Systems* has announced the model 2242 distribution amplifier. Features include digital performance in a stereo dual one-by-four configuration; eight independent output stages; +27dBm output capability and 500 load capability; gain change option and balanced or unbalanced operation; individual gain controls for each output; regulated power supply with toroidal power transformer; and .01% distortion.

**Circle (360) on Reply Card**

Converter system

*Integrated Media Systems* has announced the ADA-1000 laboratory reference A/D-D/A converter system for digital audio recording and signal processing applications. The self-contained system can provide up to four channels of A/D and D/A conversion in a 5¼-inch rack cabinet.

The unit is compatible with the AES/SMPTE/EBU/ANSI recommended practice. Features include linear phase filters; multiple emphasis selection; multiple clipping characteristic selection; real time input monitoring for accurate audio comparisons; 16-bit dynamic range; and flat frequency response.

**Circle (361) on Reply Card**

Pneumatic studio pedestal

*Innovative Television Equipment* (ITE) has introduced the ITE-P2 lowboy pneumatic studio pedestal, designed to accommodate camera/head loads up to 290 pounds. The unit features a modified Mitchell-type camera mount, a crab and tricycle steering mode and provides a minimum height of 24½ inches to a maximum height of 45½ inches.

**Circle (362) on Reply Card**

Universal counter-timer

The Apollo, a universal counter-timer from Britain, checks frequencies from 0.1Hz to 100MHz or carries out various event timing operations. Designed for use in measuring frequency, frequency ratio and time interval, the bench-top instrument offers stopwatch, rpm and count modes. They are electrically operated and have an 8-digit LED display.

Full signal-conditioning facilities are provided on both inputs, including x1/10 attenuation, slope control, trigger-level adjustment and switchable low-pass filter. A 10MHz time base provided by a crystal-controlled oscillator, gives temperature stability. An external time base facility is incorporated.

**Circle (363) on Reply Card**

Power amplifier

*QSC Audio Products* has introduced the MX-1500 professional power amplifier, which can deliver 750W per channel into a 2Ω load. The dual monaural allows each channel to operate as an independent amplifier. Features include power/protect, clip LED on each channel; active balanced ¼-inch and barrier strip inputs; front-mounted gain controls; ac switch and breakers; and flow-through fan cooling.

**Circle (364) on Reply Card**

Professional videocassette

*Eastman Kodak* has introduced an addition to its present videotape line. The professional videocassette (pro format, broadcast high grade) is available in the Beta format in PB5, PB20 and PB30 lengths, as well as in the VHF format in the PV20 length.

**Circle (365) on Reply Card**
The B & B SYSTEMS PHASESCOPE™ gives you complete, real-time monitoring of your stereo audio signal in one, simple to read, package. The unique X/Y CRT display shows you the in-phase/out-of-phase relationship of the actual audio signal, while the calibrated meters indicate the true peak and average signal levels. The PHASESCOPE™ is available in four configurations to suit your specific operating requirements.

Creative tools for stereo audio.

B & B SYSTEMS, INC.
28111 AVENUE STANFORD, VALENCIA, CA 91355 (805) 257-4853
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Modification kit

Marcom has introduced the 701 modification kit and the model 730.

The 701 kit enables users to expand applications of the TFT 701/702 modulation monitor. The kit modifies the 701 or 702 to monitor total modulation. It does not affect the accuracy of the units and enables the measurement of total modulation to maintain legal responsibility. The kit consists of a 6-position front panel switch, wiring harness, PC boards and components. Installation time is approximately two hours.

The 730 model is a system consisting of an off-air tunable UHF/VHF/CATV receiver, TV stereo decoder, driving two VU meters and LED peak indicators for left and right channel audio level monitoring. The output is 600Ω balanced for audible monitoring.
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Offset probe

Tentel has developed an offset probe version of the Tentelometer tape tension gauge that can be inserted over a tape, inside a broadcast cart to measure the inherent tape tension of each cartridge. The gauge helps eliminate air time gaps caused by cart failures and can be used with an extra cart machine. The gauge can also be used for holdback and take-up tensions on ¼-inch reel-to-reel recorders.
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Time-code generator/reader

Fast Forward Video has introduced the F-102 time-code generator/reader. Designed for the professional ¼-inch editor, the unit generates and reads non-drop or drop frame SMPTE time code and includes a character inserter for window dubbing. The unit has the capability to generate continuous time code and will also generate time code in a free-run mode, whether an input video signal is present or not.
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Mounting assemblies

Omnimount Systems has introduced additional universal mounting assemblies. Each model has a complement of accessories and tube-bend configurations. Finished shelf units are available in eight standard sizes. The system is described as an isolating polymer ball, bonded to one end of a thick-walled steel tube. A clamp/flare joins with the ball to give the combined unit an infinite number of rotational angles.
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Hand-held BER analyzer

Inteco has introduced the 600 bit-error-rate (BER) analyzer for digital T1/DS1 equipment and systems. More than 25 error measurement and analysis functions are simultaneously performed on T1/DS1 signals, reporting status and results via a custom LCD display. These measurements can be made on frame, bit or BPV data in either D4 framed or unframed conditions, with either AMI or B8ZS coding.

The unit’s error receiver automatically detects the bipolar coding scheme and synchronizes on it. The unit also automatically detects and indicates signal loss, frame loss, data sync, all ones, excessive zeros and yellow signal. An external clock input allows the user to apply rates other than 1.544MHz standard.
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DAY and NIGHT SERVICE FOR Continental AM & FM TRANSMITTERS

Continental Electronics offers 24-hour professional engineering service and parts for Continental AM & FM transmitters. Whenever you need service or parts for your Continental equipment, phone our service numbers day or night.

(214) 327-4533
(214) 327-4532 parts

Continental Electronics Division of Varian Associates, Inc.
Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227
Phone (214) 381-7161
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AUTOMATED BROADCASTING SYSTEMS

Four Models

SOL-6800/MICRO
For 1 VTR with 4-input AV switcher
From $2,500

SOL-6800/MINI
(Fully programmable)
For 4 VTRs with 6-input AV switcher
From $9,000

SOL-6800/U.I.S.
(Uplgradable intelligent system)
For 8 VTRs with 12-input AV switcher
From $12,000

SOL-6800
(Fully programmable/expandable)
For 8 VTRs with 12-input AV switcher
From $17,000

A COMPANY DEDICATED TO AUTOMATION

SOLUTECH

H.A. Solutec Ltd.
4360 d'Iberville, Montreal
Quebec Canada H2P 2L8
Tel: (514) 522-8960 Telex: 055-62139
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Mica Capacitors

LARGE STOCK

VACUUM CAPACITORS

JENNINGS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES, INC.

305 Wisconsin Avenue
Oceanside, California 92054
(619) 722-6162
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For the designer and the art director the satisfaction of producing an original television graphic perfectly is everything. With the Quantel Paintbox you can create images with smoothly rounded curves and natural color mixing—at the same time choosing from a large selection of mediums and brush sizes. You'll never have to live with the "computer" look.

Artists love the response time of the Paintbox. Its easy-to-follow menu helps produce lively, original images with extraordinary speed. And management loves it for its fast payback.

Stimulate your creativity with these special features:
- Stencil and paste-up functions.
- Paste over live video.

By adding Quantel's new Harry Animation/Editing System, the already extensive animation capabilities of Paintbox can now include full cel animation.

The Paintbox has become the world standard for creativity in television graphics. All three major U.S. networks as well as most broadcast and post-production facilities design with the Paintbox.

Quantel's worldwide sales and service has been expanded to ensure prompt, friendly and expert support. It's always there if you need it.

To put the Paintbox creative art system to work for you, write today to Quantel, 3290 W. Bayshore Rd., Palo Alto, CA 94303. For the phone number of your nearest sales office call 415 856-6226.

Step closer to the digital studio
Oscilloscopes and spectrum analyzers

Hewlett-Packard has introduced the HP8570A and HP8567A spectrum analyzers and the HP5180T/U and HP5183T/U digitizing oscilloscopes.

The 8570A bench-top analyzer covers RF signals from 10MHz to 22GHz. The unit includes a built-in peak-search function and can display the entire preselected 1.7GHz to 22GHz range in a single sweep. Resolution bandwidth, video bandwidth and sweep time are adjusted automatically.

The 8567A RF analyzer has a range from 10kHz to 1.5GHz. Up to four markers can be placed on the display to make simultaneous direct and relative measurements. An FFT function for close-in amplitude modulation, and Gaussian noise power density are measured with built-in functions. The unit can store up to eight 1,001-point traces in RAM and display them simultaneously. A built-in frequency counter provides a tuning accuracy of better than + 4.5kHz at 1,500MHz in a 100kHz span.

The oscilloscopes use automatic test equipment and provide digital waveform storage from which they can process waveform data to supply frequency, rms, volts, peak-to-peak, pulse and frequency spectra measurements. Both scopes feature a high-resolution 2,048 x 2,048 vector display.
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Digital effects system

Grass Valley Group has announced the Kaleidoscope DPM-1 digital effects system. Up to five channel effects may be created with multichannel systems.

The system may be configured to allow assignment of channels among as many as four control positions.

The video processor has 4:2:2 signal path, and the key path has full luminance resolution. NTSC systems include a hybrid, adaptive decoder and the PAL systems use an external decoder.

The unit can select both video and key inputs during an effect and allows selection of two video and two associated key signals in each key frame. The control panel may be mounted in the 300 series production switcher control panel or in a table top mount.

The unit performs translation, rotation, scale and perspective transformations and can accept composite video and analog component R, Y, B-Y, RGB and SMPTE/EBU parallel digital component signals. Input types may be mixed, and the input format will be accommodated automatically.
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Memory controller and cool beam light

The Great American Market has announced the ColorQ ColorMax memory controller and the MicroBrute LV9 cool beam light. The ColorQ can cue up to 100 ColorMax cues plus 100 sequences of cues can be recorded and accessed instantly. The controller also may be operated manually for recording, editing and cue execution. The unit can be patched into a primary lighting control console.

The MicroBrute LV9 uses cool beam MR-16 lamps and features high intensity, high-color temperature and long lamp life in a lightweight package. The 12V MR-16 lamps are wired in series and the unit operates off 120V. The unit features three swivel stick lamp housings, a positive locking yoke and will accept any stud from 3/4-inch to 1/4-inches.
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---

TC-4 DIGITAL DELAY

A great value at $1,645 MONO

- 6.8 SECOND DELAY
- 15 KHZ BANDWIDTH
- 85 dB DYNAMIC RANGE
  - ACTIVE, BALANCED INPUTS & OUTPUTS
  - ADJUSTABLE REBUILD RATE AFTER MEMORY DUMP
  - FULLY REMOTEABLE
  - MONO OR STEREO

For more information or name of distributor near you call:

800-423-1082
1000 S. Bertelsen Road, Suite 4
Eugene, OR 97402

Another quality broadcast product exclusively represented by:

Z-Comm
PO 1301 Solana Beach, CA 92075 619-481-5999
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QEI OFFERS EVERYTHING YOU EXPECT IN A HIGH TECHNOLOGY FM TRANSMITTER WITHOUT THE HIGH PRICE TAG

With a QEI FM transmitter you won't have to compromise quality to meet your budget.

A one-kilowatt transmitter that is completely solid-state. Higher power models that have only one tube . . . a stable, reliable, efficient grounded grid triode.

A full remote control system along with microprocessor-based diagnostics built into every transmitter.

A super-low distortion “transparent” exciter with automatic power and modulation control.

Advanced technology at a price you can afford. Why settle for anything else?

For more information contact John Tiedeck at 609-728-2020. He will describe the many features of these unique transmitters.

We make the famous 691 tool! A stereo and SCA monitor that can give you accurate readings, even on clipped composite. Over 40 tests performed in minutes on your station, or the competition.

QEI Corporation
One Airport Drive
P.O. Box D
Williamstown, NJ 08094
Phone: 609-728-2020
Telex: 510-686-9402

QEI Corporation

ASK ABOUT QEI'S 15000 HOUR TUBE WARRANTY!
Mics and equipment

Audio-Technica has announced the ATUS series of microphone stands and booms; and the ATM5R miniature unidirectional fixed-charge condenser microphone.

The ATUS series features floor stands, boom assemblies and combinations. The two floor stands extend from 35 inches to 62 inches in height. The AS500-C is chrome-plated and the AS500-B is matte-black. The bases are diecast metal with fold-out legs. The two boom assemblies extend from 16½ inches to 32 inches. The AB500-C is chrome-plated and the AB500-B is matte-black. The two floor stand/boom combos include the ASB450-C (35 to 62½ inches), chrome-plated stand with a 33-inch single-section boom. The ASB510-B low-profile stand (12½ to 24½ inches) is matte-black.

The ATM5R condenser mic has low impedance (2000 nominal). The mic will accommodate phantom power from 9V to 52V dc. The mic is 5 1/16-inches long with a head diameter of 1½ inches and a body diameter of 35/64 inches, weighs four ounces and includes a 25-foot cable.
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Loudspeaker intercom station

HM Electronics has introduced the RL742, a 2-channel rack-mounted loudspeaker intercom station. It is compatible with all HME 700 series products and other 3-wire intercom systems. The unit features simultaneous talk/listen via a headset or handset, an automatic loudspeaker mute function and phantom power, which can be supplied to electret microphones via an internal switch for use with lightweight electret headsets.
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Interconnect line products

Cetec Raymer has added the TSA telephone station access paging adapter; the TAP trunk access paging adapter; and the TRG telephone tone ringing generator to its line of interconnect accessories.

The TSA telephone station access paging adapter allows station access from a PBX, Centrex or PBX, Centrex, to a paging amplifier. Phone-line powered, the unit connects via a standard modular jack to a dedicated station line in place of a telephone instrument.

The TAP trunk access paging adapter provides access to a paging system from Centrex CO, PBX or PBX, using rotary or tone instruments. It operates on 120Vac, 50Hz to 60Hz.

The TRG telephone tone ringing generator produces a bell-like warble tone in cadence with ringing voltage present on the phone line. No other power source is required. Connecting TRG output to an input of a paging system allows speakers to serve as a ringing source in place of mechanical ringers.
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Videocassette line and anti-stat system

3M has introduced a line of master broadcast videocassettes (MBR); a snap cap hanger bar system; and a Scotch anti-stat system.

The MBR line of ¾-inch videocassettes have heavy-duty stabilized backing. The videocassettes also have a control wind back treatment that prevents tape slippage. The Scotch anti-stat system protects the component parts, shell and leader. A color plus oxide formulation produces improved color-noise and signal-to-noise ratios.
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ENGINEERS/TECHNICIANS

All purpose AURATONE® 5MC MULTI-CHANNEL

- Equal to three AURATONE® 5C SUPER-SOUND-CUBES™ in 5½" rack space.
- Three inputs for T.V., radio production, teleconferences, security, stereo-mono mixes.
- Full-range drivers with SHIELDED MAGNETS minimize CRT image deflection.
- ± 3½ db 150 Hz to 12.5 kHz, 30 watts, 8 ohms impedance, 14.4 ounce magnet.
- Two year limited warranty. $159.00 each. Rack ear kits $10.00 each.

See your Dealer or contact AURATONE for complete information now!

AURATONE CORPORATION, P.O. Box 698, Coronado, California 92118, U.S.A. 619-297-2820
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The snap cap hanger bar system stores ½-inch videocassettes storage for Betacart and other multiple-event playback systems. The system has holders made of ABS plastic and can house up to 280 cassettes in a 4'x8' area.

The Scotch anti-stat system minimizes static electricity buildup. The surface treatment is applied to the cassette shell and protects the component parts and leader. There is no interference with the dimension fit or operation of cassette parts. The system operates by rendering the half life of an electrostatic charge so short that plastic parts cannot retain it. The process is permanent for the life of a cassette.

Circle (377) on Reply Card

Audio and video routing switchers

HEDCO has announced the HD-12 and HD50 routing switchers. The HD-12, 12-input, 12-output audio and video switcher series features the HD-12V video switcher housed in a two rack-unit frame with power supply and RS-232/RS-422/RS-485 serial control card. The HD-12A audio frame houses either single 12x12 audio or stereo 12x12 audio.

The HD50 series audio and video routing switchers is based on a 50x20 matrix and is contained in four rack units. It is expandable by inputs or outputs to a maximum size of 500x600. The switcher features a 35MHz bandwidth.

Circle (378) on Reply Card

Signal generator

Rohde & Schwarz has announced the signal generator SMG, a synthesizer with universal sweep capabilities, low-noise signal source, crystal-reference signals in the range from 0.1 to 1,000MHz with 1Hz resolution and output level adjustable between -137dBm and +13dBm in steps of 0.1dB.

Perfect Timing

MASTER CLOCK SYSTEMS

If seeing the same time on all your clocks is important, select ES 192E-Line frequency timebase, for only $358.

If a guaranteed accuracy of three seconds per month is what you want, choose ES 160 — $1190.

How about one second per month? ES 160/1 — $1382.

Or National Bureau of Standards accuracy! ES 199 is synchronized to Radio Station WWV to provide a Master with unquestioned accuracy. $1607 with receiver and antenna.

ESE Master Clock Systems are simple to install. All Masters have a Serial Time Code output, able to drive twenty slave displays without buffering. Slaves range in size from ¾" LED to 2" gas discharge displays, priced from $174 to $495.

IF YOU ALREADY HAVE A SYSTEM AND WANT TO EXPAND IT, get the ES 167B Serial Time Code Generator ($161), then add any number of our low cost slaves.

Many, many options and accessories are available. Ask us about them. Our brochure tells the whole story, but not for long. We keep adding new products.

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 322-2136
142 SIERRA STREET • EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245

SONEX kills background noise beautifully

SONEX is a special acoustic foam that absorbs noise four times better than acoustic tile or carpeting. It makes you sound like a pro — inexpensively — because your voice comes across clear, clean, and intelligible. Use SONEX for video, remote conferencing, voice-overs, radio communications, audio production, or anywhere else you need to sound crystal clear. Kill background noise beautifully — and save the true sound — with SONEX. Send for all the facts.

SONEX is manufactured by Illbruck and distributed exclusively to the pro sound market by Alpha Audio.

Circle (111) on Reply Card
High frequency stability and resolution, low residual FM (<1Hz at 250MHz) and sweep operation with phase-continuous frequency changes permit measurements on narrowband test items and SSB receivers. The generator offers AM, FM, PM, pulse and FSK modulation with versatile test capabilities.

Circle (379) on Reply Card

Eraser/splice locator

International Tataptronics Corporation/3M has introduced the ESL eraser/splice locator, which eliminates manually bulk erasing cartridges and visually locating tape splices. The microprocessor-controlled locator may be used with NAB type A and AA cartridges, including conventional formulation tapes and high output, low noise tapes. The locator provides erasure and 1-step 30ips splice locating. Individual erase or splicelocate functions may also be selected.

Circle (380) on Reply Card

Uninterruptible power system

Nova Electric has announced its 3kVA MinTaur uninterruptible power system with batteries and one-quarter cycle transfer switch in a 14-inch high module. Rated at 3kVA, the unit can operate at 150% of rating for short time periods. For high-inrush type loads the system can provide up to 10 times overload through automatic operation of the static transfer switch which returns to normal operation automatically when the overload condition has been overcome and the load is within the system’s designed power capability.

Circle (381) on Reply Card

Portable distribution center

Union Connector has introduced a 12,000W portable distribution center. The 100A single phase input supplies six 20A and one 60A breaker-protected circuits. The 20A circuits are available with stage pin, U ground and twist-lock receptacles. The 60A output can be used to feed downstream to smaller amperage outputs. All circuits have indicator lights to monitor activity.

Circle (382) on Reply Card

Digital time base corrector

JVC Company of America has announced the SA-T100U digital time base corrector. It features 8-bit digital sampling at a rate of four times the subcarrier frequency plus comb filter for improved resolution and S/N ratio. The unit offers full-frame memory with freeze-frame and field functions. Included is an RS-170A sync signal generator for system timing, a gen-lock function, adjustable vertical blanking, built-in dropout compensator and subcarrier feedback, and it can be used during playback for tape duplication. The unit contains a built-in processing amplifier. It also is compatible with VCRs that have only external sync inputs.

Circle (383) on Reply Card

Power supply

B&K Precision has introduced the 1610 dc power supply model with a 0V to 30V, 1A dc power supply with regulation and low ripple characteristics. The unit features regulated outputs for volts and amps; built-in metering; two current ranges for full or half output; pre-regulator to limit internal dissipation; isolated output so either polarity may be floated

Circle (384) on Reply Card
or grounded; and reverse polarity protection to prevent damage to power supply from external voltage of reverse polarity.

The unit also has fully adjustable current limiting (from 5% to 100% of maximum output current) protects circuit under test and power supply. The unit can be hooked up in series or parallel with another model 1610 for 0V to 30V, 2A, or 0V to 60V, 1A operation.

Circle (384) on Reply Card

Broadcast transmitter remote control

Gentner RF products division has introduced the VRC-1000 voice remote control. It operates on a standard dial-up telephone line. Features include voice synthesis and optional digital data reporting; fully automatic transmitter operation with 116 possible functions; automatic alarm reporting to multiple locations; 16 metering channels, each with four tolerance limits; 16 status channels; and 32 command outputs, momentary or latching; and user-defined access codes.

Circle (385) on Reply Card

Recorder carrying case

K and H Products has announced the Porta-Brace carrying case for the Sony BVU-150 recorder. The case features a see-through top cover, top construction that keeps its shape around access openings; a cassette access door secured with a zipper to eliminate sag; and a zipper around the bottom of the case to facilitate loading. Other features include cable holders, two front pockets, microphone holster, leather handle, waist belt sleeve and two pen pockets.

Circle (386) on Reply Card

Image Manipulation: Matching New Technology to Video and Film Production

Saturday May 10, 1986
from 9am to 6pm

A 1-day seminar sponsored by:
SMPTF (Hollywood Section)
Continuing Education Division
School of Cinema-TV
University of Southern California

Spend a fact-filled day investigating:
• Multilevel matte compositing;
• Optical and digital video effects;
• Computer generated simulated live action; and
• Electronic palettes and titling.

Registration fees: Students $35; SMPTE Members $45;
Non-members $55.

For details, call USC at 213-743-7469 Ext. 9

THE TRUE MEASURE OF PERFORMANCE

ASACA/SHIBASOKU
TA35A MULTI CHANNEL TV SOUND SIGNAL GENERATOR

The TA35A Generates the signals of the Zenith Television Multi Channel Sound System used in the United States

The Main(L + R), 1st Sub Channel (L– R), 2nd Sub Channel (SAP), Telemetry, and Pilot Signals may be used independently or in any combination.

A dbx Noise Reduction Circuit has been built into both the 1st Sub Channel (L– R) and the 2nd Sub Channel (SAP).

A specially designed filter to compensate for delay characteristics due to the dbx circuit has been built into the Main Channel Section ( L + R).

Remote Control Operation

Measure Your Performance With The Best
ASACA/SHIBASOKU TA35A MULTI CHANNEL TV SOUND SIGNAL GENERATOR

For complete specifications, write:

ASACA/SHIBASOKU CORP. OF AMERICA
12509 Beatrice Street, Los Angeles, California 90066
Sales, Service: (800) 423-6347 • (213) 827-7144

Circle (105) on Reply Card
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Committed to 3/4" U


SMPTE time code...built-in editing control functions...47 dB signal-to-noise ratio (the highest available)!!...Y-688 dubbing for clean transfer without distortion...rack-mountable...full direct-drive transport...unique diagnostic warning system...front panel test points...connections for serial and parallel remote controllers...all this and more!

The quality, the convenience, the flexibility, the reliability you've asked for!

Here, now, in the unique JVC CR-850U Editing Recorder!

For more information, call, toll-free

1-800-JVC-5825

JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
Professional Video Communications Division
41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Park, NJ 07407
JVC CANADA, Scarborough, Ontario

© 1985 JVC Company of America

Circle (106) on Reply Card

www.americanradiohistory.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad index</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.F. Associates, Inc.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>201/767-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADM Technology, Inc.</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>315/524-2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alam Electronics USA, Inc.</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>408/866-9376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha Audio</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>804/358-3852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amek Consoles Inc.</td>
<td>IBC</td>
<td>818/508-9788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampex Corp. (AVSD)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>415/367-2911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampex Corp. (AVSD)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>805/257-4853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampex Corp. (MTD)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>213/387-3809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchor Audio, Inc.</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>213/533-5984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrakis Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>303/224-2248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asaca/Shibasoku Corp.</td>
<td>America</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Precision</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>800/231-7350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio-Technica U.S., Inc.</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>216/686-2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AudioTronics, Inc.</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>901/362-1350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auratone Corp.</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>619/297-2820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; B Systems</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>805/257-4853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast Video Systems Ltd.</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>416/697-1020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryston Vermont</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>65/476-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSM Broadcast Systems Inc.</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>509/448-0697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business &amp; Industrial Trade Fairs Ltd.</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>800/543-1584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.O.A.R.C.</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>416/697-1020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canon USA Inc., Broadcast</td>
<td>Lens</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centro Corp.</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>916/560-1578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetec Antennas</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>916/383-1177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christie Electric Corp.</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>800/421-2955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cipher Digital Corp.</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>617/267-1148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circuit Research Labs, Inc.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>800/535-7648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear-Com Intercom Systems</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>415/861-6666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear-Com Interkom Systems</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>415/861-6666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Video Inc.</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>303/444-3972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental Electronics Mfg. Co., Inc.</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>201/438-7161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crosspoint Latch Corp.</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>201/688-1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datum Inc.</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>714/533-6333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Electronics</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>703/354-3350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictaphone Corp.</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>800/431-1708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Video Systems Div.</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>416/299-6888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby Labs Inc.</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>415/392-3000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynair Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>619/263-7711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emcee Broadcast</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>717/443-9575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESE</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>213/322-2136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujinon Inc.</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>914/472-9800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentner Engineering Co., Inc.</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>801/268-1117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham-Patten Systems Inc.</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>916/273-8412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass Valley Group, Inc.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>916/273-8421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray Engineering Consultants, Inc.</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>912/883-2121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray Communications Laboratories</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>714/997-4141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris Corp.</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>217/222-8200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris Corp.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>217/222-8200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris Corp.</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>217/222-8200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedco</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>916/273-9524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewlett Packard</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>800/556-1234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitachi Denshi America Ltd.</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>800/645-7510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGM Communications</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>806/234-4567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBL Inc.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>818/893-8411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC Company of America</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>808/582-5825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVC Company of America</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>808/582-5825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulka-Smith Div. N.A. Philips</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>201/223-9400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Systems Corp.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>617/244-6881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lea Dynatrace Inc.</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>213/944-0916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leitch Video Ltd.</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>804/424-7290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lerro Electrical Corp.</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>215/223-8200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEM</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>800/792-1072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magni Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>503/636-8400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxell Corp. of America</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>201/440-8020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microdyne Corp.</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>904/667-4633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Communications Corp.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>800/543-1584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minolta Corp.</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>201/825-4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe Electronics, Inc.</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>716/765-2254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagra Magnetics Recorders, Inc.</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>212/840-0999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEC America Inc.</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>800/323-6656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neve Inc.</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>203/744-5200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odelics, Inc.</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>300/243-2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opamp Labs Inc.</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>213/933-3566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orban Associates Inc.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>800/227-4498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orban Associates Inc.</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>800/227-4498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otari Corp.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>415/592-8311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otari Corp.</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>415/592-8311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P.T.S.I.</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Recorders and Engineering</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>619/438-3911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polyline Corp.</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>312/297-0955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potomac Instruments</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>609/728-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QEI</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>415/856-6226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantel</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>600/323-1770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson Electronics Inc.</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>818/434-7022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS Systems, Inc.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>212/994-9440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sennheiser Electronic Corp.</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>800/834-3457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sescom, Inc.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>617/491-8700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shure Brothers Inc.</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>312/865-2553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shure Brothers Inc.</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>312/865-2553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Video Systems</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>916/273-9331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sims Vibration Engineering</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>206/362-0700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soluteq Ltd.</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>514/521-5464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Corp. of America</td>
<td>(A/V &amp; Pro Audio)</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony Corp. of America</td>
<td>(Broadcast)</td>
<td>34-35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Tape Laboratory, Inc.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>415/786-3546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanton/Unit of Zero Corp.</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>800/821-0019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studer Revox America Inc.</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>615/254-5651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studer Revox America Inc.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>615/254-5651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surcom Associates Inc.</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>312/272-2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switchcraft Inc.</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>312/272-2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symph Inc.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>206/624-5012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tascam division TEAC Corp. of America</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>213/726-0303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix Inc.</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>800/452-1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFT, Inc.</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>408/727-7272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracoustics, Inc.</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>600/531-5412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valley People, Inc.</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>615/383-4737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varien</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>415/592-1221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vid Video</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>800/826-2035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videtek, Inc.</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>602/997-7523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward-Beck Systems Ltd.</td>
<td>BC</td>
<td>416/436-6550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winsted Corp.</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>800/328-2962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yamaha International Corp.</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>800/452-1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-Comm/Audio Digital Inc.</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>619/481-5999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
REMOTE TRUCK: 1979 12" Dode Cube, Air Conditioner, 2 IKE 350's, 2 Fluid Head Tripods, Panasonic 4500 Swisher, WFM, Vectorscope, 6-5" B&W's, Tape 62 Mixer, 110 or 220 Power, Multi Connector Video & Audio Snake, Any Reasonable Offer, Video Productions, South Portland, Maine (207) 774-4480. 4-86-11

WELL-MAINTAINED OLDIES BUT GOODIES: Skyphones, Panaflex, MC-6000s, TR-700s, RCA TPR-10 VTRs; RCA TK-760, 76b, 76s; RCA FM Ant., 14 Bay 102 99M; RCA TK-22 B&W Camera; RCA TFU 45K, 44 An 230's, TK-3400 24 Triax工作经验, SONY BVL-110 4 VTRs wiretaps; RCA TR-60s. Contact George Merrill or John Reinfield at (612) 646-5555. 4-86-11


CAMERA SALE: 2 Panasonic AKB20 color cameras, 3 tube Plumbicon Canon 15-50mm with 2 extenders & filter wheel, manual zoom lens, RCU's with 50 feel multi core cable, Quick shot counter balanced pedestals. Also: 2 Hitachi FPC 1007 color cameras, 3 tube Plumbicon Fujinon 16-50mm manual zoom lens, COU's with Multi core cable, Gibraltar 6450 bases. Call (303) 363-6413. 3-86-11

WANTED TO BUY
WANTED: Pre-1923 radio equipment and tubes. August 3, link, Surcom Associates, 305 Wisconsin Ave., Oasis, Colorado 80204, (619) 722-6162. 3-76-11

HIGHEST PRICES for 112 Phase Monitors, vacuum capacitors and clean, one kw or greater powered AM and FM Transmitters. All duty and transportation paid. For: Equipment Sales, 2 Technofive Park Dr., Unit 28, Toronto, Canada M4A 1H2, 416-421-5631. 3-86-11

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
10,000 RADIO AND TV JOBS a year for men and women are listed in the American Radio job market weekly paper, USA 3000, by Radio Engineers, DJs, Newspoem, Program Directors, Production, Sales. All markets, all formats. One week computer list, $6.00. Special broadcast packages, $14.95. Basic subscription $12.00. American Radio Job Market, Dept. 3, 1553 North Las Vegas, Nevada 89101. 7-84-11

WE PLACE TV and Video Engineers
COAST TO COAST
[All Levels, But Not Operators]
ALL FEES PAID BY EMPLOYERS
Phone/Resume
KEY SYSTEMS
479 Northampton Street
Kingston, PA 18704
Phone Alan Kornsah at (717) 283-1041

HELP WANTED
ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER FOR FACILITIES: Airing in Son Fin Tico station seekings: R&A, TRP-119, RF/Engineer for Facilities in the Engineering department. Individual will be responsible for all station facilities including building, security, renovation projects, and new facility planning. The person will also be responsible for planning and project management for a new broadcast facility in San Francisco. Candidates must have construction management experience and be familiar with all phases of television engineering operations. Send resume, references, experience and salary to Personnel, WNYC, 725 7th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10023. No phone calls please. Please indicate position on envelope. 4-86-11

IMMEDIATE OPENING for qualified maintenance engineer. Must have minimum of 2 years studio maintenance experience, and FCC license. RF experience a plus. Send resume to: KMNZ-TV, P.O. Box 580, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501. Attn: Director of Engineering. 2-86-3t

TELEVISION ENGINEER: Major corporation has immediate opening for an experienced TV Engineer to design, install and repair state-of-the-art color television and field equipment. Candidate must be able to troubleshoot both analog and digital communication equipment. Experience with C and KU band satellite systems a plus. Minimum requirement: BSEE or related degree. Should have a minimum of five years experience in television operation, installation and maintenance. Send resume to: Pacific Bell, 140 New Mont, California, 94104. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. 4-86-11

REGIONAL SALES MANAGER: A TBC manufacturer seeks Sales Manager in New York and Los Angeles and Sales experience or technical background in TBC is needed. Please contact: Hattrick, Inc., 1280 Boscam Ave., #128, San Jose, Calif. 95128, (408) 292-1176. 4-86-11

TELEVISION BROADCAST FIELD ENGINEER
TV transmitter systems manufacturer has several immediate openings for the permanent position of engineer/technician within a growing field operations department. Experience with UHF TV transmitters using klystrons preferred. Domestic and some foreign travel will be required. Salary commensurate with prior experience. Send resume to: Comark Communications, Inc., P.O. Box 229, Southwick, Massachusetts 01077. ATTN: Engineer Manager. 4-86-11

MASTERS CONTROL/VIDEOTAPE OPERATOR needed for UHF PBS station. Minimum two years experience in broadcast engineering, plus transmitter maintenance preferred. FCC General Operators License. Union position, competitive salary & benefits. Send resume and references, experience and requirements. Personnel, KCP7/9, 125 E. 31st Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64108. (816) 756-3580. Equal Opportunity Employer. 4-86-11

MANAGER OF RADIO OPERATIONS: WNYC has recently completed the construction of new radio facilities in its lower Manhattan location which are state of the art. We are presently looking for a Manager of Radio Operations to join a strong management team in maintaining and utilizing this facility to its full capacity. The responsibilities will include: directing, training and supervising the radio engineering and technical personnel in a total preventative maintenance program, acting as second in command of Engineering Department and responsible for all day-to-day maintenance of radio broadcast equipment. Requirements: At least five years experience in the full range of radio broadcast engineering activities including mixing consoles, recorders, turntables, transmitters, etc., two years experience at a managerial or supervisory level, a BS or related degree, FCC General Operators License and a First or General Class license. Salary will be $23,000 to $36,000 commensurate with experience. If interested, please submit resume and cover letter to Personnel Department—WNYC, 1 Center St., 32nd Floor, New York, N.Y. 10007. EOE. No phone calls please. Please indicate position on envelope. 4-86-11

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: San Jose, CA ABC net affiliate has a current opening. Applicants must possess a strong state of the art broadcast maintenance background. Experience with digital video equipment such as the following equipment preferred: YVG-3000, 1600/7K, & automated MC switches, HK-322, HL-95 cameras, TV-1000, 500-25, ACR-25, Sony AVC-10, and the latest Sony ENG equipment. Excellent salary with paid medical, dental, retirement, plus. Send resume along with salary history to Dick Greiner, 3545 Dunes Dr., Any Reasonable Offer, New Mexico 87501. No phone calls please. Please indicate position on envelope. 4-86-11

BROADCAST ENGINEER: WBGO-FM/JAZZ 88 has an opening to perform studio equipment repair and installation for new facilities. Requires previous experience in high quality recordings, and undertake special projects. Send resume to: Robert Ottenthal, WBGO, 54 Park Place, New York, New Jersey 07102. 4-86-11

AM RADIO/MULTI CABLE SYSTEM needs engineer. Broadcast, Studio, transmitter and cable TV experience. Good salary, profit sharing, paid benefits. 213-384-1575. 3-86-21
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ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER: Major market PBS affiliate has opening for A.C.E. Familiarity with studio and VHF transmitter necessary. Excellent salary, excellent benefits. Chicago residency required. Send resume to Chief Engineer, WYCC-TV, 7500 S. Pulaski Rd., Chicago, Illinois 6062. City Colleges of Chicago is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

TELEVISION MAINTENANCE ENGINEER: One of the nation's leading television production centers seeks qualified Maintenance Engineer with strong electronics background. Through knowledge of television camera, VTR, switching, audio, digital effects, computer editing and terminal systems. Secure future with tremendous growth potential for right candidate. Send resume to: Scene Three, Inc., 1813 8th Avenue South, Nashville, TN 37203; Atttn: Mike Arnold. 3-86-2t

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER FOR KTVE-TV: Requires two years maintenance experience on state of the art production equipment. Send resume or call Bill Lawrence, Box 5668, Phoenix, AZ 85010 602-263-3556.

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN—KRXV-TV, Houston, is seeking qualified studio and transmitter technicians. Must have minimum of three years experience and a FCC license. Send resume to: KRXV-TV, P.O. Box 22910, Houston, Tx. 77227; Atttn: Wendell Wyborny. VPICE E. O. E. 3-86-2t

TELEVISION/HELP WANTED ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER: Supervise day to day technical operation. Must have two years technical school or equivalent, five years engineering experience in commercial Television Station. Must have excellent skills in theory and maintenance of broadcast studio and transmitter equipment. Resume to: John Simmons, Chief Engineer WRBL, Box 270, Columbus, Georgia, 31904 — EOE. 4-86-2t

E.J. STEWART has an opening for an experienced maintenance person. Qualified applicant should have working knowledge of Sony 1" and 1/2" VTR's, MIREAGE, BOSCH CCD FILM CHAIN, RCA TK-47 CAMERAS, VGS SWITCHERS. Send resume to: Eric R. Address, E.J. Stewart, Inc., 525 Mildred Avenue, Primos, PA 19018 (215) 626-6500, EOE/MAF. 4-86-2t

WANTED FOR MAJOR REMOTE PRODUCTION COMPANY—REMOTE UNIT SUPERVISOR. DUTIES: Coordinate the maintenance and operation of a 45' Remote Truck. EIC on remote productions, work with clients before and during contracted productions, perform maintenance on television equipment. REMOTE UNIT MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR—DUTIES: Maintain all television equipment on 45' Remote Truck, must be fully versed in the maintenance of the following equipment: Ampex tapemachines, Grass Valley switches and terminal equipment, Chyron CG's, Ikegami cameras. REQUIREMENTS: 4-6 years experience, First Class License or equivalent. Must be willing to travel. CONTACT: Director of Finance, WYES-TV, P.O. Box 24038, New Orleans, LA 70185. NO CALLS PLEAS! Deadline April 3, 1986. 4-86-1t

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER SUPERVISOR: We have an immediate opening for an experienced transmitter engineer with a minimum of 5 years of fulltime VHF TV experience. A thorough knowledge of RF systems, audio, video and microwave as applied to television broadcasting is required. This is a hands-on position. You must be able to troubleshoot equipment to component level. First or General Class FCC radio/telephone license is preferred. We offer an excellent starting salary and a full range of company benefits. Send resume in confidence to: Larry Pozzi, KMNH, P.O. Box 5007, Denver, CO 80217. Equal opportunity employer, M/F.

CHIEF ENGINEER FOR AM PUBLIC RADIO STATION IN SOUTH CENTRAL ALASKA: Responsibilities: studio, transmitter, satellite receiving equipment. Must move from KPOV and KTXF transmitter this fall. 3 years broadcast engineering experience and proficiency equivalent to FCC 1st class required. AM experience preferred. Sick leave and vacation benefits. Salary: 24,000-29,000 adjusted DOE, AA/EOE. Open until filled. Send resume to KBBI-AM, 215 E. Main Court, Homer, Alaska 99603. 4-86-1t

TELEVISION HELP WANTED—TECHNICAL: Expanding production facility in TAMPA, FLORIDA with multi-format edit suites has a need for a quality-oriented Chief Engineer with good design and maintenance skills. Competitive salary with excellent benefits. Contact Larry R. Hart, General Manager, Florida Production Center, 4010 N. Nebraska Avenue, Tampa, Florida, 33603. (813) 237-1200 or 1-800-237-4490 outside Florida. 4-86-1t
AMEK announces the "soft" solution.

Introducing the APC1000™ . . .

Over twenty years ago, the concept of multi-track recording for stereo went from two to three tracks. Today, mixing 64 tracks is not unusual. The nature of audio, with digital sources and programmable electronic instruments, and the wide variety of functions demanded in recording have radically changed the requirements for an audio console.

Clearly, the answer to today's needs for audio control does not lay in yesterday's thinking. AMEK, long the leader in audio console innovation, has just re-defined audio control — the virtual console.

By removing the constraints of twenty-year-old console philosophy, AMEK has designed the obvious solution for recording, sweetening, TV Stereo, and film. The need for operational features and instant repeatability has grown but has yielded consoles of outsized proportions and excessive electromechanical complexity. Inline or split monitors, and hard-wired systems, limit the operator's capabilities.

The AMEK APC1000 Large Architecture Console™ System is the "soft console" we've all waited for. Centralizing all redundant switch and control functions into one simple logic driven key entry panel has greatly expanded the flexibility, while reducing the overall size of the console and dramatically increasing accessibility. Dynamic Reset™ Synchronous Reset™ and simplified Recall, up to 128 inputs and 64 busses are just a few of the features of an APC1000.

And, in keeping with the APC concept, AMEK has introduced the BCII, a cost-effective open architecture console system for all broadcast or production applications, featuring audio-follows-video capabilities. The AMEK BCII is customizable for your operation, yet is totally user reconfigurable.

Take a closer look at the APC1000 and the BCII . . . the soft solutions to today's serious engineering needs.

Distributed by:
AMEK CONSOLES INC., 10815 Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601 Tel: 818-508-9788 Telex: 662526 AMEK USA
AMEK SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS LTD, Islington Mill, James St., Salford M3 5HW U.K. Tel: 061-834-6747 Telex: 668127 AMEK G
Network Multichannel TV Audio

To meet the demands of network stereo and multilingual TV programming, Ward-Beck and ABC-TV engineers teamed up to develop this impressive custom system based on new WBS Series ST technology. It employs all-new stereo modules and circuitry, as well as the brand new ST profile. In keeping with every ST system, the console offers advanced ergonomic design for control accessibility and operational simplicity.

ABC Studio TV-1, in New York, is setting new standards for audio quality throughout the world.